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Abstract 
Growing energy demands and environmental problems have caused extensive research on the 
development of efficient technologies for clean energy and green environment. Inspired by 
natural photosynthesis, photocatalytic or photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting to 
convert solar energy into electrical or chemical energy has been considered as one of the most 
promising approaches and attracted enormous attention. Specifically, half-reaction of water 
oxidation is generally viewed as the primary barrier of this renewable-energy technology, due 
to its process requirement of multiple protons and electrons. Furthermore, the critical 
challenge of water oxidation is the design of efficient, low-cost water oxidation catalysts 
(WOCs) with excellent stability. Along with the rapid advancement of nanoscience, low-
dimensional (LD) nanostructures have shown decent performances and thus presented 
themselves as a promising WOCs candidate, because of their tunable electronic, 
optoelectronic properties and large specific surface areas. 
 
In our studies, we investigated the morphology, structure and photocatalytic water oxidation 
performances of a series of low-dimensional materials. On the basis of single-component LD 
semiconductors such as graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) nanosheet, zinc oxide (ZnO) 
nanorods, we made further modifications to enhance their photocatalytic performances by 
coupling or in-situ depositing other LD cocatalysts or electrocatalysts such as Co3O4 quantum 
dots, CoWO4 layers and Mn-Bi complex layers. The selection of materials was based on 
earth-abundant elements and the synthesis followed the principle of low-cost, feasibility and 
simplicity. Benefiting from the interaction between them, the modified LD hybrids can 
exhibit multifarious morphological and structural changes. Through photochemical and 
electrochemical measurements, the synthesized LD hybrids showed increased charge 
separation and transfer rates, enhanced oxygen evolution rates and higher photoelectric 
conversion efficiencies. Both experimental and theoretical studies revealed the significant 
roles of the heterostructure, surface defects and cocatalysts for enhancing photoconversion 
efficiency and reducing the water oxidation energy barriers. This thesis demonstrates a 
possibility in exploring the functional LD materials with earth-abundant elements for better 
photo-related performance of the materials.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background  
Nowadays, our energy sources heavily rely on fossil fuels (coal, oil or natural gas), which 
unfortunately are projected to be steadily exhausted in near future.1 The combustion of the 
fossil fuels also has led to various environmental issues, for instance, the increasing serious 
greenhouse effect (mainly caused by carbon dioxide and methane emissions) and air 
contamination due to the fine dust. Considering the goal of sustainability for the benefit of all 
humankind, energy resources must come from renewable and environmentally friendly 
sources to fulfil the increasing demands.2,3 Fortunately, we have explored a series of 
renewable sources such as wind, solar energy, geothermal heat, and ocean energy, etc., among 
them solar energy is considered as the most attractive and abundant renewable energy source.4 
It is estimated that one-hour energy output from the Sun to the Earth can provide even more 
power than the annual energy consumption by the human society.1 
 
The conversion of renewable solar energy is a principal challenge in terms of both scientific 
and technological aspects to match the future energy requirement. Inspired by nature, efficient 
solar-light-driven water splitting to produce the hydrogen energy is one of the major 
objectives in solar power conversion.5 Commonly, overall water splitting is composed by two 
half-reactions, e.g. water oxidation and reduction. Since the water oxidation reaction requires 
a four-electron transfer process coupled with the removal of four protons from water 
molecules to form one dissociative oxygen molecule, this half-reaction is recognized as the 
rate-limiting step to complete the overall water splitting.6,7 In general, the efficiency of the 
photocatalytic water oxidation is largely related to the optical absorption, electronic structure, 
band structure of the semiconductor based photocatalysts.5,8–10 Therefore, the most 
challenging task in photocatalytic water oxidation is to explore efficient photocatalysts that 
are able to absorb sunlight and oxidize water. In the earlier studies of photocatalytic water 
oxidation catalysts (WOCs), the most active homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts are 
found to be noble metals (e.g. iridium, ruthenium, or rhodium), which would largely raise the 
final cost of practical applications.11–13 Inspired by the natural photosynthesis that utilizes 
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manganese (Mn) as one of the essential metal ions to construct the Mn4CaO4 water oxidation 
catalyst, recent attention has been focused on various earth abundant complexes to mimic the 
water oxidation process in Photosystem II.14  
 
Nanoscaled photocatalysts represent the most promising materials in the research area of 
WOCs, while among different types of nanostructures, low-dimensional (LD) nanoscaled 
photocatalysts have been described as the ideal high-performance candidates for water 
oxidation because of their unique optical and structural properties.15,16 LD structured 
materials mainly refer to zero-dimensional (0D), one dimensional (1D), and two dimensional 
(2D) materials, whose sizes are below 100 nm at least in one dimension. 0D materials contain 
nanoparticles, nanoclusters and quantum dots; 1D materials include nanowires, nanorods and 
nanotubes; and 2D materials refer to the nanosheet and layer-structured materials. Generally, 
LD WOCs can show improved photocatalytic performance than bulk materials. The reasons 
can be either regulating the size and thickness, or exposing high-index facets and active 
sites/defect, or doping engineering for a faster charge transport/transfer.17–19 For instance, 
pore-rich WO3 ultrathin nanosheets with nearly fully exposed active crystal facets, and 
nitrogen-doped TiO2 nanowire both showed higher water oxidation performances than that 
of the bulk or pristine counterpart.20 Besides, the LD WOCs can extend from metal to non-
metal based catalysts such as graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) nanosheet
10 or carbon quantum 
dots.21 In addition, strong van der Waals (vdW) forces allow single-component LD to 
assemble into vdW heterostructures,22 which can be further divided into several groups such 
as 0D–1D, 0D–2D, 1D–2D and 2D–2D systems. Coupling different LD WOCs with matched 
band structures can not only improve the charge separation and transfer, but also provide 
high-quality heterojunctions between the materials with ideally aligned band offsets for 
improved light absorption.    
 
Although low-dimensional WOCs offer more opportunities to improve the photocatalytic 
efficiency, they also have vital disadvantages such as the decreased thermo-dynamic stability 
which can lead to a reduced quantum efficiency.23,24 Hence, the current research emphasis of 
LD WOCs has been concentrated on balancing all the aspects of factors including crystallite 
size, morphology and composition.  
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1.2 Research Objectives 
This work aims to synthesize various low-dimensional, from 0D to 2D semiconductor 
photocatalysts and optimize the structural properties and water oxidation performance by 
rationally incorporating different single-component to form heterojunctions or applying them 
as water oxidation cocatalysts. The approaches of material selection and synthesis followed 
the principle of low-cost and simplicity. The LD hybrids were used in the form of 
photocatalysts or photoanodes to test their optical properties, structural changes and 
photocatalytic performances by a series of characterization methods and photo- and 
photoelectrochemical measurements. 
 
The specific objectives are as follows: 
1) Rationally select suitable materials and design novel methods to synthesize the low-
dimensional semiconductors. 
2) Based on the unique characteristics of the pristine LD materials, optimize their light 
absorption, band structures and morphologies by impregnating or in-situ depositing other LD 
cocatalysts. 
3) Investigate and verify the optimized morphologies, optical properties and electronic 
structure of the synthesized LD hybrids by advanced characterization techniques.  
4) Examine and compare the electroconductivity, stability and oxygen evolution rates of the 
designed photocatalysts through photo- or photoelectrochemical systems. 
5) Illustrate the mechanism of the enhanced water oxidation performance via the experimental 
and theoretical calculation methods.   
           
1.3 Thesis Organizations 
This thesis is composed of seven chapters, including introduction, literature review, results 
and discussions (four chapters), main conclusions with outlooks and perspectives for future 
studies. 
  
Chapter 1: Introduction 
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This chapter summarizes the current issues with photo-related water oxidation. In addition, 
research objectives and thesis organization are provided in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter makes a survey and investigation over the recent progress on the development 
and modification of low-dimensional semiconductor materials for photochemical water 
oxidation applications. 
 
Chapter 3: Flower-Like Cobalt Hydroxide/Oxide on Graphitic Carbon Nitride for Visible-
Light-Driven Water Oxidation (Adapted from Appl. Mater. Inter. 2016, 8 (51), 35203–35212 
and reuse permission has been achieved)  
In this chapter, we reported the facile coating of 2D-nanosheet-built, flower-like cobalt 
hydroxide/oxide (Fw-Co(OH)2/Fw-Co3O4) onto 2D g-C3N4 nanosheet for enhanced visible-
light-driven water oxidation process.  
 
Chapter 4: Monodisperse Co3O4 Quantum Dots on Porous Carbon Nitride Nanosheets for 
Enhanced Visible-Light-Driven Water Oxidation (Adapted from Appl. Catal. B: Environ. 
2018, 223: 2–9 and reuse permission has been achieved) 
In this chapter, 0D Co3O4 quantum dots were uniformly deposited onto 2D porous g-C3N4 
nanosheets by a facile annealing process to construct surface heterojunctions for visible-light-
driven water oxidation.  
 
Chapter 5: Heterostructured WO3@CoWO4 Bilayer Nanosheets for Enhanced Visible-Light 
Photo, Electro and Photoelectrochemical Oxidation of Water (Adapted from J. Mater. Chem. 
A 2018, 6: 6265–6272 and reuse permission has been achieved)  
In this chapter, an interface-induced synthesis method was newly established to fabricate 2D 
bilayer nanosheets of WO3@CoWO4 as highly efficient catalysts for enhanced photo, electro 
and photoelectron-chemical OERs, as revealed by experimental and density functional theory 
(DFT) studies. 
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Chapter 6: Photochemical Deposition of M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) Layers onto rGO/ZnO 
Nanorod Arrays for Solar Water Splitting 
In this chapter, the OER activity of M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) catalysts were compared in a 
combined computational and experimental investigation, in which M-Bi thin layers were self-
assembled onto ZnO nanorod arrays and reduced graphene oxide (rGO/ZnO) as a ternary 
electrocatalyst/light-harvester PEC system.  
 
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Perspectives 
This chapter summarized the above research results and presented perspectives for future 
research. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 
Low-dimensional (LD) semiconductor materials and their hybrids have arisen as attractive 
candidates for photocatalytic water oxidation. There has been extensive progress for the 
rational design of photocatalytic nanomaterials in the artificial photosynthesis system. In this 
chapter, we attempt to outline the state-of-the-art development of earth-abundant LD 
semiconductor based nanomaterials for photo-induced water oxidation. Particular attention 
was given to the mechanisms of water oxidation and the different strategies to select suitable 
LD catalysts to optimize the activity and efficiency. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The establishment of novel technologies to engender sustainable energy sources that can take 
over fossil fuels is a hot research subject. Since the discovery of the Honda-Fujishima effect,1 
tremendous attention has been centered on solar-light-driven water splitting, by adopting 
various inorganic semiconductors that possess strong photoinduced redox abilities. 
Researches have extended from TiO2  to  ZnO,
2 WO3,
3 Fe2O3
4 and others. Since the oxidative 
half-reaction, namely water oxidation, is a four-electron transfer and four-proton removal 
process to form oxygen from water molecules, it is generally considered as the rate-limiting 
step to achieve overall water splitting.  Therefore, much attention has been given to water 
oxidation. 
 
Photocatalytic water oxidation is usually divided into two kinds of configurations, i.e. wired 
and wireless photochemical systems as shown in Figure 2.1.5,6 To be specific, single wired, 
also known as photoelectrochemical (PEC) system (Figure 2.1a) is composed of a photoanode 
for water oxidation and a counter electrode for water reduction (a photocathode or reference 
electrode is also connected in some cases).5 Under light illumination, the photogenerated 
electron-hole pairs in photoanode are separated inside the semiconductors by an electric field. 
Subsequently, the photoinduced holes migrate to the semiconductor surface to oxidize water 
molecules and evolve O2. On the other side, the separated photogenerated electrons transfer 
to the counter electrode via an external electrical circuit, where they reduce H+ to H2. An 
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additional bias voltage is generally imposed as an external potential driving-force for electron 
transport.1 In contrast, as shown in Figure 2.1b, wireless, also known as autonomous 
photocatalytic system contains a suspension of photocatalyst particles dispersed in a 
solvent.7,8 Each photocatalyst particle serves as an independent “short-circuited” PEC cell, 
implementing oxidation or reduction of water on the surface.8 The wireless configuration has 
the merits of being simpler, cheaper and more universal to be developed and used than wired 
PEC system. Due to the high electrical resistivity or the difficulty to be deposited onto 
photoelectrodes, many semiconductor materials are unable to be used as PEC anodes, but 
they can be employed in a wireless system. In addition, the light absorption efficiency of the 
wireless system tends to be higher due to the larger exposed semiconductor surface area. For 
instance, if the particle diameters are around 100 nm, 100 mg photocatalyst dispersed in water 
may consist of more than 1011 mobile and independent particles, and thus the exposed surface 
area is much larger than PEC anode.8 However, the wireless photocatalytic system has its 
drawbacks because the charge carrier separation efficiency is much lower than that in the 
PEC system. Besides, there are difficulties to separate the stoichiometric mixture of O2 and 
H2 effectively and to avoid backward reactions. The water oxidation efficiency in a wireless 
photocatalytic system remains far below that in wired PEC system powered by photovoltaic 
cells. It was reported that PEC system can afford high solar-to-hydrogen efficiencies up to 
30% in a three-junction solar cell, approaching the Shockley-Queisser limit.7 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of photocatalytic water oxidation systems: a) wired and b) 
wireless configuration (Original pictures). 
a) b) 
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In spite of the different configurations of the two systems, there are some similar criteria on 
the semiconductors. Firstly, to proceed the solar water splitting reaction successfully, the band 
gap energies of semiconductors should be larger than 1.23 eV to straddle the HER and OER 
potentials (0 and 1.23 V vs. normal hydrogen electrode, NHE, respectively, at pH 0).9,10 
However, a larger band gap will result in the inadequate light absorption. For instance, 
corresponding to the band gap energies of 1.23 eV, the semiconductor material needs to 
absorb an equivalent light wavelength of 1100 nm, which is in the near-infrared region of the 
sunlight spectrum.11 In general, the band gap energies of most semiconductors are larger than 
2 eV, meaning that they can only adsorb light wavelengths of ≤ 620 nm.11 Therefore, the high 
requirement of appropriate band gap energy highly limits the selection of semiconductors for 
water oxidation.9,11 In that case, suitable modifications such as doping, hybriding, size-control 
will be required to adjust the band structure of these semiconductors for a successful 
application in water oxidation reaction. Secondly, the energies of the photogenerated holes 
should be high enough to overcome the overpotentials related with this oxidative reaction, 
namely ηox.7 Apart from structural modifications on semiconductors, it is worth noting that a 
bias voltage imposed on semiconductors in a wired PEC system or external electron acceptors 
(sacrificial reagents such as Na2S2O8 or AgNO3) added in the wireless system can work 
effectively to overcome ηox and actuate water oxidation.12 Thirdly, an appropriate structural 
control on semiconductors will also be demanded to deal with the issues of high electron-hole 
recombination and slow hole diffusion kinetics. It is known that the photoinduced holes 
within the semiconductors must travel through long distances to the surface and react with 
water. Unless separated effectively, the holes can recombine with electrons trapped on the 
surface or in the bulk of semiconductor materials, leading to deficient oxygen evolution 
reaction (OER).  
 
Based on the above discussion, we can derive that a special research emphasis should be put 
on searching highly efficient semiconductor-based water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) for 
practical photocatalytic water oxidation. Recently, LD structured semiconductors have been 
proposed as promising candidates, because of their attractive attributes including short 
carrier-transfer distance, readily tunable band gap structure, large surface area, unique 
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electronic and optical properties that can be adjusted by doping or dimensional 
modification.7,13,14 
 
Generally, LD materials should have at least one dimension of  ≤ 100 nm and typical LD 
examples include zero-dimensional (0D) nanoparticles (NPs), nanoclusters and quantum dots 
(QDs); one-dimensional (1D) nanotubes (NTs), and nanowires (NWs)/or nanorods; and two-
dimensional (2D) nanosheets and layers. Further, there are various types of 0D/1D/2D based 
hybrid materials in natural or artificial systems, which could be inorganic, organic, metallic-
organic or inorganic-organic matters. 
 
Since Mn4CaO4 was identified as the oxygen-evolving center of photosystem II in the leaves 
of plants,15 most recent studies have been pointed to exploit various earth-abundant elements 
based photocatalysts to mimic this function.15–17 From the perspective of a practical 
application that desires a low cost of production, we will concentrate on LD semiconductors 
based on low cost and earth-abundant elements, which have been exploited to promote the 
water oxidation efficiency in wireless and wired photocatalytic systems. The basic properties 
of LD semiconductor materials including the extraordinary advantages and inherent 
disadvantages will be outlined. Subsequently, through referencing some classic examples, we 
tried to present some fundamental insights into how the photocatalytic water oxidation 
performance is enhanced on LD materials and their hybrids. Besides, we also explore the 
different water oxidation mechanism regarding 0D, 1D and 2D semiconductors. Finally, 
conclusive remarks will be summarized and the key challenges and the future strategies for 
the management of LD photocatalysts for water oxidation will be discussed. 
 
2.2 Pros and Cons of Low-Dimensional System 
Without any doubt, the unique properties endow LD semiconductor materials with superior 
advantages in improving the photocatalytic capability. Meanwhile, they also possess their 
inherent disadvantages. Hence, it is necessary to make clear both the merits and drawbacks 
of LD materials so as to control and exploit their properties for better catalysis.  
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2.2.1 Advantages of LD Photocatalysts for Water Oxidation 
Quantum Confinement. An essential feature of LD materials is the quantum confinement 
effect, which endows the materials with unique electronic, optical, and structural properties 
compared with their bulk counterparts.18–20 Quantum confinement effects can be achieved 
when the nanoparticle size is close to the exciton Bohr radius. In that case, the energy level 
spacing of the particle will exceed kT (k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature), and 
the corresponding energy differences (> kT) will restrict the electron/hole mobility.13 In 1974, 
Dingle et al. first confirmed the carriers confinement in 2D materials, where numerous 
restricted-electron and -hole states of rectangular potential wells were observed.21 Compared 
to bulk materials, the quantum confinement effect will bring about modified properties in LD 
materials, two of which are of particular importance. The first one is the energy states 
changing from quasi-continuous states to discrete and well-separated states due to the reduced 
atom number in the LD direction. Figure 2.2a-d show the density of states (DOS) as a function 
of energy in 3D to 0D semiconductor materials, which provide novel opportunities to control 
charge diffusion directions and pathways. Another valuable property is described in Figure 
2.2e. Depending on the characteristics of a semiconductor, once the LD diameter decreases 
to a particular value, an increase (blue shift) in band-gap energy is observed. To be specific, 
the conduction band edge shifts towards a lower potential, while the valence band moves to 
more oxidizing position. According to Marcus-Gerischer theory, this change is expected to 
increase thermodynamic driving force which can accelerate interfacial charge transfer and 
enhance the water splitting rate.22,23 For example, since their conduction band edges are more 
positive than the hydrogen evolution potential, bulk WO3, BiVO4, and Fe2O3 are inefficient 
to produce hydrogen despite of their strong visible-light absorption.10 However, by reducing 
at least one dimension of these bulk materials to a certain level, the band gap position will 
shift to cover the reduction potential, allowing for efficient water splitting on these 
semiconductors.  
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of electronic DOS of a) 3D bulk semiconductor materials and LD 
semiconductor materials including b) 2D, (c) 1D and d) 0D. The inset arrows on related 
models indicate the quantum confinement direction and dimensionalities; (e) quantum size 
effect on band structure; (f) Schematic illustration of surface plasmon resonance excitation 
on metallic NPs (Adapted based on ref. 13 and ref. 22). 
 
Although the quantum confinement is common in the LD system, the upper limit of 
dimensionality or size to trigger this effect will exactly depend on the individual electronic 
structure of each semiconductor.24 For example, Li’s group found that even though the 
thickness was as thin as 1.0 nm for 2D TiO2 nanosheets, the quantum confinement was not 
apparent as no obvious changes are observed in the band gap structure and electronic 
property. As such, they inferred that the quantum effects of some specific LD semiconductors 
should only occur on some specific dimensionality.25 Nevertheless, since the diffusion 
distance of minority charge carriers in most semiconductors is below several nanometers, it 
is still challenging to control the quantum confinement within this range.26 We will discuss 
in detail the quantum confinement in water oxidation in below sections where applicable. 
 
Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR). Apart from quantum confinement effect, 
another beneficial feature of LD metal-based semiconductors is the (localized) surface 
a) b) c) 
d) e) f) 
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plasmon resonance (SPR/LSPR). Plasmon resonance can be defined as the collective resonant 
oscillation of free conduction electrons restricted in metallic nanomaterials under light 
irradiation, while surface plasmon resonances are oscillations restricted to the surfaces of 
nanomaterials and interact actively with light.27 As shown in Figure 2.2f, irradiating metal 
nanoparticles with light at their plasmon frequency can produce energy (‘hot’) electrons or 
intense electric fields on the surface of the particles, which can be extracted and applied in 
catalytic reactions.28 In the past decade, SPR has been widely employed on specific 0D noble 
metals, e.g., Au, Ag, Pt in photocatalysis.29 Besides, plasmonic semiconductors usually 
possess excellent light absorption due to stronger light trapping. However, the SPR effect of 
these costly noble-metal 0D materials is only beneficial to visible-light harvesting. Further 
studies discovered that, LSPR can be also found in transition metal-based catalysts.27,30 It was 
reported that the LSPR effect can be employed to optimize the optical absorption maximum 
in the NIR and mid-infrared regions of non-noble metal oxide based semiconductors.27,31 As 
shown in Figure 2.3A-E, through the formation of cations or oxygen vacancies, some non-
stoichiometric self-doped semiconductors (e.g. Cu2-xSe, Cu2-xTe, WO3-x) are identified as 
attractive LSPR hosts32–34 and were applied for improving the photocatalytic water 
oxidation.35,36 It is also indicated that the plasma resonance frequency can be controlled by 
modifying the sizes (Figure 2.3D-E) or shapes (Figure 2.3F-H) of LD materials.  
 
Figure 2.3 A) TEM image of WO2.83 nanorods. B) Experimental measurement and theoretical 
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simulation of LSPR in 1D WO2.83 nanorods. Adapted from Manthiram et al.
32 Copyright © 
2012 ACS Publications. C, D) representative TEM images and (E) Tunable LSPR of Cu2–xSe 
NCs with uniform size of 6.2 nm and 16.5 nm. Adapted from Liu et al.34 Copyright © 2013 
Wiley VCH. F) HRTEM of Cu2–xTe nanoplates, G) TEM images of Cu2–xTe nanorods and 
H) UV/Vis spectra nanoplate  and nanorod. Adapted from Li et al.33 Copyright © 2013 ACS 
Publications 
 
Surface-Area and Exposed-Facet Enhanced Charge Transfer. As the catalytic reaction 
occurs on the surface atoms, the surface area to volume ratio of catalysts plays a significant 
role in heterogeneous catalysis.17 The large surface area to volume ratio of LD materials is 
another promising feature of LD semiconductor materials, which makes the most of the 
catalyst surface atoms where reactions occur. For instance, a catalyst with the size of 100 nm 
has only around 1% atoms distributed on the surface, whereas this value increases to 10% and 
90% for a catalyst of 10 and 1 nm size, respectively.17 Furthermore, the larger specific surface 
area can promote the activity, selectivity and faradic efficiency of the catalytic reactions by 
improving the formation of edges and defects or by preferentially exposing highly active 
crystal facets. Besides, the more exposed surface atoms also make it easier to regulate LD 
material properties through elemental doping, surface modification, and defect engineering, 
and so on.37 Taking doping as an example, most of the dopants are trapped inside the structure 
of bulk materials, however, in LD materials, dopants are located close to the surface, acting 
as active catalytic sites. More importantly, doping can be adopted to adjust the electron 
density and enhance the light absorption of LD semiconductor materials. 
 
In addition to the above three main superiorities, LD materials also own some other features 
which can be employed in photochemical energy conversions such as the reduced carrier 
collection pathways,22 enhanced light distribution38 and multiple exciton generations.39  All 
these advantages have been intensively studied for water oxidation system. This will be 
discussed in below sections. 
 
2.2.2 Disadvantages of LD Photocatalysts for Water Oxidation 
Although LD materials possess superior photochemical advantages in terms of fast charge 
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transport, excellent light harvesting ability, improved reaction kinetics, and vigorous 
photocatalytic activity, they have some inherent restrictions that may result in poor durability 
and diminished power conversion efficiency. This will be described in the following 
discussion regarding increased surface recombination and decreased thermo-dynamic 
stability. 
 
For single-component LD materials with sizes lower than certain values, carrier separation is 
even more difficult than in bulk materials.22,40 Taking n-type semiconductor as an example, 
as shown in Figure 2.4, when the diameter of LD materials is lower than twice the value of 
surface space charge layer width (Ld) of bulk materials, it might be difficult to relax the bands 
completely to the bulk level. In that case, small LD materials tend to possess a lower potential 
drop and electric field across the space charge layer, which can elevate the recombination rate 
of photogenerated charge carriers. Therefore, a suitable size balance needs to be established 
to maximize the exposured surface active sites while optimize charge separations at the same 
time. It was suggested that the size should approach twice the value of Ld.
41 
 
Figure 2.4 Band structure of an n-type semiconductor in solution with different LD sizes. a) 
R is larger than the space charge width and b) R is smaller than the space charge width. EV is 
the valence band edge, EF is the Fermi level, EC is the conduction band edge and Ld represents 
the space charge width. Adapted from Li et al.41 Copyright © The Royal Society of Chemistry 
2014. 
 
Another drawback of LD materials is the declined thermo-dynamic stability along with the 
increased surface energy. Hopefully, this could be overcome by some tactics such as the 
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rational establishment of heterostructures to protect photoabsorber by facilitating efficient 
separation of charge carriers and migration of holes to a more stable component. This will be 
discussed where applicable in the following discussion regarding LD based hybrid materials. 
 
Considering the above advantages and disadvantages of LD materials comprehensively, a 
series of modification approaches for water oxidation enhancement have been summarized in 
this chapter, including defect/doping engineering, LSPR, active facet exposure, size control 
or constructing LD hybrid materials, as described in Figure 2.5. The following sections are 
divided into 0D, 1D, 2D and LD hybrid semiconductor materials for photocatalytic water 
oxidation. At last, the mechanism about the unique catalytic properties of 0D, 1D and 2D 
materials are compared and LD metal-free semiconductors are also described briefly.    
 
 
Figure 2.5 The photocatalytic properties of LD materials including light absorption, charge 
transfer can be improved by doping engineering, active facet exposure, defect or vacancy 
creation, and LSPR etc. Hybrid LD materials with heterojunction can also be constructed in 
the form of 0D/1D, 1D/2D, 0D/2D, 2D/2D configurations. 
 
2.3 0D Semiconductor Materials for Photo-Related Water Oxidation 
In general, 0D photocatalysts including metal complexes or nanoparticles and metal oxide 
quantum dots have been intensively investigated. In this part, we summarize common 0D 
non-noble metal based semiconductors for photocatalytic water oxidation.  
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2.3.1 0D Metal Complexes and Nanoclusters 
In natural photosynthetic systems, water oxidation is catalyzed by a 0D Mn4CaO4 cluster, 
which has stimulated the construction of transition metal clusters and complexes as effective 
catalysts for solar water oxidation at the 0D molecular level.42 Spiccia and co-workers had 
reported that a PEC device prepared by impregnating synthetic tetranuclear-manganese 
clusters into Nafion matrix, could achieve efficient water oxidation catalysis.42 Through in 
situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy and TEM methods, they elucidated that the tetranuclear-
manganese cluster could dissociate into Mn (II) compounds in Nafion, which are then 
reoxidized to form dispersed 0D nanoparticles with a diameter of 1 - 2 nm. The in situ cycling 
between the photoreduced Mn (II) product and oxidized Mn (III/IV) oxide phase proceeds 
during water oxidation catalysis, while the original metal clusters serve only as the precursors. 
The observations of this manganese redox cycling on the electrode bear a striking 
resemblance to the biogeochemical cycling of manganese in nature and provide us with an 
understanding of the essence of PEC water oxidation based on metal complexes. Thus, it is 
conceivable that the catalytic activities observed for many of the molecular metal complexes 
in homogeneous solutions are based on a similar mechanism. When incorporating these metal 
complex into various solid supports (such as zeolites, membranes and metal oxide surfaces) 
for heterogeneous catalysis, metal-oxide particles could be formed and deposited on these 
supports by metal complex dissociation.  
 
Inspired by this, Nocera’s group reported the electrodeposition of 0D cobalt-phosphonate 
(Co-Pi) photocatalyst onto a graphite substrate in methyl phosphonate (MePi) electrolyte.43 
In the work, they investigated the nucleation, growth and repair mechanism of the catalyst. 
The nucleation process of the catalyst was analyzed through chronoamperometry and AFM 
imaging (Figure 2.6). As shown, the catalyst island was formed, and the surface density can 
be controlled by adjusting the electrodeposition potential and time. The particle sizes ranged 
from 35 to 70 nm, accompanied by the catalyst covers increasing from 9% to a saturated 65% 
on the surface. Through making clear the relationship between catalyst formation and pH 
values, a mechanistic foundation was also presented on regulation of the 0D nanoparticle-
based photoanodes for water oxidation. Some other nanosized catalysts like nickel oxide 
(NiOx)
44, and iron(III) oxide45 were also deposited from molecular complexes, which 
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exhibited promising opportunities as effective photoanodes for wired water oxidation.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 AFM images of a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite electrode after being subjected 
to potential step polarization from 0.75 to 0.97 V for a-f) different deposition time. Bars to 
the right of each image indicate the depth with full scale values of (a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 50, (d) 
75, (e) 75, and (f) 50 nm. g) Coverage percentage of catalyst versus the normalized duration 
of potential step polarization, t/tmax. Adapted from Nocera’s group.43 Copyright © 2012 ACS 
Publications. 
 
Another model of 0D photocatalysts that have been intensively employed is nanoclusters. In 
a rather interesting study, Frei and Jiao reported that cobalt or manganese oxide nanoclusters 
loaded on mesoporous silica (SBA-15) can exhibit effective water oxidation under mild pH 
conditions.46,47 The Co3O4 and MnOx nanoclusters on SBA-15 provided large quantities of 
surface metal sites per projected area, while the mesoporous silica frameworks offered the 
nanoclusters with high dispersion stability and prevented destruction of surface active sites. 
Wireless photocatalytic OER by these nanoclusters was performed using Na2S2O8 as the 
electron acceptor. Due to the large geometrical surface area provided by such a nanostructure, 
increased TOF were obtained, which were over a thousand times higher than that of the bulk-
sized counterparts. In the following work, Jiao’s group employed various substances, 
including mesoporous silica KIT-6, SBA-15 and γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles to support Co3O4 
nanoclusters for fabricating a series of WOCs.48 The results confirmed that a smaller Co3O4 
cluster size resulted in a higher water oxidation activity. Compared with SBA-15, KIT-6 was 
found to be a better support, due to its 3D porous structure that offers a more accessible 
g 
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system. More importantly, they concluded that the principal function of these mesoporous 
skeletons in photocatalytic water oxidation reaction is to physically disperse the Co3O4 
nanoclusters rather than to participate in the reaction. 
 
2.3.2 Metal Oxides Quantum Dots and Nanocrystals 
Comparing with the above in situ formed 0D metal complexes or clusters, the ex situ synthesis 
allows for better control over surface accessibility and dimensionality of the catalysts such as 
QDs.49 Because of the unique optical property, quantum effect and relatively high 
photostability, semiconductor QDs have emerged as extraordinary 0D photocatalysts. Over 
the past decades, transition metal-based QDs such as Co3O4, Fe2O3 had been developed,
50,51 
while studies over the applications of these QDs for water splitting just started in recent years. 
Guo’s group first tried to synthesize the Co3O4 QDs through a reverse micelle technique and 
applied them for wireless water oxidation.52 The QDs exhibited the stable oxygen evolution 
(0.40 μmol h-1) even in the absence of a sacrificial agent or cocatalyst. Mechanistic studies 
revealed that the band gap of Co3O4 QDs was increased by the quantum confinement effect, 
and the shifted conduction band minimum was lower than the hydrogen reduction potential. 
In this case, the QDs were able to realize overall water splitting under visible-light irradiation. 
Following this success, Wang et al. synthesized α-Fe2O3 QDs (3 nm) using the same method 
and investigated them for wireless visible-light-driven water oxidation.51 Also, by adding 
ammonium hydroxide into the benzyl alcohol route, Niederpberger and co-workers 
successfully synthesized monodisperse Co3O4 QDs with sizes of 4.5 nm for excellent visible-
light-driven OER performance.53  
 
Although some QDs present considerable water oxidation performances, the presence of 
stabilizing agent, an organic ligand, attached on the surface of QDs during synthesis could 
inevitably block the accessibility of surface-active centers, and then limit their extensive 
applications. In addition, the annealing or drying process for removing this ligand, in turn, 
would affect the dispersion of quantum dots. Fortunately, approaches to increase the 
dispersibility and to synthesize the ligand-free nanoparticles have been achieved 
successfully.49,54,55 Grzelczak, et al.49 reported the first example of ligand-free Co3O4 
nanoparticles with tunable sizes for water oxidation (Figure 2.7 a-d). As shown in Figure 2.7 
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e, at Co3O4 particle size of 3 nm, the surface area was elevated seven times higher than that 
of 40 nm size particles. With the reduced particle sizes, the absorption band edge displayed 
gradual blue-shift toward lower wavelengths, further revealing the apparent quantum size 
effect. The Co3O4 nanoparticles with an excellent colloidal stability were examined in the 
wireless photocatalytic system with Na2S2O8 as the sacrificial agent and Ru[bpy]3
2+ as the 
photosensitizer. The calculated turnover number (TON) per mole of cobalt gradually raised 
with reduced particles sizes; from 0.1 (bulk Co3O4) to 2.3 (3 nm Co3O4). The researchers also 
anchored the 3 nm Co3O4 onto SBA-15 and found that the OER rate was improved evidently, 
compared with the homogeneous dispersed 3 nm Co3O4. 
 
Figure 2.7 Size evolution of the Co3O4 nanoparticles. a-c) TEM images of Co3O4 with 
diameters of 3, 10, and 40 nm, respectively and d) corresponding size distributions. e) Plot of 
particle diameter versus surface area. Inset: NPs in the form of powder or dispersed in water. 
f) Size-dependent oxygen evolution in aqueous suspension of Co3O4 NPs using a Ru(bpy)3
2+ 
visible light sensitization system (λ>450 nm). g) Visible light-induced oxygen evolution from 
a variety of cobalt compounds deposited on SBA-15.49 Copyright © 2013 ACS Publications. 
 
Later, Blakemore et al.56 reported a pulsed laser ablation method to obtain surfactant-free, 
quantum-confined Co3O4 nanoparticles ( < 5 nm) with an excellent wired water oxidation 
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activity. The nanoparticles produced by this technique can also be instantly deposited onto 
the photoanodes for PEC water oxidation. Interestingly, the Co3O4 nanoparticle suspensions 
prepared in this work showed yellow color, which is completely different from that of bulk 
Co3O4 (black). This optical spectroscopic property adds evidence for quantum confinement. 
Judging from the increase in direct and indirect band gaps as a function of the reciprocal 
squared particle diameter, this work precisely deduced that the maximum diameter to achieve 
quantum confinement effects of Co3O4 would be 5 nm. This work gives us an idea to 
rigorously control the experimental condition to employ the quantum confinement effects for 
water oxidation. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 (a) TEM image of CoO nanoparticles; b) Mott-Schottky plots for CoO 
nanocrystals and micropowders according to impedance measurements. The flat-band 
potentials are obtained from the intercepts of the extrapolated lines. c) Band positions of CoO 
nanocrystals and micropowders according to the bandgaps and flat-band potentials.57 
Copyright © 2014 Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
 
The above prediction about the quantum confinement of cobalt oxides can be partly supported 
by a recent work from Liao et al..57 In this work, CoO nanocrystals were employed as a 
photocatalyst to split water into oxygen and hydrogen under visible-light irradiations in the 
absence of sacrificial reagents. Through diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, they determined 
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that the band gaps of both CoO nanocrystals and bulk counterpart were very close to 2.6 eV. 
They further concluded that the comparatively large size of CoO nanoparticles (5 - 8 nm, as 
shown in Figure 2.8 a) led to the loss of the quantum-confinement effect. However, Mott-
Schottky plots confirmed that the nanoscale morphology could considerably alter the band-
edge positions of a semiconductor, in spite of the absence of quantum-confinement effect 
(Figure 2.8 b and c). In this case, the researchers assumed that it is the band-edge position 
rather than the band gap resulted in the more excellent wireless photocatalytic performance 
of CoO than their bulk counterparts.  
 
Some other semiconductor nanoparticles like CoSe,58 α-Fe2O359, and BiVO4,60 were also 
employed as photocatalytic water oxidation catalysts. For example, Osterloh’s group first 
investigated the photocatalytic water oxidation using freely dispersed α-Fe2O3 nanocrystals.59 
In this work,  hematite with different sizes including 5.4 nm α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles, 44 nm 
ultrasonicated bulk-α-Fe2O3 and 120 nm bulk-type-α-Fe2O3 were achieved by hydrolysis of 
FeCl3·6H2O. Beneficial to the decreased diffusion path of photogenerated holes, the 
suspended crystals of α-Fe2O3 showed a robust photocatalytic performance under irradiations 
with initial O2 evolution rates of up to 1072 μmol h-1g-1 in the presence of AgNO3. 
 
2.4 1D Semiconductor Materials for Photo-Related Water Oxidation 
Since carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered by Lijima et al. in 1991,61 extensive interests 
have been activated in studying 1D nanomaterials including nanowires, nanorods and 
nanotubes. Substantial breakthroughs have been achieved in applying 1D materials in various 
fields of modern techniques, for example, photocatalytic water splitting system. By 
preferential exposure of selected facets, 1D photocatalysts possess several advantages, for 
example, high accessible surface area and directed transfer channels,7 endowing them with a 
better ability for transfer of (photo)generated charges away from potential recombination 
sites. Attributed to their linear morphologies, 1D semiconductors are more widely applied in 
wired water oxidation than wireless one. Therefore, in this section, we mainly investigate the 
implementation of 1D nanomaterials for PEC water oxidation.  
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2.4.1 Application of 1D Semiconductors in Wireless Systems 
1D nanostructured semiconductors in the form of nanowires, nanorods or nanotubes have 
been broadly reported. Xie’s group first fabricated novel quantum tubes of BiVO4, which had 
ultra-narrow diameters (of about 5 nm) and ultrathin wall thicknesses (down to 1 nm). A well-
defined visible-light response was observed on the resulting high-quality BiVO4, revealing 
the evident superiority of quantum-sized nanotubes compared with bulk materials.62 Inspired 
by this study, BiVO4 quantum tubes were utilized as excellent photocatalysts for solar-light 
water oxidation.62–64 Interestingly, Sun et al.64 reported that the quantum-sized BiVO4 can 
simultaneously split pure water into O2 and H2 under simulated solar light irradiations without 
loading any cocatalysts or adding any sacrificial reagents. Electrochemical tests indicated that 
quantum confinement effect results in the negative shift of conduction band edge (Ecb) and 
reduces water oxidation overpotentials, resulting in a significant photocatalytic activity. 
These findings provided new insights to enhancing water splitting performance by controlling 
the sizes of photocatalysts. 
 
2.4.2 Application of 1D Semiconductors in Wired Systems 
Electrons tend to migrate randomly and interact with scattering sites easily on 0D, 2D or 3D 
semiconductor materials, bringing about a high possibility of charge recombination.22 
Distinctly, the confined conductive channels of 1D semiconductors24 can direct electrons to 
transfer along the 1D diffusion channel to external circuit, and thus reduce electron-hole 
recombination to a great extent. Taking advantage of this attribute, 1D nanowires/nanorods/or 
nanotubes were usually in-situ grown onto the conductive substrate for facile electron 
collection and potentially enhanced PEC application. Among all the semiconductors, 1D TiO2 
nanostructures are most thoroughly studied.65,66 For example, Zheng’s group found that the 
photocurrent density in PEC test increased steadily when the morphologies were changed 
from particles to rods and to branched rods, mainly because of the facilitated electron transfer 
to the back-contact and promoted transport of holes to the semiconductor-electrolyte 
interface.67 Grimes et al. conducted a systematic study on developing 1D TiO2 nanotubes for 
photocleavage of water.65 Through a facile anodization process, ordered TiO2 nanotubes 
arrays were grown on Ti foils, which exhibited power conversion efficiencies up to 6.8% 
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under UV-light illumination (k = 320 ~ 400 nm),66 and the efficiency was further enhanced 
to 16.25% in their later work.68  
 
As mentioned above, once the sizes of LD semiconductors are below certain nanometer scale, 
the band gap will begin to increase, known as the quantum-size effects. To meet this demand, 
Serpone et al. reported that the exciton radius (rex) of TiO2 should be in the range of 0.35 - 
1.9 nm.69 In a density functional theory (DFT) study by Iacomino et al., rex was calculated to 
be at least 1.5 nm.70 Specifically, compared to the bulk value, the blue shift of nanowires 
grown along the [001] direction can vary from 0.18 to 0.67 eV, depending on the size 
variations. Therefore, the quantum confinement can be adopted as an effective approach to 
improve the photocatalytic water oxidation capability and many studies have been performed 
on TiO2 inspired by this. Recently, John et al. prepared single-crystal-like TiO2 nanotubes 
with the [001] orientation direction with a better electronic transport property.71  
 
Although TiO2 performs well in UV region, it hardly has absorption for visible-light that 
represents the most abundant part of the solar light energy, making it a poor choice for 
applications. Some attempts have been made to modify the band gap of TiO2 including 
nitrogen incorporation, which can upshift the valence band edge of TiO2 by hybridizing 
substitutional N 2p with O 2p states, while the conduction band edge can be almost remaind 
unchanged.72 By a nitridation treatment, Hoang et al. presented N-modified TiO2 nanowire 
arrays with a narrowed band gap as visible-light-active PEC anodes with typical dimension 
of ~5 nm and a length up to 4.4 μm, as displayed in Figures 2.9a and b.73 It was noted that the 
N-modified TiO2 nanowires exhibited higher absorption under visible-light irradiations 
(Figure 2.9c), but they had a lower incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) 
under full-spectrum illumination than unmodified TiO2 samples (Figure 2.9d). Notably, by 
loading a cobalt cocatalyst onto the N-modified TiO2, the efficiencies increased evidently 
with a higher substitutional N concentration, which were higher than unmodified TiO2 in both 
visible-light and UV regions. 
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Figure 2.9 a, b) SEM images of TiO2 nanowire arrays on FTO glass. c) UV-vis transmittance 
spectra of unmodified and N-modified TiO2 nanowire samples, and an as-synthesized sample 
(black curve) was included as a reference; d) IPCE spectra of N-modified TiO2 films at 1.4 V 
RHE.73 Copyright © 2012 ACS publications. 
 
For stronger visible-light absorption, semiconductors with intrinsic narrow band gaps (Eg) 
like hematite (α-Fe2O3, Eg = 2.0 - 2.2 eV), WO3 (Eg = 2.5 - 2.8 eV) or BiVO4 (2.4 eV) are 
especially attractive in spite of their respective challenges. Additionally, ZnO with an electron 
mobility rate of 10-100 times higher than that of TiO2 is another common 1D nanostructured 
candidate. Through resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) analysis, Vayssieres et al. 
discovered a substantial band gap (and mostly the conduction band edge) increase (0.3 - 0.6 
eV) on oriented ultrafine α-Fe2O3 nanowire arrays because of the 1D quantum confinement 
effect.68 The upward increase of the conduction band edge makes α-Fe2O3 an ideal PEC water 
oxidation anode material. By an anodization route, Mohapatra et al.26 prepared ultrathin and 
self-standing Fe2O3 nanotube arrays (with nanowall thicknesses of 5 - 6 nm) on Fe foil, which 
obtained a much higher oxidation photocurrent density (1.4 mA/cm2) than Fe2O3 
nanoparticles (0.004 mA/cm2). Interestingly, once Fe2O3 nanotubes were shaved off from the 
Fe foil and recoated by dipping, the activity decreased drastically (145 μA/cm2). This means 
that the vertically oriented 1D nanotubes possess the optimum geometrical channel 
arrangement for more excellent light absorption and charge transport. Zheng’s group 
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synthesized a WO3/BiVO4 core/shell nanowire photoanode where BiVO4 served as the 
principal light-harvester while WO3 was an electron conductor.
74 This photoanode finally 
created an astonishing oxidation photocurrent of 3.1 mA/cm2 at 1.23 V (vs RHE) upon 
simulated solar light illumination, accompanied by a photon-to-current conversion efficiency 
of ∼60% at 300-450 nm. 
 
2.5 2D Semiconductor Materials for Photo-Related Water Oxidation  
2D nanosheets or nanolayered materials have been explored in a wider range of photocatalysis 
than 0D or 1D materials, because of their ultrahigh specific surface area, unique physical, 
optical and chemical properties.75–77 However, as mentioned above, a main drawback of 2D 
semiconductors is the high recombination rate caused by randomly migrated electrons and 
larger specific interfacial areas. This can be mitigated by suitable control over the 
morphology, thickness, surface defects and the vacancies. In this section, representative 2D 
materials including metal oxide nanosheets, layered double hydroxide nanosheets (LDH), 
metal-based chalcogenides and oxyhalides, for photocatalytic water oxidation are 
summarized to better explore key approaches to enhance the photocatalytic performance of 
2D materials.  
 
2.5.1 2D Metal Oxide Nanosheets for Photocatalytic Water Oxidation 
Discoveries on the optoelectronic properties of 2D metal oxide nanosheets can be traced back 
to 1990s.77,78 In an earlier example, Sasaki and co-workers conducted the exfoliation of 
layered titanates and acquired Ti0.91O2 nanosheets at 0.93 nm thickness, which astonishingly 
showed a semiconducting activity similar to bulk TiO2 anatase. Specifically, Ti0.91O2 
nanosheets exhibited a sharp photoabsorption peak at 265 nm (4.77 eV), revealing their larger 
band gap energy than bulk TiO2.
79 Since then, the photoelectrochemical properties of various 
2D metal oxides have been extensively studied. Here we focus on recent advances on 
modification and application of these 2D materials for photocatalytic water oxidation.  
 
Tailoring exposed crystal facets is a conventional strategy for optimizing the heterogeneous 
reactivity of 2D materials, which is closely related to the bonding environment and surface 
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atomic configuration. Recent studies revealed that nanosheets exposed with the (001) facets 
show better catalytic activities than that with the other facet exposures due to the highest 
oxygen atom density.3 Taking TiO2 as an example, it was reported that the formation energies 
were 0.90, 0.53 and 0.44 J m–2 for the (001), (100) and (101) facets, respectively.80 The super 
high Ti–O–Ti bond angles and coordinatively unsaturated O, Ti atoms on the (001) endow 
the facets with the highest surface energy. Using a modified hydrothermal strategy, Li and 
co-workers reported anatase TiO2 nanosheets with ultrathin thicknesses (1.6-2.7 nm) and a 
high percentage of reactive (001) facet exposure (82%).25 Attributed to these features, the 
resulting products showed a high UV-vis light-driven water splitting performance. Another 
typical 2D semiconductor whose catalytic activity is relevant to exposed facets is WO3. 
Waller et al. investigated WO3 nanosheets (0.75 nm thick) with the exposed {001} facets 
obtained by Bi2W2O9 exfoliation for wireless photochemical water oxidation.
81 It is worth 
noting that this work also discovered the extended band gap of nano-WO3 by quantum 
confinement, providing the designing opportunities of thickness-dependent 2D 
semiconductors for adjustable band edge positions and band gap energies.  
 
Defect and vacancy engineering also play a vital role in enhancing the water oxidation 
performance of 2D materials.35 On one hand, grain boundaries, surface defects, and bulk 
defects in the 2D materials are generally considered as the electron/hole trapping sites and 
recombination centers. On the other hand, proper introduction of defects to semiconductors 
such as by doping with foreign elements or via creating oxygen vacancies, can improve the 
electrical conductivity significantly. It is worth noting that oxygen vacancies have more 
important implications on 2D nanosheets than on bulk materials, due to the localized surface 
plasmon resonance (LSPR). In 2015, Gong and co-workers synthesized WO3 nanosheets rich 
of surface oxygen vacancies for solar-driven water oxidation.35 In this study, layered tungstic 
acid was first exfoliated to WO3 nanosheets, followed by a vacuum or hydrogen treatment to 
introduce oxygen vacancies and surface disorder of oxides (Figure 2.10 a-c). As obtained 
from UV-vis-NIR spectra, the LSPR absorption peaks were observed at the near-infrared 
region for WO3−x-VT (≈1520 nm) and WO3−x–HT (≈ 1450 nm). As demonstrated in Figure 
2.10 d, three different channels were theoretically proposed for solar light harvesting: (1) 
electrons activated from the valence band maximum to the conduction band minimum; (2) 
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electrons generated from the valence band maximum to oxygen vacancies under conduction 
band; and (3) electrons activated by LSPR. The created oxygen vacancies caused surface 
plasmon resonance of WO3, which not only resulted in enhanced photocatalytic activity in 
the ultraviolet and visible region, but also induced light harvesting in the near-infrared region 
through LSPR. Consequently, the as-prepared substoichiometric WO3 nanosheets exhibited 
a drastically enhanced photocurrent response in wired photocatalytic water oxidation under 
full-spectrum (300 - 2000 nm) light irradiations.  
 
 
Figure 2.10 a) Tungsten oxide single crystal nanosheets; b, c) HRTEM images of WO3, 
WO3−x-VT, and WO3–x-HT nanosheets; d) band level arrangements of tungsten oxide 
nanosheets with oxygen vacancies.35 Copyright © 2015 WILEY-VCH. e, f) Schematic 
illustration of (001) facet structure and g) TEM and h) HRTEM images of pore-rich WO3 
ultrathin nanosheets; (i) The photocurrent versus applied potential curves of pore-rich WO3 
ultrathin nanosheets and the counterparts.3 Copyright © 2016 WILEY-VCH. 
 
Another noteworthy example is the pore-rich ultrathin WO3 nanosheets exposed with active 
(001) crystal facets for wired PEC measurement, derived from the high-temperature 
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topological transformation of WO3·2H2O (Figure 2.10 e-i)
3 The longish migration of 
photogenerated holes along the W–O–W chains in the x-direction of the (001) facets makes 
it inevitable for numerous carriers recombination. Notably, the abundant pores on the 
nanosheet surfaces can effectively shorten the migration distance of holes, making it 
conducive to form O2 on the WO3 surface. The synergy effect of peculiar atomic arrangement 
and electron configuration on the pore-rich WO3 ultrathin nanosheets was verified, realizing 
the optimization of multilimiting factors during water oxidation including charge carrier 
generation and migration. Finally, a high photocurrent density of 2.14 mA cm−2 was observed 
on pore-rich WO3 nanosheets, which was 18 times higher than that of the bulk counterpart. 
There are also tremendous reports on other metal-oxide-based photocatalysts (e.g. Fe2O3,
4,82 
Cu2O
83) with ultrathin 2D structure for outstanding photocatalytic water oxidation 
applications. 
 
2.5.2 Layered Double Hydroxides (LDHs) Nanosheets for Photocatalytic Water Oxidation 
LDHs refer to a class of 2D ionic compounds composed of balanced anions and solvation 
molecules intercalated inside the positively brucite-like layers. Since Garcia et al. first 
proposed that LDHs can act as band-gap-controllable semiconductors for splitting water into 
oxygen,84 a series of Zn/Ti, Zn/Ce, and Zn/Cr LDHs have been synthesized and applied for 
the visible-light-driven wireless photocatalytic OER. The most active Zn/Cr LDH nanosheets 
showed an impressive quantum yield up to 60.9% at 410 nm for O2 generation, which was 
one of the highest values ever reported for the visible light water oxidation at that time. Kim 
et al.85 synthesized Co–Fe LDH photocatalysts with different Co–Fe ratios, and the sample 
with the highest Fe content exhibited the highest efficiency for visible light water oxidation. 
It was indicated that Co–O–Fe bridges existed in the LDH structure can effectively suppress 
the electron-hole recombination, which was responsible for the high photocatalytic 
efficiency.  
 
The catalytic activity of LDHs can be readily tuned by adjusting the interlayer distance 
through the balanced anions of different ionic diameters. It has been proven that a larger 
interlayer spacing will lead to a higher OER activity, possibly attributable to the increased 
active sites exposure and the enhanced exchange of the intercalated reactive anions. 
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Exfoliating LDHs to several layers and even to monolayer is an attractive approach to shorten 
the charge diffusion path and increase the active electrical surface area (ECSA). As such, 
nanosized LDHs have received much attention. Lee et al.86,87 prepared a series of nanosized 
Ti-embedded LDHs for excellent wireless water oxidation. The abundant surface Ti3+−O 
defects served as the trapping sites to improve charge separation, while TiO6 octahedra 
confined within the 2D matrix can suppress the charge carrier recombination under visible 
light irradiations. Distinctly, the high-surface-area Ni/Ti-LDH with absorption bands in blue 
and red light regions, exhibited a higher O2 evolution rate than that of the Cu/Ti-LDH by the 
visible light wireless reaction. 
  
During the synthesis process of ultrathin LDHs, a certain amount of surface atoms tend to be 
easily removed or lost, creating local structural distortions and vacancy defects, which will 
exert important impacts on the photochemical activity of LDH nanomaterials. To gain a 
deeper understanding into the types of defects and corresponding effect, extensive works have 
been conducted.86 In an earlier example,  Zhao et al.88,89 synthesized ultrathin Ti3+-containing 
LDH layers (thickness of about 2.0 nm) incorporated with M2+ cations (e.g. Ni2+ or Zn2+) 
through a reverse microemulsion method. The detection of Ti3+ species in NiTi-LDH 
nanosheets indicated the presence of oxygen defects, which affected the electronic properties 
and facilitated efficient separation of electron-hole pairs. DFT calculations revealed that the 
electronic structure was modified and the band gap energy was reduced to boost stronger light 
absorption. As a result, the NiTi-LDH displayed a super high photocatalytic oxygen evolution 
activity (2148 μmol g-1 h-1) with a quantum yield of 65.0% at 400 nm, which is one of the 
most effective OER efficiencies to date. 
 
2.5.3 Metal-Based Chalcogenides (Sulfides and Selenides) and Oxyhalide Semiconductors 
for Photocatalytic Water Oxidation 
2D chalcogenides (sulfides and selenides, like CoSe2, SnS) have also been widely 
investigated as promising alternatives for OER.90,91 Transition-metal-based selenides 
generally display excellent water oxidation performances, but they suffer from the photo-
instability as they can be oxidized easily under harsh condition. Some studies pointed that 
both stability and activity can be improved by control of thickness which induces changes of 
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atomic arrangement within 2D nanosheets. For instance, single freestanding layer of ZnSe 
was controllably synthesized by ultrasonic exfoliation of a lamellar hybrid intermediate 
(Zn2Se2)(n-propylamine), as shown in Figures 2.11 a and b.
92 Through X-ray absorption fine 
structure spectroscopy (XAFS) measurements, the electronic structures and local atomic 
arrangements of the derived ZnSe can be precisely probed (Figure 2.11 c). Remarkably, the 
four-atomic thicknesses of ZnSe nanosheets enabled more than 50% atoms to be exposed on 
the surface. It was indicated that a remarkable variation in local atomic arrangement was 
observed as the thickness of ZnSe layers was reduced to the atomic level. Surface distortion 
occurred within the single layer, which would undoubtedly decrease the surface energy and 
improve the stability of ZnSe. Benefited from the unique chemical and electronic structures, 
four-atomic-thick ZnSe single layer exhibited enhanced light absorption, reduced charge 
transfer resistance, elevated charge separation efficiency, increased photostability and solar 
water splitting efficiency in wired PEC tests.  
 
As a new class of 2D materials, it is facile to obtain single or few-layer structures in bismuth 
oxyhalide (BiOX, X = Cl, Br, I). BiOCl nanolayer with atomically thin thickness and the 
(001) exposed facets was firstly developed by Liu and co-workers.93 DFT calculations 
revealed that the (001) facets showed lower valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) 
positions than the (110) facets in BiOCl. This means that, under light irradiations, 
photogenerated electrons tend to accumulate on the (001) facets while holes are inclined to 
migrate along the (110) facets, as depicted in Figure 2.11 d. It was also discovered that defects 
created in basal planes of 2D BiOCl lowered CB edge while VB edge remained unchanged. 
As shown in Figures 2.11 e and f, the defects in BiOCl nanosheet could promote more 
efficient charge separations while they had little effect on the oxidizing ability of photo-
induced holes. Under the synergetic function of quantum-size effect and defect-triggered 
properties, defect-rich BiOCl exhibited dramatically enhanced wireless photocatalytic OER 
activity (with OER rate of 56.85 mmol g-1 h-1 in AgNO3 solution (Figure 2.11 g), which was 
approximately 3 and 8 times higher than that of 2D BiOCl and bulk BiOCl, respectively. 
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Figure 2.11 a) TEM images and the corresponding colloidal ethanol dispersion displaying 
Tyndall effect; b) Atomic force microscopic image with an average thickness of 0.91 nm, 
scale bar, 500 nm; c) Zn and Se K-edge extended XAFS oscillation function kχ(k).92 
Copyright © 2012 Macmillan Publishers Limited. d) TEM images of the defect-rich BiOCl 
ultrathin nanosheets; e) schematic description of the separation and transfer of photogenerated 
charges in the BiOCl and defect-rich BiOCl material; f) a schematic diagram illustrating the 
charge migration between (001) and (110) facets; g) photocatalytic OER for BiOCl and 
defect-rich BiOCl.93 Copyright © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017. 
 
2.6 LD Semiconductor-Based Hybrids for Photo-Related Water Oxidation 
As mentioned above, due to fast recombination rate of photogenerated holes, pristine 
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photocatalysts generally show limited photocatalytic activities. 94,95 Here we summarized 
possible modification methods to tackle this problem. Apart from structural adjustment, 
synthesizing low-dimensional hybrid materials is another appealing approach, which allows 
the construction of cascading heterojunctions with atomically sharp interfaces to promote 
charge dissociation. The sensible screening of LD materials with various dimensionalities for 
building p–n junctions in the hybrids can further accelerate charge-carrier transport. In this 
section, we will focus on the synergistic effect caused by the LD hybrids for photochemical 
water oxidation. 
 
2.6.1 1D-Based (0D/1D, 1D/1D and 2D/1D) Semiconductor Hybrids for Enhanced Photo 
Water Oxidation 
As mentioned above, 1D nanoarray structure is mostly applied in a wired PEC system, as it 
offers a vectorial and confined channel for transmit of photogenerated electrons to the 
conductive substrate and external circuit, thereby separating the electron and hole efficiently. 
In contrast, the electron transport on 0D or 1D nanostructures is relatively slow since the 
electrons are scattered or trapped at grain boundaries. However, the variety of 1D 
semiconductors are limited and their photocatalytic activities are sometimes low with a 
smaller number of active sites. A suitable hybridization of 1D with 0D or 2D nanostructures 
can solve their respective drawbacks and realize material optimization. On one hand, 1D 
channels can serve as excellent supports for 0D and 2D semiconductors. Furthermore, 
appropriate 0D or 2D nanostructure can act as OER cocatalysts to reduce reaction barriers for 
1D photocatalysts. Heterojunctions can be built among 1D/0D or 1D/2D photocatalysts, 
which further enhance the separation and transport of charge carriers.  
 
Taking 1D TiO2 for instance, several groups have prepared TiO2-based 0D/1D hybrids that 
exhibited higher wired OER efficiencies in visible light.94,96,97  For instance, Maeda et al.96 
discovered that rutile TiO2 nanorods decorated with 0D Co(OH)2 nanoclusters (about 2 nm) 
were able to oxidize water into O2 under visible-light with wavelengths up to 850 nm (Figure 
2.12 a-c), which is the longest wavelength ever reported for heterogeneous photo water 
oxidation. It is worth noting that Co(OH)2 nanoclusters could not only function as a catalyst 
for water oxidation, but also as visible-light absorbers, as presented in Figure 2.12 d. 
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Pioneering work related to coupling of 0D CdX (X = S, Se, Te) QDs with 1D semiconductor 
nanoarrays like TiO2,
2,98 ZnO99,100 have been presented recently. As a typical example, Chen 
et al.2 proved a well-built photodevice on the basis of ZnO nanowire photosensitization with 
CdTe QDs through a simple impregnation approach. The achievement of significantly 
enhanced anodic photocurrent and stability confirmed the positive impact of such a structure 
in elevating the performance of overall water-splitting reaction. The resulting 
photoconversion efficiency (1.83%) of the hybrid was over 200% higher than that of 
unmodified ZnO nanowires. In another study, a series of QDs including FeOOH, ZnO and 
WO3 were synthesized and loaded onto ZnO nanorods for an excellent PEC application.
101 
Apart from the binary system, other 0D/1D hybrid materials containing ternary LD 
semiconductors were reported. Cao et al.102 tested ZnO nanoarrays sensitized with ZnFe2O4 
and CdS QDs. With the extra loading of ZnFe2O4 QDs on CdS/ZnO photoanode, improved 
PEC performances with a high stability were achieved. This can be attributed to the stair-like 
type-II band alignment and the heterojunction construction among the ZnO, ZnFe2O4 and 
CdS in the derived photoanode. Furthermore, ZnFe2O4 served as a hole receptor for CdS and 
the stability of the photoanode was improved, due to the reduced photocorrosion of CdS by 
photoinduced holes.  
 
Regarding the design of 2D/1D and 1D/1D photocatalyst hybrids, 2D nanosheets or 1D 
nanorods can either grow vertically or wrap around the surface of 1D materials. Various 2D 
LDH nanosheets have been directly grown on semiconductor supports (e.g. 1D TiO2 or ZnO 
nanoarrays) for PEC applications. For instance, using an electrodeposition method, NiFe 
LDH nanosheet were grown on rGO modified TiO2 nanorod arrays by Ning et al.
103 Ni-Fe 
LDH nanosheets can accelerate the transport of photogenerated holes and improve water 
oxidation kinetics of TiO2 because of its high electrocatalytic activity. In another example, 
Shao et al. reported a well-aligned 1D ZnO nanoarray core wrapped by 2D CoNi-LDH shells, 
which displayed a significantly improved photocurrent density and stability in wired water 
splitting (Figure 2.12 e, f).103 This configuration can be readily extended to core-shell TiO2 
@LDH or Co3O4@LDH arrays with attractive physiochemical properties.  
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Representative structures for 1D/1D hybrids mainly include a combination of nanobundles or 
branched nanorods. For example, Wang et al. fabricated WO2−WO3 hybrid nanorods to show 
a highly active visible-light-driven photocatalytic water oxidation activity.30 The platinum-
like property of metallic WO2 caused LSPR, which extended the visible-light absorption to 
near infrared region (NIR) and facilitated the charge-carrier separation on WO3. As a result, 
the photocatalytic oxygen evolution rates reached approximately 220 (λ = 700 nm) and 200 
(λ = 800 nm) mmol g−1 h−1. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 a, b) TEM images, c) Time dependence of the O2 evolution and d) Proposed 
energy diagram for Co(OH)2/TiO2.
96 Copyright © 2016 Wiley-VCH. e, f) TEM image and 
EDS mapping of ZnO@LDH core-shell NWs.103 Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH. g, h) TEM 
image and EDS mapping of CoOx/WO3 (Inset photomicrograph shows a HRTEM of 
CoOx).
104 Copyright © 2017 ACS Publications.  
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2.6.2 2D-Based (0D/2D, 2D/2D) Semiconductor Hybrids for Enhanced Photo Water 
Oxidation 
Similar to QDs sensitized 1D nanoarrays, QDs can also be combined with 2D nanosheets for 
excellent photo water oxidation, where the electron conductivity is enhanced and the 
interfacial charge transfer is boosted. Tang et al.105 reported the in-situ growth of 0D CdTe 
QDs onto 2D Co-based LDH nanosheets, which were adopted to improve the PEC 
performance of BiVO4 photoanode. It was claimed that the energy levels of this 0D/2D hybrid 
corresponded to Type-II band alignment, which could efficiently boost photoinduced charge 
separation under illumination. 0D/2D structure, loading 0D CoOx nanoparticles onto WO3 
nanoflake arrays were also reported,104 using a hydrothermal method, as shown in Figures 
2.12 g, h. Consequently, the efficiency of charge separation and charge injection, as well as 
the PEC water oxidation selectivity of WO3 were elevated simultaneously by building 
CoOx/WO3 p-n heterojunctions.  
 
Compared to heterostructures of 0D/2D and 1D/2D hybrids, it is generally accepted that 
2D/2D heterostructures have relatively better-built hetero-interfaces for transfer and 
separation of electron-hole pairs. Recently, our group synthesized novel 2D/2D 
WO3@CoWO4 bilayer nanosheets as efficient wired and wireless water oxidation catalysts.
106 
The constructed WO3@CoWO4 p-n heterostructure and created interfacial oxygen vacancies 
reduced the energy barriers for OER. DFT calculations indicated that the p-n heterojunction 
vested the 2D/2D composite with a narrowed band gap for better visible-light absorption, 
rapid interface charge transfer and separation. Note that the stability of WO3 that is sensitive 
to photocorrosion was improved by promoting the migration of holes to CoWO4.  
 
2.7 Metal-Free Based Semiconductors for Water Oxidation 
Although we mainly illustrated the applications of earth-abundant metal-based LD 
semiconductors for water oxidation, a series of LD metal-free conductors like 0D carbon 
quantum dots,63 2D g-C3N4,
107,108 and their hybridizations with other metal- or metal-free 
based materials like WO3,
109 α-Fe2O3110 were also used for the application.  Due to the limited 
space, it is difficult to illustrate both metal-free and metal-based semiconductors for water 
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oxidation. However, apart from the metal-based photocatalysts, we also adopted 2D g-C3N4 
as a research object in our following chapters because of its excellent visible-light absorption 
and great potential in visible-light photocatalysis.111–113 Besides, the metal-free nature and 
simple synthesis method endow g-C3N4 with the merits of environmental friendliness and 
sustainability. However, water oxidation performance of pristine g-C3N4 nanosheets is 
unsatisfactory because of the poor charge separation capability.114 To some extents, some 
strategies summarized in this chapter for modifying photocatalytic properties of metal-based 
semiconductors such as building suitable heterojunctions, morphology control, doping, 
synthesizing thin films or dots to generate quantum effect, can also apply for 2D g-C3N4 
modifications.  
 
2.8 Catalytic Active Sites-Catalysis Correlation in LD Semiconductors 
The differences in dimensionality define the various catalytic attributes of 0D, 1D and 2D 
semiconductor materials and we tried to point out their most unique properties, respectively.  
 
As discussed in this review, 0D semiconductors, which are easier to be dispersed in solution, 
are more favored in wireless water oxidation. They are also commonly applied to fabricate 
hybrid materials because of the small size, easy dispersion and deposition on other materials. 
Without a doubt, quantum size effect exists mostly on 0D materials to trigger changes in the 
band structure and enable more active OER, due to the low dimensions in all directions. 
Owing to the explicit growing orientation, 1D nanowires or nanotubes can be easily 
assembled into ordered vertical arrays that are more suitable for wired PEC applications, 
mainly thanks to the directed electron transfer channels. In addition, 1D nanowire/or nanotube 
arrays can serve as ideal supports for other catalysts. 2D materials have the highest 
photoconversion efficiency due to the short travel distance of the photoexcited carriers in the 
2D nanosheet, and with the large section area, enormous photons can be absorbed in transient 
time under a low photon flux density. 2D materials are widely used in both wired and wireless 
systems. The more exposed surface atoms bring out more possibilities in adjusting the active 
facets, porosities and creating surface defects or oxygen vacancies, which can induce unique 
LSPR and active sites on 2D materials. 
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2.9 Conclusions and Perspectives 
Semiconductors with low dimensions have provided us fundamental insights and new 
possibilities into the burgeoning photocatalytic field, showing well-defined technological 
promises. By means of regulating the nanostructures and/or electronic properties of LD 
semiconductors, the photocatalytic performances can be readily enhanced, allowing for the 
well establishment of superior photocatalysts for water oxidation. Specifically, we have 
outlined some prominent strategies for better LD semiconductors in this chapter including 
quantum size effect, LSPR, active facet exposure, defect engineering, heterojunction 
construction in LD hybrids. As a result, inspiring progress including enhanced efficiencies, 
improved activities and prolonged stabilities have been achieved in LD photocatalysts. 
 
For future research in selecting suitable LD semiconductors for water oxidation, several 
factors such as band-edge position, charge-carrier diffusion length, charge separation and 
stability, need to be considered. In addition, it is vital to identify the optimal operation 
conditions (e.g. light, and optimum pH values in aqueous solution) of specific LD 
semiconductors to ensure that they are both active and stable. Because of the sustainable 
energy requirements in society, further efforts are needed to be given in reducing the cost of 
earth-abundant LD semiconductors, because the projected expenditure of artificial 
photosynthesis systems is principally determined by light-harvesters. At last, the mechanism 
of water oxidation has not been fully unveilled, and will still be a challenging subject in the 
foreseeable future research. It is expected that photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical water 
oxidation will play a significant role in the future sustainability. 
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Chapter 3. Flower-Like Cobalt Hydroxide/Oxide on Graphitic 
Carbon Nitride for Visible-Light-Driven Water Oxidation 
Abstract 
Direct water oxidation via photocatalysis is a four-electron and multiple-proton process which 
requires a high extra energy input to produce free dioxygen gas, making it exacting especially 
under visible light irradiations. In this chapter, 2D nanosheet-constructed flower-like cobalt 
hydroxide/oxide (Fw-Co(OH)2/Fw-Co3O4) cocatalysts for improving OER kinetics, are 
loaded onto 2D graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) nanosheets that serve as visible light 
absorber towards enhanced visible-light-driven oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 
efficiencies. The synthesized Fw-Co(OH)2 or Fw-Co3O4/g-C3N4 hybrids reveal favorable 
combination and synergism, reflected by the modified photoelectric activities and the 
improved OER performances. Attributed by its prominent hydrotalcite structure, Fw-
Co(OH)2 shows a better cocatalytic activity for g-C3N4 modification compared with Fw-
Co3O4. Specifically, 7 wt.% Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 photocatalyst exhibits 4 times higher 
photocurrent density and 5 times better OER performance than pristine g-C3N4. This work 
unambiguously promotes the application of the green photocatalyst of g-C3N4 in water 
oxidation.  
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3.1 Introduction 
Using renewable energy sources to split water into oxygen and hydrogen for replacing fossil 
fuels could be a boon to earthlings. Especially, the generation of oxygen by water oxidation 
is regarded as a much tougher step in water splitting, because it relates to a four-electron and 
multiple-proton procedure. Over the years, gratifying achievements have been made and high 
quantum efficiency has been achieved by employing semiconductor catalysts in the area of 
water splitting under UV irradiations.1-4  However, the activity of water oxidation under 
visible light,  which occupies the majority of solar spectrum energy, is still far from 
satisfactory when merely using traditional semiconductor catalysts such as TiO2.
5 
Interestingly, g-C3N4 which is a newly developed photocatalyst has demonstrated a great 
potential in visible-light-driven photocatalysis.6-10 Compared with other wide band-gap 
semiconductor materials, the unique band structure enables g-C3N4 to absorb more visible 
light.11 In addition, the metal-free nature and facile synthesis endow g-C3N4 with the 
advantages of sustainability and environmental geniality, making it promising for a large-
scale application. From chemical thermodynamics, the valence band position of g-C3N4 is 
more positive than oxygen evolution potential, yet the activity is not satisfactory due to 
imperfect charge separation ability.12-13 For this reason, modification of g-C3N4 to make it a 
more competitive light-harvesting platform for water oxidation has attracted much 
attention.14-16 Various modification strategies on g-C3N4 have been performed, such as 
textural engineering, co-polymerization, doping, cocatalyst deposition, heterostructure 
design, and thin-film fabrication.11, 17-23 Among them, deposition of efficient cocatalysts onto 
g-C3N4 has been proved to be a feasible and effective measure to finally obtain a better water 
oxidation performance. These cocatalysts can provide effective catalytic sites with lower 
overpotentials for water oxidation, and can also serve as selective trapping sites for 
photogenerated electrons, and thus restraining recombination of charge carriers.24-26 
 
Various cocatalysts including transition-metal-based materials (such as MnOx, NiO, Fe2O3, 
Co3O4),
27-32 organometallic complexes, bimetallic and polyoxometalate-based oxides (such 
as NiFe2O4, NiCo2O4) have been studied at the frontier of this field.
33-36 Among various 
cocatalysts, interest in earth-abundant cobalt has been stimulated along with a surge towards 
solar energy utilization. Moreover, it was found that the selectivity to oxygen evolution using 
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cobalt hydroxides was more competitive than other metallic hydroxides (like Fe(OH)3, 
Ni(OH)2).
37 Therefore, we aim to develop an effective cobalt-based cocatalysts for g-C3N4 in 
this work. 
 
Impregnating, adsorbing, or coating the cocatalysts onto the framework of semiconductor 
photocatalysts are the common methods for the contact and robust loading.5, 15-16, 34, 38-39  For 
example, Maeda et al.5 recently reported that after hybridizing Co(OH)2 with TiO2 using the 
impregnation method, an improved water oxidation effect was observed. Inspired by them, 
herein we report a facile coating approach to load shape-controlled cobalt hydroxides/oxides 
onto 2D g-C3N4 nanosheets to achieve water catalytic oxidation on g-C3N4. The synthesized 
cobalt hydroxide and oxide showed 2D-nanosheet built three-dimensional flower-like 
morphologies and well-defined combination with g-C3N4. The composites displayed an 
improved catalytic activity for OER under visible light irradiations.  
 
3.2 Experimental Section 
3.2.1 Chemical Reagents 
Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate, cobalt (II) acetate tetrahydrate, urea, methanol, 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, K30), 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO; ≥97.0%) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals were of analytical grade and employed as 
received without further purification.  
 
3.2.2 Materials Preparation 
g-C3N4 photocatalyst was prepared by a thermal polymerization method. In a typical route, 5 
g of urea was annealed at 550 °C for 2 h in air. The final light yellow powder was then 
gathered and denoted as g-C3N4.  
 
Flower-like Co(OH)2 was synthesized by a modified hydrothermal method firstly.
40  
Typically, 0.498 g of Co(CH3COO)2·4H2O, 0.24 g of urea and 0.5 g of polyvinylpyrrolidone 
(PVP, K30) were firstly dissolved in methanol before ultrasonication and mixing. Then 40 
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mL of the aqueous solutions were infused into a 120 mL Teflon-liner with a stainless steel 
autoclave and subsequently sealed for heating at 200 C for 6 h in an oven. After 
centrifugation and washing the possible residual urea and PVP with water and ethanol for 
several times, the resulting product was obtained as Fw-Co(OH)2. As shown in Scheme 3.1, 
Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 composites were prepared by a facile coating method. The synthesized 
Co(OH)2 particles were first dispersed in ethanol with a desired concentration, which was 
then subjected to ultrasonic treatment for 30 min to promote the dispersion of Co(OH)2 in the 
solution. Carbon nitride powders were dispersed in 20 mL ethanol and then a certain amount 
of Co(OH)2 suspension was added to the mixture. The mixture was then dried in an oil bath, 
transferred to a vacuum oven and kept at 80 C overnight to remove ethanol. After that, the 
uniform powders were annealed at 120 C for 2 h to strengthen the adhesion between g-C3N4 
and the cocatalysts and denoted as Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4, or annealed at 300 C for 2 h to get 
Fw-Co3O4/g-C3N4 composites. The loading amounts of Fw-Co(OH)2 and Fw-Co3O4 were 
designed at 3 wt.% for comparison. Also, OER efficiencies of g-C3N4 loaded with various 
Fw-Co(OH)2 ratios (3 wt.%, 7 wt.% and 15 wt.%) were conducted to estimate the influence 
of the loading amount of cobalt hydroxide. Additionally, a physical mixture of Fw-Co(OH)2 
and g-C3N4 was obtained by mixing them together in ethanol and drying at room temperature.   
 
 
Scheme 3.1 Synthesis of Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 and Co3O4/g-C3N4. 
 
3.2.3 Characterization Techniques 
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained on an Empyrean multi-purpose 
research diffractometer (Panalytical Empyrean XRD) utilizing Copper Kα radiation (λ = 
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1.5418 Å) with a current of 40 mA and an voltage of 40 kV. Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) with EDS mapping images were catched on a FEI Verios XHR SEM microscope. 
TEM and SAED images were received with a JEOL 2100 TEM microscope. High angle 
annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy images (HAADF-STEM) with 
corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mapping images were 
observed under an FEI TITAN G2 (200 kV). The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific 
surface area and pore size dispersion of the materials were assessed by N2 
adsorption/desorption utilizing a Micromeritics Tristar 3000. Beforehand, the materials were 
degassed at 100 oC overnight under vacuum condition. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) was tested under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) condition on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD 
system. All spectra were calibrated based on a primary C 1s component at 284.6 eV.  Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) mensuration were accomplished using a Bruker EMXplus 
spectrometer under the condition of modulation amplitude (8 G); modulation frequency (100 
kHz); microwave frequency (9.48 GHz); and non-saturating microwave power (1.02 Mw). 
 
3.2.4 Photoelectrochemical Measurements  
Photoelectrochemical tests were accomplished on a Zennium workstation with the CIMPS 
system (Zahner, Germany) through a three electrode framework, applying a saturated calomel 
electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode and a Pt wire as the counter electrode. F-doped tin 
oxide (FTO) glasses were cleaned by sonication in ethanol for 30 min and dried at 80 C to 
act as the working electrode. Na2SO4 solution (0.2 M, pH = 6.8) was served as the neutral 
electrolyte during the measurements. Loading of samples on the FTO was performed as 
below: suspensions containing 8 mg of catalyst, 50 μL 5 wt% Nafion 117 solutions and 500 
μL ethanol were obtained by ultrasonic mixing for about 15 min. The resulted suspension (40 
μL) was then dropped onto the working electrode through a spin coating method and dried in 
air (catalyst loading∼0.60 mg cm-2). Photocurrent and EIS measurements were carried out 
utilizing a Oriel Solar Simulator with a 450 W Xenon arc lamp. Prior to test, the internal light 
was filtered using a neutral density filters and an AM 1.5G filter into an optical fiber. The 
output power was calibrated to 100 mW/cm2 utilizing a thermopile detector. 
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3.2.5 Oxygen Evolution Reaction   
For each reaction, designed amount of catalyst (50 mg) was dispersed in a 50 mL buffered 
solution (Na2SiF6-NaHCO3, 0.022 M) which was prepared, adjusted the pH to 5.8 and aged 
for 2 days. Then 0.4875 g of Na2SO4, 0.1785 g of Na2S2O8, and 30 mg of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2·6H2O 
were added to the reaction solution.  
 
Oxygen was probed quantitatively utilizing an oxygen sensor (Ocean Optics, Neofox, 
FOSPOR-R 1/16).28, 31 The water oxidation reactor was a customized airtight stainless steel 
cell covered by a quartz window (the volume of the headspace was 350 mL, excluding the 
space occupied by the septum, oxygen sensor, and the solution). The needle probe was 
inserted into the 1/16" threaded holes through a rubber septum and conducted uninterrupted 
O2 readings at 1 s intervals throughout the test. Ahead of the detecting, the probe was 
calibrated through 2 points method (air, 20.9% O2 and Nitrogen, 0% O2), with a reading error 
of 1%. The test started with 30 min of baseline O2 reading followed by 120 min of irradiation 
via a 300 W Xeon lamp (Newport) thread an light filter (λ＞420 nm) and aligned to 200 
mW/cm2 (2 suns). Before irradiation, the reactor was purged with nitrogen for 30 mins to 
exclude air and guarantee anaerobic circumstances in the reaction system. The probe 
measures the O2 exponent in the headspace and records as mole %. This was converted to 
μmol after first adjusting for the O2 dissolved in solution by Henry’s Law. The proposed 
mechanism for the water oxidation systems catalyzed by buffered Tris(2, 2’-bipyridyl) 
ruthenium system can be deduced in the following reaction sequence:41 
 
 
 
 
Apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) for photocatalytic oxygen evolution reaction was 
detected at the same experimental condition through a band-pass filter (λ = 450 nm). The 
photo flux of incident light was determined using a spectroradiometer (DeltaOHM, LP471 
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PAR / LP471 RAD, resolution, 0.01 µmol m-2 s-1 / 0.1*10-3 W m-2). AQE was calculated by 
the following formula: 
AQE=
4× evolved O2 molecule number 
Indicent photon number
×100%                                  (3.5) 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 3.1 XRD patterns of (a) g-C3N4, (b) Co(OH)2 and Co3O4; SEM images of g-C3N4 
(inserted in Figure 3.1a), (c, d) Co(OH)2 and (e, f) Co3O4. 
 
According to the powder XRD data (Figure 3.1a), a sharp characteristic peak is observed at 
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27.8°, which corresponds to (002) lattice plane of g-C3N4, and reflects the typical interlayer 
stacking in a conjugated polymers system.42 As can be seen from the inserted SEM image, 
morphology feature of g-C3N4 also well illustrates a sheet stacking structure. XRD pattern of 
cobalt hydroxide (Figure 3.1b) displays a prominent diffraction peak of (003) plane, 
suggesting it grew along the preferred c-axis during crystal growth with a type of α-Co(OH)2 
(JCPDS card, No. 46-0605).43 Furthermore, diffraction peaks of the sample obtained from the 
calcination of cobalt hydroxide demonstrate a crystal pattern of Co3O4 with a spinel structure 
(JCPDS card, No. 76-1802), indicating its sufficient oxidation during the annealing process. 
SEM images of Co(OH)2 and Co3O4 are displayed in Figures 3.1c-f. As shown, cobalt 
hydroxide and oxide particles exhibit well-defined floriform morphologies, which are 
virtually composed of stacked flat slices. The formation of such morphologies is described in 
Scheme 3.2. The hydrolysis reaction of urea with crystallized water in cobaltous acetate 
generates OH– anions, which then react with Co2+ to form Co(OH)2. With the assistance of 
PVP, the hydroxides were assembled into the rod and then flake precipitates, which stacked 
and formed floriform morphology.44-45 Interestingly, numerous mesopores are observed on 
the magnified surface of Co3O4 (Figure 3.1f), which is obviously different from Co(OH)2 
(Figure 3.1d). Such a mesoporous structure can also be observed in other references which 
involved urea during synthesis.46 To assess the textural properties of g-C3N4 and its 
composites with Fw-Co(OH)2 and Fw-Co3O4, N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were 
acquired (Figure 3.2). The BET surface area of g-C3N4 (54.5 cm
3 g–1) and 3% Fw-
Co(OH)2/C3N4 (56.2 cm
3 g–1) are similar, while 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4 exhibits a higher value 
of 68.3 (Figure 3.2a). Pore size distribution (Figure 3.2b) illustrates that there is an increase 
in the pore volume of Fw-Co3O4/C3N4, especially in the mesopore-size range, in accordance 
with SEM observation.46 
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Scheme 3.2 Evolutionary process of surface morphology from Fw-Co(OH)2 to Fw-Co3O4 
during annealing. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms, b) Pore size distributions calculated by 
BJH desorption of g-C3N4 and its composites with Co compounds. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 XPS survey of (a) C3N4, (b) Fw-Co(OH)2 and Fw-Co3O4. 
 
Based on XPS analysis (Figure 3.3a), an atomic C/N proportion of 0.69 was measured in g-
C3N4, and on account of the adsorbed water, slight amount of oxygen was detected (0.5 
at.%).47 High-resolution C 1s and N 1s were shown in Figure 3.4a. The peak at 284.6 eV is a 
characteristic signal for sp2-hybridized carbon bonded to nitrogen in g-C3N4,
14 while the tale 
at 290.1 eV is a typical energy loss “shake-up” feature.48-49 In N 1s (Figure 3.4b), four peaks 
at 398.7, 399.9, 401.0, and 404.5 eV can be deconvoluted, corresponding to C-N=C, N-(C)3, 
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C-N-H and a shake-up satellite feature, respectively.14, 49 
 
Figure 3.4 (a) C1s and (b) N1s XPS signals for g-C3N4, (c) O 1s and (d) Co 2p spectra of 
Fw-Co(OH)2 and Fw-Co3O4.  
 
Full spectrum of Fw-Co(OH)2 (Figure 3.3b) indicates the existence of Co (14.0 at.%), O (42.1 
at.%), C (37.8 at.%), and N (6.1 at.%) in the prepared samples, while the surface element 
contents in Fw-Co3O4 were detected to be Co (21.2 at.%), O (65.2 at.%) and C (13.7 at.%). 
The high contents of C and N in Fw-Co(OH)2 were deduced to be C-N-O by-products of urea 
during hydrothermal treatment, which are embroiled in lamellas of Fw-Co(OH)2 during its 
growth process. It is thus reasonable to conclude that the mesopores in the lamellas of Fw-
Co3O4 are resulted from the decomposition of both hydroxide and numerous C-N-O by-
products, as described in Scheme 3.2. Three peaks at 530.6, 532.0 and 529.5 eV fitted in O 
1s of Fw-Co(OH)2 are considered to be O from C-O groups, hydroxide, and oxide ions (O
2–),  
respectively.49-50 In O 1s of Fw-Co3O4 (Figure 3.4c), 529.5, 530.9 and 531.9 eV can be 
ascribed to the lattice oxygen, oxygen species in H2O and C-O groups, respectively.
50-51 Co 
2p analysis of Fw-Co(OH)2 (Figure 3.4d) indicates two pairs of individual peaks at 777.3 and 
793.3 eV, corresponding to the Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2, which are identified as the major 
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binding energies of Co2+ in Co(OH)2.
50 Furthermore, the best deconvolution of the Co 2p 
profile was attained with the assumption of eight species, including two pairs of spin-orbit 
doublets and their four shakeup satellites (783.4, 787.7, 800.7, and 803.1 eV), indicating the 
coexistence of Co2+ and Co3+.52 
 
Figure 3.5 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) of 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4 and 3%-15% 
Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4. 
 
When it comes to the hybrid materials, XRD data prove the structure stability of α-Co(OH)2 
during the annealing process for recombination with g-C3N4, which is highly desirable as α-
Co(OH)2 possesses a higher conductivity than β-Co(OH)2. As shown in Figure 3.5, Fw-
Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 displays the gradual rising diffraction peaks of α-Co(OH)2 with increasing 
loading amount, meaning no crystal structure transformation with the low-temperature 
treatment. Besides, the graphite-like structure of g-C3N4 does not show obvious changes after 
annealing with Fw-Co(OH)2. Typical morphologies of the hybridized materials can be well 
illustrated from SEM images (Figures 3.6-3.8), in which Fw-Co(OH)2 or Fw-Co3O4 are well 
wrapped and infiltrated with g-C3N4, proving that they coordinate well in the conjugated 
system. The 2D-nanosheet-built flower-like interlayers of Fw-Co(OH)2 or Fw-Co3O4 can 
serve as a well-defined support for g-C3N4 to disperse, which is optimal for light-harvesting 
and electron conduction. Further, as we can see from Figures 3.7a and 3.8a, which were 
captured under a relative lower magnification, Fw-Co(OH)2 and Fw-Co3O4 particles were 
immersed well into a broader g-C3N4 matrix. The coordination and interfaces between these 
units were tested by EDS mapping of 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 (Figure 3.6c) and HAADF-
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STEM mapping of 3% Co3O4/g-C3N4 (Figure 3.8c).  
 
Figure 3.6 (a, b) SEM images, (c) EDS mapping of the marked area in a, (d) TEM and (e) 
HRTEM images of 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4. 
 
The graphite-like nanosheet-structure of g-C3N4 can be well illustrated in TEM image (Figure 
3.9a). TEM characterization of the hybrids (Figures 3.6d, 3.9b) clearly shows that g-C3N4 can 
be successfully attached to the interlayers and surfaces of Fw-Co(OH)2 and Fw-Co3O4. 
HRTEM images (Figures 3.6e and 3.9c) display a lattice interval of 0.32 nm, corresponding 
to (002) plane of g-C3N4.
53 Meanwhile, an interlayer spacing of 0.47 nm can be identified to 
(001) plane of Co(OH)2 (Figure 3.6e), whereas 0.24 nm lattice fringe can be assigned to (311) 
plane of Co3O4 (Figure 3.9c). Inserted selective area electron diffraction (SAED) graph shows 
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a classifiable ring structure characteristic for polycrystalline materials of Co(OH)2 and g-C3N4 
(Figure 3.6d). In addition, HRTEM with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in Figure 3.9c 
characterizes the interfaces region between spinel Co3O4 and g-C3N4.  
 
Figure 3.7 SEM images of (a) 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 under wide field and (b) 7% Fw-
Co(OH)2/C3N4 composites. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 (a) SEM and (b) HAADF-STEM images of 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4; (c) the 
corresponding STEM mapping (C, N, Co, O) of the marked region in b. 
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Figure 3.9 (a) TEM image of pure g-C3N4, (b) TEM and (c) HRTEM of Fw-Co3O4/C3N4. 
 
UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) were acquired (Figure 3.10a) and converted into 
absorbance via the Kubelka-Munk function F(R) = (1-R)2/2R = K/S, where R is the diffuse 
reflectance, K is the absorption and S is the scattering coefficient. Obviously, all the 
absorption spectra exhibit steep edges at the wavelength of around 450 nm, which can be 
attributed to the band gap transition. It is noted that there is an increase of optical absorption 
in wavelengths ranging from 430 to 750 nm, after loading Fw-Co(OH)2 or Fw-Co3O4 onto g-
C3N4. In other words, better absorption occurred in the visible spectrum region on the 
composites. The accelerated charge carrier transfer was investigated through room 
temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra (inset picture in Figure 3.10a). As shown, when 
the exciting light irradiates on the composites, the quenching is more remarkable compared 
with pristine g-C3N4.    
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Figure 3.10 (a) UV-vis absorption spectra, and PL (inserted graph), (b) Electrochemical 
Mott-Schottky plots, (c) Band structure diagram of g-C3N4 and corresponding composites, 
(d) Room temperature EPR spectra of g-C3N4, 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-
Co3O4/C3N4.  
 
Mott-Schottky relationship (1/C2 vs E, (MS)) for g-C3N4, 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-
Co3O4/C3N4 were investigated and combined with UV-Vis DRS  to determine the changes of 
band structure of g-C3N4, 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4. Figure 3.10b 
features a typical n-type semiconductor for all the three materials. The flat band potential 
values (Efb) of g-C3N4, 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4 were calculated to be 
-1.01, -0.80, and -0.85 V, respectively, versus the saturated calomel electrode (SCE). 
Relatively positive flat band potential of the composites reflects the weaker upward band 
bending of g-C3N4, originating from its n-type semiconductor properties.
39, 54 Further, a 
positive shift of the flat band potential demonstrates that a heterojunction forms at the 
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interface between g-C3N4 and Fw-Co(OH)2. As a result, the valence band position of 3% Fw-
Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4 will be more positive, which will be further 
confirmed by the extrapolation method (Figure 3.11) and band structure diagram (Figure 
3.10c).54 
 
The bandgap energy of the sample was determined using the following equation: (αhν)n= 
k(hν-Eg).15 α is the absorption factor, hv is the energy quantum, k is a material determined 
constant and n equals 0.5. As shown in Figure 3.11, the plots of (ηhν)1/2 versus hν (Kubelka-
Munk) were transformed from UV-vis DRS spectra according to the above equation. The 
intercepts were obtained at 2.53, 2.55, and 2.48 eV for g-C3N4, 3% Fw-Co(OH)2 and 3% Fw-
Co3O4, respectively, which correspond to their bandgap energies. Combined with the Mott-
Schottky plots and the band gap, values of the valence band (VB) are +1.52, +1.75, +1.70 V 
for g-C3N4, Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 and Fw-Co3O4/g-C3N4, respectively. Values of the 
conduction band (CB) can be estimated based on the Efb values, to be -1.01, -0.80, and -0.85 
V.  Based on these values, a band structure diagram was plotted (Figure 3.10c). The formed 
heterojunction and positively shifted band alignment can elevate the separation efficiency of 
the photogenerated holes and electrons, favorable for more efficient photocatalytic water 
oxidation. 
 
Figure 3.10d shows the spectra of room-temperature electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
of g-C3N4, 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4. All the compounds including g-
C3N4 presented one single Lorentzian line with a g value of 2.003, derived from the 
delocalized π-bonded system of carbon nitride.55 Interestingly, the signals of 3% Fw-
Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 has some degrees of fluctuation compared with pure g-C3N4. This further 
exemplified that the essential band structure and texture of g-C3N4 are influenced slightly 
after being coated with Fw-Co(OH)2. Fw-Co3O4/g-C3N4 exhibits the highest peak, suggesting 
the extended π-bonding caused by the repolymerization of the redundant s-triazine units 
during annealing progress at higher temperature. 
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Figure 3.11 The lines of transformed Kubelka-Munk functions versus the light energy. 
 
Figure 3.12 Heterogeneous water oxidation of (a), (b) on different samples, (c) in different 
conditions (Error bar: standard deviation), (d) Photo-electric properties of g-C3N4, 3% Fw-
Co(OH)2/C3N4 and 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4, and (e) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
under dark and light condition.  
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Figure 3.13 Recycling water oxidation performance of 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4. 
 
Photocatalytic water oxidation of the as-prepared samples were conducted under visible light 
irradiations (λ＞420 nm), using persulfate (S2O82–) as a sacrifice oxidant for the reduction 
reaction, whereas tris (2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium(II) (Ru(bpy)32+) as a one-electron oxidant 
photosensitizer to promote multiple-electron water oxidation kinetics and avoid excessive 
driving potentials.41, 56 Figure 3.12a describes the time dependence of oxygen concentration 
over the synthesized catalysts, among which 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 displayed the best 
performance, followed by 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4, Fw-Co(OH)2, Fw-Co3O4 and g-C3N4. It is 
also observed that the reaction rates show an inevitable slowdown trend for all the catalysts 
with longer reaction time. This can be explained by two possible reasons, e.g. the 
consumption of sacrificial agents [S2O8]
2−, and the quenching and decomposition of 
photosensitizers.41, 56 Actually, Co(OH)2 and Co3O4 are also semiconductor materials. The 
observable O2 evolution by pure Co(OH)2 indicates that it can work alone for photocatalytic 
water oxidation. Even though the activity is low, the results suggest that electrons can be 
transferred from Co(OH)2 to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ molecules and oxidize water upon photo-
irradiation.5 Fw-Co3O4 exhibited an inferior but observable catalytic oxygen evolution 
performance compared with Fw-Co(OH)2. For optimization of the oxygen production 
efficiency, different ratios of Fw-Co(OH)2 (3 wt.%, 7 wt.%, and 15 wt.%) were loaded onto 
g-C3N4. Figure 3.12b displays that, as the weight ratio of Fw-Co(OH)2 increased to 7 wt.%, 
oxygen production concentration significantly increased. When the ratio was further elevated 
to 15 wt.%, the rate slightly decreased, as extravagant loading of Fw-Co(OH)2 might block 
the optical absorption of g-C3N4. The water oxidation performance of physically mixed 7% 
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Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 was also conducted. It is worth noting that the sample exhibited a higher 
rate of O2 evolution than both g-C3N4 and Fw-Co(OH)2, however, the activity was still much 
lower than that of the annealed hybrid material.(Figure 3.12b) Recycling experiments were 
conducted using the collected sample of 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 after the first-run. The 
performance of the catalyst in the second run is presented in Figure 3.13, achieving about 50% 
retention. A similar pattern was reported in Ref. [5]. These results suggest that the synergistic 
and heterojunction interaction between Fw-Co(OH)2 and g-C3N4 are crucial for the visible-
light water oxidation activity. The apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) under a irradiation at 
λ=450 nm for 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 was calculated to be approximately 0.16 %. 
Furthermore, the OER activity of 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 is among the best  cocatalyst/g-
C3N4 composites under visible light irridation in comparision to recent studies (Table 3.1). 
 
Table 3.1 Photocatalytic activities of modified g-C3N4 catalysts for O2 evolution. 
Catalyst 
Catalyst 
addition 
amount (g) 
Irradiation 
wavelength 
(nm) 
Oxygen 
evolution 
(μmol h-1) 
Reactant solution 
Volume (mL) 
Reference 
RuO2 (3.0wt%)/g-C3N4 0.1 >420 nm 1.2 100 13 
3.0 wt% RuO2/g-C3N4 0.1 >420 nm 0.9 100 57 
RuO2 coated g-C3N4 - UV+visible 9 32 11 
PMDA incorporated g-C3N4 0.2 >420 nm 3.5 400 12 
3 wt% Co3O4/HR-CN 0.02 >300 nm 3.0 100 7 
mpg-C3N4 0.05 >420 nm 3.8 100 54 
CoSe2/g-C3N4 0.05 ＞420 nm 9.0 100 34 
S-Co-g-C3N4 0.05 ＞420 nm 
12.5 / 1st 
hour 
100 58 
3wt% FwCo3O4/g-C3N4 0.05 >420 nm 1.9 (± 0.4%) 50 This work 
7wt% Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 0.05 >420 nm 3.7 (± 1%) 50 This work 
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Figure 3.14 UV-vis absorption spectra of photosensitizer [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. (There is a typical 
inter ligand π→π* transition at 290 nm (UV-range), while another obvious peak centering at 
around 430 nm and extending to 550 nm (visible-light range) could be distinguished due to 
the metal-to-ligand dπ → π* charge transition.) 
 
 
Scheme 3.3 Heterogeneous water oxidation system catalyzed by Fw-Co(OH)2/Fw-Co3O4 
deposited g-C3N4. 
 
For the mechanistic studies, experiments without a photosensitizer, a catalyst or a sacrificial 
agent were performed (Figure 3.12c). Almost no activity was observed, indicating that Fw-
Co(OH)2/C3N4, [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ and Na2S2O8 are critical for the whole oxygen evolution 
processes. Since both 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ can absorb visible light, band-
pass filters were employed to differentiate their individual photo-absorption wavelength for 
oxygen evolution reaction. 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 indicates strong absorption mainly in the 
range of 400 to 450 nm (Figure 3.10a), while [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2•6H2O (Figure 3.14) displays 
wide and strong visible light absorption in 400-550 nm. Therefore, three wavelength ranges 
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were selected at 400-450, 450-550 and > 550 nm, respectively. O2 evolution rates using 7% 
Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 under the three ranges are depicted in Figure 3.12c. Under a wide range 
irradiation of 450 to 550 nm, in which 7% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 shows weak absorption, and 
the O2 evolution rate only displayed a slight decay compared with that performed under the 
full visible light range. However, in 400-450 nm, which is the strongest absorption range for 
7% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 and a relatively narrow range for [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2•6H2O, the activity 
was significantly weakened. For wavelength longer than 550 nm, the performance was further 
lowered. Therefore, we can conclude that [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ acted as a photon acquisition agent. 
The complete diagram of the reaction mechanism during water oxidation is illustrated in 
Scheme 3.3. As shown, [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ could trap the same equivalent of photons from the 
incident light and be activated to the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) excited state 
[Ru(bpy)3]
2+*. [Ru(bpy)3]
2+* can be quenched by S2O8
2−, resulting in SO4
2−, SO4
•− (sulfate 
radical) and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+. SO4
•− can then oxidize other [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+. Upon 
irradiation, electrons and holes are activated and separated from Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4, and then 
the photogenerated electrons transfer to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+ regenerating [Ru(bpy)3]
2+, leading to O2 
evolution via water oxidation. The redox process can be verified by the room temperature 
EPR under in-situ irradiation (Figure 3.15). When the reaction solution was irradiated for 30 
s, distinct signal of SO4
•− can be observed. Meanwhile, the OH•− (hydroxyl radical) oxidized 
from water molecules during the catalytic half-reaction can be also detected. Due to the small 
capacity limitation of EPR capillary and the consumption for [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ oxidation, the 
produced signals of SO4
•− and OH•− were quenched under longer time irradiations. 
 
Figure 3.15 Room temperature EPR signals of DMPO-OH•− and DMPO-SO4•− adducts 
produced by water oxidation system under visible light irradiation (DMPO was adopted as a 
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spin-trapping agent to capture the free radicals. DMPOX was denoted as the oxidized DMPO; 
microwave power, 1 mW; field modulation, 0.02 mT; DMPO, 0.16 M) 
 
To explain the catalytic performance of the acquired catalysts, photoelectrochemical tests 
were performed under dark or visible light irradiations (λ > 420 nm). As shown in Figure 
3.12d, the photocurrent intensity of 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/C3N4 is about 4 times as high as that of 
pristine g-C3N4 in the first cycle. Fw-Co3O4/C3N4 is inferior, yet still stronger than pure g-
C3N4, consistent with their OER performance. It is thought that Fw-Co(OH)2/Fw-Co3O4 can 
promote the separation and transfer efficiency of the charge carrier of g-C3N4, resulting in 
more intense photocurrent response of the hybrids and better OER effect, as described in 
Scheme 3.3. This can be further supported by the electrochemical Nyquist program tests 
(Figure 3.12e), which are commonly adopted to evaluate electron transfer abilities. In 
electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS), the high frequency zone corresponds to a charge 
transfer limiting process and can be related to the charge transfer resistance (Rct) in the 
contacting interface with double-layer capacitance (CPEdl) (As shown in the inset equivalent 
circuit, Rs is the solution resistance).14, 59 The arc radius of 3% Fw-Co(OH)2/ C3N4 is the 
smallest, followed by 3% Fw-Co3O4/C3N4, implying their better charge transfer ability than 
pure g-C3N4. 
 
The more excellent modification on g-C3N4 by Fw-Co(OH)2 than Fw-Co3O4 can be virtually 
ascribed to the prominent hydrotalcite-like structure of α-Co(OH)2, whose layered double 
hydroxyl (LDH) groups provide a more effective layered channel for transfer of 
photogenerated holes in g-C3N4 to Co(OH)2, as illustrated in Scheme 3.4.
60-62 However, due 
to spinel structure of Co3O4, the excited holes are transmitted saltatorily between Co
2+ 
(tetrahedral interstice) and Co3+ (octahedral interstices), resulting in its relatively inefficient 
rate of charge transfer comparing with Fw-Co(OH)2.
63 Further, the active sites in Co3O4 are 
limited to an exclusive octahedral Co3+ because Co2+ is ineffective in the spinel crystal 
structure.26 However, the flexible oxidoreduction transformation of dissimilar valence states 
(Co2+, Co3+) are able to happen in Fw-Co(OH)2 with hydrotalcite-like LDH.
64 Apart from the 
inefficiency of assistant separation of photogenerated electrons and holes, the darker color of 
the cobalt oxide results in the higher photoelectron absorption ability with a relatively lower 
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release rate.14  
 
Scheme 3.4 (a) Schematic drawings of α-Co(OH)2 with hydrotalcite structure with layered 
double hydroxyl (LDH) groups, (b) Co3O4 with a spinel structure. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
In summary, we have shown that 2D pristine g-C3N4 closely decorated with flower-like cobalt 
hydroxide/oxide composites, developed by a simple coating route, are effective catalysts for 
water oxidation under visible-light irradiations. Slight amount of Co specie introduction and 
heterojunction construction have a positive effect on electron-hole separation, charge carriers 
transfer rate and electronic conductivity of g-C3N4, which result in more active photocatalytic 
OER activities. Owing to superior electron transfter ability of hydrotalcite structure in α-
Co(OH)2, Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 possesses a more excellent OER activity than Fw-Co3O4/g-
C3N4. 7 wt.% loading amount of Fw-Co(OH)2 onto g-C3N4 displayed the best photocatalytic 
capability. This study provides a fresh insight into the use of non-noble OER cocatalysts 
decorated g-C3N4 for water oxidation in aqueous phase. 
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Chapter 4. Monodisperse Co3O4 Quantum Dots on Porous 
Carbon Nitride Nanosheets for Enhanced Visible-Light-Driven 
Water Oxidation 
Abstract 
In Chapter 3, we reported the facile coating of micron-sized flower-like cobalt 
hydroxides/oxides onto 2D g-C3N4 nanosheets to achieve enhanced water catalytic oxidation. 
Here we further use a facile annealing process for even-deposition of zero-dimensional (0D) 
Co3O4 quantum dots (Co3O4 QDs) onto porous 2D g-C3N4 nanosheets. It was discovered that 
catalyzed pores generation appeared around Co3O4 QDs. In the synthesis, the annealing 
temperature is found to be crucial for the textural property, optical absorption, and the 
corresponding photocatalytic water oxidation as well as photoelectrochemical performances. 
The largest specific surface area, pore volume and optimal O2 production rate as well as the 
highest photocurrent are obtained on 0.8 wt.% Co3O4 QDs decorated g-C3N4 nanosheets 
annealed at 300 ºC (0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300). These results underline the importance of surface 
heterojunction and afford us a feasible protocol for the rational design of g-C3N4 based 
photocatalysts for water oxidation. 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Direct water splitting using hetero/homogeneous photocatalysts is a highly attractive 
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approach for utilization of solar energy, which represents the most universally abundant and 
renewable energy source.1-2 This process can be divided into two half reactions, e.g., water 
reduction and water oxidation, between which much attention has been paid to the more 
complex water oxidation half reaction.3-4 In the production of one O2 molecule, coupling of 
four electrons and transfer of four protons are involved, making this rate-determining reaction 
become a kinetically competitive process.5-6 Therefore, the development of efficient 
photocatalysts for water oxidation is far more difficult than water reduction.7  
 
To date, heterogeneous photocatalytic water oxidation has focused on developing 
semiconductor materials with sufficiently small band gap energies, suitable band edge 
positions, and excellent charge-carrier conductivities.8-9 Compared with traditional metal-
based photocatalysts such as BiVO4, TiO2, and WO3, the discovery of metal-free graphitic 
carbon nitride (g-C3N4) is expected to provide new opportunities for widespread applications, 
because of the advantages of visible-light absorption, wide availability of precursors and 
feasibility of preparation.8, 10-14 The sp2 hybridization of C and N atoms in g-C3N4 form π-
conjugated planar planes, endowing it with intrinsic semiconductive features.13, 15 With the 
conduction band level at -1.4 V (versus Ag/AgCl) and the valence band level at 1.3 V, g-C3N4 
covers the full potential range of thermodynamic water splitting redox.16-17 It has been 
observed that g-C3N4 could exhibit the ability of photocatalytic H2/O2 evolution in the 
presence of sacrificial reagents under visible light irradiations.18-21 However, without adding 
the cocatalysts, g-C3N4 alone provides a limited rate for H2 or O2 production due to the 
imperfect charge separation and the rapid recombination of electron-hole (e–-h–) pairs.6, 20 
Thus, integrating cocatalysts have attracted considerable interests to achieve enhanced 
photocatalytic water oxidation activity.4, 22-23 Suitable cocatalysts would provide sufficient 
surface active sites with lower overpotentials, which could also act as selective trapping sites 
for the photogenerated electrons from g-C3N4, and thus suppress the recombination of charge 
carriers.4, 16 Currently, the most efficient cocatalysts are based on noble metals such as Ru or 
Pd, which are of a high cost and scarcity.24 
 
Among the various candidates, Co3O4 with a bandgap of about 2.1 eV has been extensively 
employed as a cocatalyst for photocatalytic water oxidation, because of its excellent oxidation 
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ability and robust stability.25-28 Also, the cobalt-based compounds are cost-effective and 
earth-abundant. Recently, 0D quantum dots of cobalt oxides have attracted growing interest 
because they can offer enhanced catalytic properties by providing higher specific surface 
areas, shorter charger transport paths and quantum confinement effects.29-30 Besides, Co3O4 
quantum dots can be homogeneously dispersed in H2O or ethanol, making it readily for being 
loaded onto g-C3N4 through a temperature-dependent deposition process. Compared with 
other reported methods, such as in-situ growth method and electrochemical deposition, the 
formation of nanocrystals in a separate process allows for a much better control of the 
properties such as size, shape and chemical composition.26 
 
In this chapter, we prepared monodisperse Co3O4 QDs with a size of 4.5 nm based on a 
reported method.29 The quantum dots can be easily dispersed in ethanol and homogeneously 
loaded onto the surface of g-C3N4 by a feasible evaporation process. To enhance the 
combination strength, further annealing treatments of the composites are conducted at 
different temperatures. Interestingly, it is observed that pores are generated on the surface of 
g-C3N4 where Co3O4 quantum dots appear, which are especially evident at higher temperature 
treatments. With Co3O4 QDs decoration, g-C3N4 displays an obvious enhancement in water 
oxidation reactions. 
 
4.2 Experimental Section 
4.2.1 Chemical Reagents 
Urea (≥ 99.5%), ethanol (≥ 99.8%), Nafion® 117 solution (5wt. %, Aldrich), sodium sulfate 
(Na2SO4, ≥ 99.0%), sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8, ≥ 99%), sodium hexafluorosilicate 
(Na2SiF6, ≥99.0%), sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3, ≥ 99.7%) and tris(2,2′-bipyridyl) 
dichlororuthenium (II) hexahydrate ([Ru(bpy)3]Cl2·6H2O, 99.95%). All chemical reagents 
employed in this work were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received without 
further purifications. 
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4.2.2 Preparation of g-C3N4  
Traditional thermal polymerization method was utilized to prepare g-C3N4. Typically, 10 g 
of urea was heated to 550 °C with a heating rate of 5 ºC/min and kept at this temperature for 
2 h in a muffle furnace. Finally, the light yellow powder was obtained and denoted as g-C3N4. 
  
4.2.3 Synthesis of Co3O4 QDs/g-C3N4 Samples 
Monodisperse Co3O4 quantum dots with a size about 4.5 nm were synthesized according to a 
recent report.31 The synthesized Co3O4 QDs were dispersed in absolute ethanol with a 
concentration of 0.8 g/L. The designed Co3O4 QDs/g-C3N4 composite were then prepared as 
follows. Firstly, 0.2 g of g-C3N4 was weighed and added into 20 mL absolute ethanol. The 
suspension was further ultra-sonicated for 1 h and then put on a hotplate for vigorous stirring, 
during which 2 mL suspension containing 1.6 mg Co3O4 were added dropwisely. 
Accordingly, the weight ratio of Co3O4 QDs in the composite was 0.8 wt. %. After that, the 
solution was evaporated at 100 ºC under constant stirring. The dried mixture was collected, 
followed by annealing at 180, 250 and 300 ºC, respectively, for 2 h with a heating rate of 5 
ºC/min. The obtained samples were denoted as 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-180, 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-
250, and 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300, respectively. For comparison, the pristine g-C3N4 was also 
annealed under the same process and denoted as C3N4-180, C3N4-250 and C3N4-300, 
respectively. 0.4% Co3O4-C3N4-300 and 1.2% Co3O4-C3N4-300 containing 0.4 wt. % and 1.2 
wt. % Co3O4 QDs were also prepared using the same method annealing at 300 ºC.  
 
4.2.4 Photoelectrochemical and Oxygen Evolution Reaction   
Photocurrent and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were accomplished on a 
Zennium workstation with the CIMPS system (Zahner, Germany) in a three-electrode 
framework, applying a Pt wire as the counter electrode and a saturated calomel electrode 
(SCE) as the reference electrode. F-doped tin oxide (FTO) glasses were cleaned by sonication 
in ethanol for 30 min and dried at 80 ºC to act as the working electrode. 0.2 M Na2SO4 solution 
(pH = 6.8) was adopted as the neutral electrolyte during the measurements. The loading of 
the materials on the working electrode was performed as below: suspensions containing 8 mg 
of catalyst, 30 μL Nafion® 117 solution and 500 μL ethanol were obtained by ultrasonic 
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mixing for about 15 min. 50 μL of the above slurry was then dropped onto the FTO glass 
electrode through a spin coating method and left to dry in air (catalyst loading ∼0.60 mg cm-
2). Photocurrents were obtained by passing light from a 300 W Xe arc lamp through neutral 
density filters and an AM 1.5G filter into an optical fiber and calibrating the output to 100 
mW/cm2 using a thermopile detector from International Light. 
 
For each oxygen evolution reaction (OER), the designed amount of catalyst (50 mg) was 
dispersed in a 100 mL buffered solution (the mixture of 0.022 M Na2SiF6 and 0.028 M 
NaHCO3) which was prepared and aged for 2 days and the pH was adjusted to 5.8. Then 0.975 
g of Na2SO4, 0.357 g of Na2S2O8, and 50 mg of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2·6H2O were added to the 
reaction solution.  
 
The water oxidation reactor was a customized airtight stainless steel cell covered by a quartz 
window (the volume of the headspace, excluding the space occupied by the septum, oxygen 
sensor, and the solution, was 800 mL). Before irradiation, the 300 W Xeon lamp (Newport) 
was installed with a light filter (λ > 420 nm) and the central light intensity aligned to 200 
mW/cm2 (2 suns). Prior to testing, the reactor was purged with nitrogen for 30 min to exclude 
air and guarantee the anaerobic circumstance in the reaction system. After stabilization for 
another 10 min, the GC started testing with a baseline O2 reading followed by timing sampling 
during 120 min of irradiation. The proposed mechanism for the water oxidation systems 
catalyzed by buffered Tris(2, 2’-bipyridyl) ruthenium system can be deduced according to 
equation 3.1-3.4 in Chapter 3.32 
 
4.2.5 Characterizations 
Details on XRD, XPS TEM, HRTEM, HAADF-STEM with EDX mapping and N2 
adsorption/desorption measurements can be referred to Chapter 3. Thermal gravity analysis 
was carried out by a thermogravimetric analysis instrument (TGA/DSC1 STARe system, 
Mettler-Toledo). Diffused reflectance spectra and photoluminescence spectra were collected 
on a Cary 100 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer and a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence 
Spectrophotometer (Agilent, US), respectively. Oxygen evolution reaction was probed 
quantitatively utilizing a Gas Chromatograph (Agilent 490 Micro GC) with a thermal 
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conductivity detector. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 4.1 a) TEM image of g-C3N4, b) TEM and c) HRTEM images of Co3O4 quantum dots, 
d) TGA curves of g-C3N4 and the mixture of 0.8% Co3O4 QDs with g-C3N4, e) and f) XRD 
patterns of the samples. 
 
Figure 4.1a shows TEM image of typical g-C3N4 nanosheets obtained from thermal 
polymerization of urea. In good agreement with Ref. 29, the produced Co3O4 QDs displayed 
in Figure1b indicate that they are uniform in size (about 4.5 nm) without aggregation. The 
HRTEM image (Figure 4.1c) further illustrates the crystalline structure with clear lattice 
spacing of 0.23 nm and 0.14 nm, corresponding to (311) and (440) lattice planes of Co3O4, 
respectively. TGA was conducted on the 0.8 wt. % Co3O4/g-C3N4 mixture to determine a 
suitable annealing craft (Figure 4.1d). Interestingly, g-C3N4 remains stable until 450 ºC, 
whereas 0.8 wt. % Co3O4/g-C3N4 mixture starts to display an obvious weight loss at the 
temperatures higher than 320 ºC. To avoid destruction to the structure of g-C3N4, the 
treatment temperatures were set at 180, 250 and 300 ºC, respectively. XRD pattern of g-C3N4 
displays two distinct peaks, which accord with (001) and (002) planes of the typical graphitic 
layer (Figure 4.1e).33-34 Powder XRD patterns show broad peaks of Co3O4 QDs, and can be 
assigned to cubic phase (JCPDS No. 42-1467). Some small peaks of Co3O4 could be observed 
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in XRD patterns of the Co3O4/g-C3N4 composites. There are no noticeable changes in the 
crystal structure for g-C3N4 before and after being modified with Co3O4 quantum dots at 
different temperatures (Figure 4.1e and f).  
 
 
Figure 4.2 TEM and HRTEM images of a-c) 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-180, d-f) 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-
250, g-i) 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300, and j) High angle annular dark field scanning TEM image 
and corresponding EDX elemental mapping images of 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300.  
 
TEM images were also performed to reveal the local morphology of Co3O4 decorated g-C3N4 
(Figure 4.2). Characterization on 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-180 proves that Co3O4 QDs are well-
dispersed on the thin g-C3N4 layers (Figure 4.2a and b). HRTEM image suggests a well-
defined adaptive contact between them (Figure 4.2c). Interestingly, small pores are in-situ 
generated around Co3O4 QDs on g-C3N4 nanosheet in 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-250, indicating the 
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strong interactions between them (Figures 4.2 d and e). It is worth noting that the pores 
continue to increase and enlarge with a higher treatment temperature at 300 ºC (Figure 4.2g, 
h), but the crystal structure of Co3O4 remains stable (Figure 4.2i). In addition, the HAADF-
STEM with EDX elemental mapping images of 0.8 % Co3O4-C3N4-300 further proves the 
porosity and relatively uniform distribution of Co3O4 QDs on g-C3N4 nanosheets. Further, 
unmodified C3N4-300 was characterized in Figure 4.3, displaying a nanosheet-like 
morphology without pores on the surface, and the thickness might be thinner compared with 
pristine g-C3N4 due to potential thermal exfoliation at 300 ºC.
35 
 
Figure 4.3 TEM images of C3N4-300. 
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Figure 4.4 a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms, b) Pore size distributions calculated by 
BJH desorption, c) full XPS survey, d) high-resolution N 1s spectra and e) high-resolution 
Co 2p spectrum of 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300. 
 
To determine the textural properties of the samples, N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were 
performed and summarized in Figures 4.4a and b, which reveal the porous property of the 
pristine g-C3N4. 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-180 and 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-250 show similar specific 
BET surface areas (SBET) as well as total pore volume (Vt) with g-C3N4. Notably, there is a 
significant increase of SBET on 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300, accompanying by an increased pore 
volume in the full range of 0.28-47.0 nm.  
 
To view changes of annealing at 300 ºC, XPS was performed on g-C3N4, C3N4-300 and 0.8% 
Co3O4-C3N4-300 and the results are shown in Figures 4.4c-e. Full spectrum of g-C3N4 
indicates a C/N ratio of 0.7. After annealing at 300 ºC, 3.22 at. % of oxygen was detected in 
C3N4-300 with a C/N ratio of 0.91, while the ratio turns to 0.74 on 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300. 
However, high resolution N1s of the three samples does not show noticeable differences. Four 
peaks at around 398.6, 399.8, 401.0 and 404.4 eV can be fitted in N1s, which are related to 
C−N=C sp2-hybridized N atoms, N−(C)3 groups,23 C−N−H functional groups,23, 36 and a 
typical shake-up satellite or oxidized N species.37 Figure 4.4e indicates that two pairs of 
individual peaks at 779.1 and 794.2 eV can be deconvoluted in Co 2p spectrum of 0.8% 
Co3O4-C3N4-300, corresponding to Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2, proving the structure stability of 
Co3O4 QDs. 
 
The optical properties and band structure of g-C3N4, 0.8% Co3O4 decorated g-C3N4 (180, 250, 
300) were analyzed through UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), 
photoluminescence spectrum (PL) and Mott-Schottky analysis. As shown in Figure 4.5a, 
absorption spectra of g-C3N4 exhibited steep edges at wavelength of around 380 nm, which 
can be attributed to the band gap transition of g-C3N4. As shown in the inset graph, due to the 
O2- → Co3+ and O2- → Co2+ transitions of Co3O4, the composites showed another band edges 
located at around 730 nm besides the common edges at 380 nm.38 The increased absorbance 
in visible light region, i.e. wavelengths ranging from 380 to 750 nm, further illustrates the 
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existence of these transition bands in Co3O4-C3N4 composites.  
 
The charge carrier transfer and separation were investigated through room temperature PL 
spectra. As can be seen in Figure 4.5b, when the 370 nm exciting light irradiates on the 
composites, the intensity of single luminescence peak located between 400 and 550 nm 
decreases more obviously than pristine g-C3N4. It is clear that the quantum-sized Co3O4 and 
its heterojunction with g-C3N4 can induce synergistic effect for separation and capture 
efficiency of the holes photoexcited from valance band of g-C3N4, thereby inhibiting direct 
luminescent charge recombination.39 Meanwhile, with increasing annealing temperature, the 
interfacial heterojunction between Co3O4 and g-C3N4 was strengthened, as verified by the 
weakest luminescence peak in 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300. The scattering effect in 0.8% Co3O4-
C3N4-300 was also enhanced contributed by the enlarged pore volume, which could provide 
more surface terminal sites for transfer and separation of photoinduced holes.21, 40 As a result, 
0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300  displays the most effective charge separation ability.  
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Figure 4.5 a) UV-vis DRS absorption spectra, amplification of partial visible light region 
(inset graph), b) PL spectrum and c) Electrochemical Mott-Schottky plots of g-C3N4 and 0.8% 
Co3O4-C3N4 (180, 250, 300). d) Band structure diagram of g-C3N4 and 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-
300.  
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Figure 4.6 The curves of transformed Kubelka-Munk functions versus the light energy. 
 
Mott-Schottky relationship was investigated to illustrate the electronic band structure changes 
and the flat band potential shifts of the samples. The typical n-type semiconductor properties 
for all the materials are presented in Figure 4.5c. The flat band potential values (Efb) of g-
C3N4, and 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4 (180, 250, 300) were calculated to be -0.91, -0.92, -0.87 and -
0.74 V (vs SCE), respectively, showing the weakest upward band alignment of g-C3N4. 
Furthermore, the weak shift demonstrates that an electric field formed at the interface between 
g-C3N4 and Co3O4, which can elevate the efficiency of hole transport from g-C3N4 to Co3O4.  
 
In addition, based on the extrapolation method (Figure 4.6), the calculated energy gaps of the 
samples proved that the semiconductor properties of g-C3N4 are indeed changed with Co3O4 
decoration and the valance band position shift positively. The band-gap energy of the sample 
was determined using the following equation: (αhν)n= k(hν-Eg).41 Wherein α is the absorption 
factor, hv is the energy quantum, k is a material determined constant and n equals 0.5. The 
plots of (ηhν)1/2 versus hν (Kubelka-Munk) were transformed from UV-vis DRS absorption 
spectra according to the above equation (Figure 4.6). The intercepts were obtained at 2.51, 
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2.61, 2.60 and 2.68 eV for g-C3N4, 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-180, 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-250, and 0.8% 
Co3O4-C3N4-300 respectively, which correspond to their band-gap energies. Values of the 
conduction band (CB) can be estimated based on the Efb values. Combined with the Mott-
Schottky plots and the band gap, values of the valence band (VB) are +1.60, +1.69, +1.73, 
1.94 V for g-C3N4, 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-180, -250, and -300, respectively. Based on these 
values, Figure 4.5d was plotted, which presents the representative comparison of band 
structure between g-C3N4 and 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300. Apparently, Co3O4-C3N4-300 provides 
a more positive potential for photocatalytic oxidation of water thermodynamically. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Amount of O2 evolution for a) g-C3N4 modified with different ratios of Co3O4 
QDs treated at 300 ºC, b) samples annealed at different temperatures, c) EIS plots and d) 
periodic on/off photocurrent response under visible-light irradiations.  
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1.2% Co3O4-C3N4-300 are all inferior to 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300, which is consistent to a 
previous report.23 It is reported that trace amounts of cocatalyst loading cannot provide 
sufficient capacity to change the inherent band structure of g-C3N4, while excessive loading 
may be unfavourable for photoredox catalysis. Water oxidation activities of the as-prepared 
g-C3N4 and 0.8 wt. % Co3O4/g-C3N4 annealed at different temperatures are summarized in 
Figure 4.7b. It is observed that g-C3N4 as well as 180, 250 and 300 ºC treated g-C3N4 exhibit 
comparable O2 production performances. This proved that the impact of annealing treatment 
on water oxidation ability of g-C3N4 is negligible. Compared to them, the activity was 
enhanced significantly after modification with Co3O4 QDs. Interestingly, the activity of the 
composites show an enhancing trend with increasing annealing temperatures from 180 to 300 
ºC. The produced O2 amount by 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300 was elevated approximately 4 times 
compared to pristine g-C3N4. The improved performance can be explained by the restrained 
recombination rate of photoinduced charge carrier, contributed by the establishment of 
heterojunction between g-C3N4 and Co3O4 QDs. Specifically, during photocatalytic reactions 
under visible-light irradiations, the electrons and holes are photogenerated from g-C3N4, 
which can migrate to the interface and then to Co3O4 QDs, and thereby facilitating the 
heterogeneous photocatalysis.42 
 
Scheme 4.1 Heterogeneous water oxidation system catalyzed by Co3O4 QDs deposited g-
C3N4. 
 
The photoelectrochemical measurements were further conducted to help explain the 
performance of the hybrids. As shown in the EIS curves (Figure 4.7c), dramatically decreased 
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semicircles were obtained for the composites compared with pure g-C3N4, demonstrating the 
reduced resistance of the electrodes. In other words, after modification with Co3O4, the 
interfacial charge transfer/migration of g-C3N4 was accelerated. It is also worth noting that 
with increasing annealing temperature, a remarkably declined radius of semicircle was 
observed, implying a better coupling between them. After annealing process, the resulting 
interaction and synergistic effect of Co3O4 and g-C3N4 can provide more active sites for the 
transfer of charge carrier. Therefore, better conductivity and oxidation ability of the hybrids 
were obtained, as described in Scheme 4.1. In accordance with this, transient photocurrent 
enlarged with elevating annealing temperature. The photocurrent activated by 0.8% Co3O4-
C3N4-300 was about 4 four times over that of g-C3N4 (Figure 4.7d). The electrochemical 
results prove the creation of Co3O4/g-C3N4 junctions, which can act as active sites for 
heterogeneous photocatalytic water oxidation. It is also speculated that the junction interface 
turns tighter at higher annealing temperatures, evidenced by the enhanced activity with 
elevating temperature. Another reason for the well-defined activity of 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300 
lies in its larger SBET and Vt, which also promote the transfer of photogenerated electrons. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
Co3O4 quantum dots were dispersively loaded onto porous g-C3N4 nanosheets as cocatalyst 
via an annealing deposition process at 180, 250 and 300 ºC, without destroying the major 
structure of g-C3N4 and Co3O4. Numerous pores are in-situ produced and tight heterojunctions 
are created during this process due to the strong interaction between Co3O4 and g-C3N4. The 
water oxidation performance shows an increasing trend with elevated treatment temperature. 
Compared with pure g-C3N4, O2 production amount and photocurrent are improved by a 
factor of nearly 4 times on 0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300 under visible light irradiations, associated 
with an obviously decreased charge transfer resistance. This work demonstrates the 
importance of a tight heterojunction to realize the modification of g-C3N4 with cocatalysts, 
providing novel strategies for designing hybrid materials.  
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Chapter 5. Heterostructured WO3@CoWO4 Bilayer Nanosheets 
for Enhanced Visible-Light Photo, Electro and 
Photoelectrochemical Oxidation of Water 
Abstract 
In Chapters 3 and 4, we focused on metal-free g-C3N4 photocatalyst modified by cobalt-based 
cocatalysts for photocatalytic water oxidation. In this chapter, we further studied metal-based 
semiconductors. A facile interface-induced synthesis method is first established to newly 
fabricate two-dimensional (2D) bilayer nanosheets of WO3@CoWO4 as highly efficient 
catalysts for enhanced photo, electro and photoelectrochemical oxygen evolution reactions 
(OERs). The heterostructure and the interfacial oxygen vacancy of WO3@CoWO4 reduce the 
energy barriers in OER. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations and material 
characterizations reveal that WO3@CoWO4 p-n heterojunction endows the composite with a 
narrowed band gap for better visible-light harvesting, rapid charge transfer across the 
interface and lower recombination rate of the photo-excited carriers. The interface O-vacancy 
vests the active Co site with an enhanced density of state (DOS) at valence band maximum 
(VBM), which can increase the concentration of the photogenerated holes to improve 
photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical (PEC) activity. This study presents a proof-of-
concept design toward low cost and multi-metal 2D/2D nanosheets for water oxidation 
applications. 
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5.1 Introduction 
As an emerging technology for solar energy conversion and storage, photocatalytic and 
photoelectrochemical (PEC)  splitting of water into H2 and O2 has attracted tremendous 
attention for sustainable environment and energy development.1–3 In this course, 
decomposition of water to dissociative oxygen (known as water oxidation or OER) is 
kinetically sluggish, due to the multi-step, four-electron and multi-proton transfer processes. 
Rational design of efficient photocatalytic or PEC water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) is 
essential for advancing the technologies toward efficient water-splitting into hydrogen.4,5 
Enormous efforts have been devoted to pursuing suitable semiconductor materials that can 
achieve efficient solar-energy-conversion and propel the complex water oxidation reactions 
by photo-generated holes.6,7 Among them, low-cost tungsten oxide (WO3) has emerged as a 
promising n-type and visible-light-active semiconductor material, which possesses up to 12% 
solar spectrum absorption with a bandgap energy of 2.7 eV.8,9 Nonetheless, the low photon 
energy conversion efficiency, instability caused by photo-corrosion, and poor kinetics of 
pristine WO3 usually result in an unsatisfactory activity in OER.
10,11  
 
It was revealed that WO3 in a 2D nanosheet configuration has planar conduction channels, 
promoting the exposure of catalytically active facets to accelerate fast transport of the 
photoexcited charge carriers.12,13 However, the long migration route in WO3 makes it easy 
for electron-hole recombination. To solve this problem, construction of a heterojunction 
composite using two semiconductors is an excellent strategy.14,15 As a p-type semiconductor 
with low cost and high stability, cobalt tungstate (CoWO4) has drawn our attention. We 
project that coupling WO3 nanosheet with CoWO4 nanosheet in a p-n heterostructure would 
be a promising WOC candidate. However, specific challenges have to be addressed in the 
synthesis of WO3 nanosheet because it is a nonlayered compound and lacks the driving force 
for 2D anisotropic growth.16 Therefore, the design and integration of CoWO4-WO3 bilayered 
nanosheets are much more difficult. To the best of our knowledge, no such a material has 
been attempted and reported. 
 
In this chapter, we elaborately propose a hydrothermal method to generate WO3 nanosheets. 
Then, a scalable interface-induced strategy for bilayer formation was established by coating 
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CoWO4 onto WO3 to obtain 2D WO3@CoWO4 bilayer hybrids. In this format, CoWO4 
produces benefits to photocatalytic or PEC OER with triple functions: i) construction of 
WO3@CoWO4 p-n heterojunction; ii) prevention of WO3 from corrosion; iii) CoWO4 as an 
active OER electrocatalyst17–19 to serve as a cocatalyst to promote photocatalytic OER. For 
the first time, evident enhancement of electrochemical, visible-light photocatalytic and 
PEC water oxidation performance was verified simultaneously. Moreover, we performed 
DFT calculations for structural insights to the enhanced electro/photo-chemical and PEC 
activities of WO3@CoWO4 nanosheets. 
 
5.2 Experimental Section 
5.2.1 Synthesis of WO3 Nanosheets 
WO3 nanosheets were synthesized via a hydrothermal method. In detail, 0.38 g of tungstic 
acid was dispersed in 27 mL deionized (DI) water, followed by dissolving 0.5 g thiourea in 
the solution. The suspension was then transferred into a 50 ml Teflon liner and sealed in an 
autoclave. The autoclave was heated at 180 ºC for 24 h. The precipitates were separated using 
a centrifuge and washed with DI water and ethanol for several times. Finally, WO3 powders 
were obtained after drying at 60 ºC. 
 
5.2.2 Synthesis of WO3@CoWO4 Nanosheet Composites 
The obtained WO3 (0.1 g) was dispersed into 10 mL DI water under stirring for 10 min at 
room temperature. After that, certain amount of Co(NO3)2·6H2O was added into the 
suspension solution and stirred for another 10 min. Then, 2.5 mL ammonium hydroxide 
solution was added dropwise into the above solution and stirred for 1 h at room temperature 
before evaporating at 80 ºC. Finally, the residual powders were collected and heated at 300 
ºC for 2 h under air with a heating rate of 5 ºC min−1. The synthesized catalysts were 
designated as WO3@CoWO4-1, WO3@CoWO4-2, WO3@CoWO4-3, and WO3@CoWO4-4, 
and WO3@CoWO4-5 according to the different additive amount of Co(NO3)2·6H2O at 3.2, 
6.4, 9.6, 64 and 128 mg, respectively. 
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5.2.3. Electrochemical Measurements  
Electrocatalytic tests were conducted in N2-saturated 0.1 M KOH in a three-electrode 
electrochemical system using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) configuration (Pine Instrument 
Company, USA), which is controlled by a Gamry electrochemical workstation (Reference 
3000). Ag/AgCl (KCl sat.) and Pt wire were adopted as the reference electrode and the 
counter electrode, respectively.   
 
Preparation of working electrode is described as follows: 7 mg catalyst was added into a 
solution containing 25 µL Nafion® 117 solution and 500 µL ethanol to generate a suspension 
by sonication. Then, 10 µL of the catalyst ink was dripped onto a glassy carbon electrode (5.0 
mm in diameter) and dried in air. All potentials were converted into reversible hydrogen 
electrode (RHE) values based on equation (5.1):  
𝑬𝑹𝑯𝑬 = 𝑬𝑨𝒈/𝑨𝒈𝑪𝒍 + 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝟗𝐩𝐇 + 𝟎. 𝟏𝟗𝟕 𝐕     (𝟓. 𝟏) 
The electrodes were activated by running cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycles from 1.2 to 1.8 V 
(vs RHE) for at least 10 times till stable and reproducible curves were obtained. Then, 
polarization curves using linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) were recorded with a rotation 
speed of 1600 rpm at a scan rate of 5 mV s‒1. The overpotential (η) was calculated according 
to the following formula:  
𝜂 = 𝐸𝑅𝐻𝐸 − 1.23 V                                         (5.2) 
All polarization plots were recorded after iR-correction. The accelerated durability tests 
(ADT) for WO3@CoWO4-4 were conducted by measuring CV cycles in potentials from 
1.164 to 1.764 V (vs RHE) at a scan rate of 200 mV s−1. LSV of ADT after 1000 and 10000 
CV cycles were recorded. To probe changes in double-layer capacitance (Cdl) during ADT, 
CV cycles were tested from 1.25 - 1.30 V at scan rates of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 60 mV s−1 before 
and after 1000 and 10000 cycles. The corresponding capacitive current densities at 1.275 V 
were plotted as a function of scan rate. The slope of the fitted line equals twice the value of 
Cdl and represents electrochemically active surface area (EASA). The EASAs of the other 
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samples were evaluated using the same method for comparison. Further, chronoamperometric 
response (i-t) of WO3@CoWO4-4 was estimated at 1.614 V (vs. RHE) in 0.1 M KOH at 1600 
rpm.  
 
5.2.4 Photocatalytic Oxygen Evolution Reaction Tests  
For each reaction, 50 mg catalyst was dispersed in 50 mL phosphate buffer solution 
and the pH value was adjusted to around 6.8, followed by adding 0.49 g Na2SO4, 0.18 
g Na2S2O8 and 0.03 g [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2·6H2O. After that, the solution was transferred to 
a sealed double jacketed reactor (800 mL) with a quartz window, which was connected 
to an on-line gas chromatograph (Agilent 490 Micro GC) with a thermal conductivity 
detector. To remove air in the reactor completely, N2 was pumped in for at least 30 
min. Then, the solution was stabilized in the dark for 10 min, which was probed as the 
baseline. The solution was irradiated via a 300 W Xeon lamp (Newport) through a light filter 
(λ＞420 nm) and aligned to 200 mW/cm2 (2 suns) to start the reaction. The reaction 
temperature was maintained at 25 ºC by a flow of cooling water, controlled by a thermostatic 
water bath.  
 
5.2.5 Photoelectrochemical Measurement 
Photoelectrochemical tests were carried out on a Zennium workstation (Zahner, 
Germany) in a three-electrode framework, with Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference 
electrode and Pt plate (1.5×1.5 cm2) as the counter electrode. F-doped tin oxide (FTO) 
glasses were adopted as the photoanode substrates, which were cleaned before use 
under sonication by acetone, ethanol, and distilled water successively. Samples were 
loaded onto the FTO as below: 8 mg catalyst, 25 μL Nafion 117 solutions and 500 μL 
ethanol were mixed by ultrasonication and 40 μL of the resulted suspension was loaded 
onto the 1×1 cm2 FTO each time via a spin coating method. The photoanodes were 
obtained by annealing the FTO glasses at 300 ℃  for 30 min under air atmosphere. The 
PEC properties were measured via the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) method under 
irradiation of AM 1.5G simulated solar light (light intensity: 1 sun or 100 mW cm−2) from 0.6 
to 1.8 V (vs RHE) at a sweep rate of 10 mV s−1. 
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Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) measurements were carried out under dark and 
irradiation, respectively, in a frequency range of 100k Hz to 100m Hz. Potentiostatic response 
was measured at 1.23 V (vs RHE) under irradiation for 1 h. The Na2SO4 solution (0.5 M, pH 
6.8) as the electrolyte was purged with N2 for 30 min prior to the measurement. Mott-Schottky 
analysis was carried out at a frequency of 1 kHz. 
 
5.2.6 Materials Characterizations  
Details on XRD, XPS, TEM, HAADF-STEM with EDX mapping analysis, UV-Visible 
diffuse reflectance spectra and photoluminescence spectra tests can refer to Chapters 3 and 4. 
 
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals of radicals were trapped by 5, 5-dimethyl-1-
pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) and recorded on a Bruker EMXplus spectrometer. A sample of 
40 μL solution containing 0.5 mg/mL catalysts (WO3 or WO3@CoWO4-3), 0.05 M Na2SO4, 
0.01 M Na2S2O8 and 0.8 μM Ru(bpy)3Cl2 was mixed with 40 μL 0.08 M DMPO. After that, 
the home-made quartz tube with the samples was illuminated under a 100 W Hg lamp. The 
settings for the EPR spectrometer were as follows: center field (3514.70 G); sweep width 
(100 G); microwave frequency (9.82 GHz); modulation frequency (200 kHz); power (10.00 
mW).  
 
5.2.7 Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations 
Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulations 
Package (VASP)20,21 and projected augmented wave (PAW)22–24 method (with 5p, 6s and 5d 
treated as valence electrons for W, 3d and 4s for Co, and 2s and 2p for O). Generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)25 parameterization 
was used to account for exchange-correlation interaction. The Hubbard U parameters 
(GGA+U) with U=4.5 eV 26 and 6.0 eV 27 for Co and W, respectively, were used to describe 
the on-site d-electron correlations in CoWO4 (space group P2/c, No. 13) and WO3 (space 
group P6/mmm, No. 191).  
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For relaxations of bulk WO3 and CoWO4, the cut-off energy of plane-wave basis was set to 
520 eV, and integrations over the first Brillouin zone were made using Gamma-centred k-
point sets of 448 for WO3 and 424 for CoWO4. With these settings, the total energy was 
able to converge within 1 meV/atom. Atomic positions were fully relaxed with the energy 
converged within 10-6 eV/cell and the force converged to less than 10-4 eV/Å. Surface 
calculations used the same cutoff energy and k-point grids as dense as in the bulk calculations 
(in the case of vacuum direction, only Gamma point was used). 
 
Gibbs free energy changes for the four elementary steps of OER were calculated using 
following equations:28,29  
 
∆𝐺1 = 𝐺(∗ OH) − 𝐺(∗) − 𝐺(OH)
= 𝐸(∗ OH) + 0.5𝐸(H2) − 𝐸(∗) − 𝐸(H2O) − 𝑒U + 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln(𝑎H+) + ∆ZPE
− 𝑇∆𝑆                                                                                                                      (5.3) 
∆𝐺2 = 𝐺(∗ O) + 𝐺(H) − 𝐺(∗ OH)
= 𝐸(∗ O) + 0.5𝐸(H2) − 𝐸(∗ OH) − 𝑒U + 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln(𝑎H+) + ∆ZPE − 𝑇∆𝑆 (5.4) 
∆𝐺3 = 𝐺(∗ OOH) − 𝐺(OH) − 𝐺(∗ O)
= 𝐸(∗ OOH) − 𝐸(∗ O) + 0.5𝐸(H2) − 𝐸(H2O) − 𝑒U + 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln(𝑎H+) + ∆ZPE
− 𝑇∆𝑆                                                                                                                    (5.5) 
∆𝐺4 = 4 × [1.23 𝑒𝑉 − 𝑒U + 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln(𝑎H+)] − (∆𝐺1 + ∆𝐺2 + ∆𝐺3)                                    (5.6)      
                              
Table 5.1 Entropy and zero-point energy contributions to Gibbs free energy of gaseous and 
adsorbed OER species.30  
Species ZPE (eV) TS (eV) 
H2O 0.56 0.67 
H2 0.27 0.41 
*OH 0.35 0.0 
*O 0.05 0.0 
*OOH 0.41 0.0 
 
where 𝐸(H2O), 𝐸(∗), 𝐸(∗ OH), 𝐸(∗ O), and 𝐸(∗ OOH) are DFT total energies on catalytic 
surfaces without and with *OH, *O and *OOH, respectively. 𝐺(∗), 𝐺(∗ O), 𝐺(∗ OH), and 
𝐺(∗ OOH) are the Gibbs free energies of the surfaces without and with *O, *OH and *OOH 
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groups, respectively. 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature (300 K). ZPE is the 
abbreviation of zero-point energy. S denotes entropy. The entropy and ZPE contributions to 
the Gibbs free energy change are included in the term of (∆ZPE − 𝑇∆𝑆). The used ZPE and 
entropy values of gaseous and adsorbed OER species are listed in Table 5.1.  
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Synthesis and Structure Analysis  
 
Figure 5.1 XRD patterns of WO3 and WO3@CoWO4 composites. 
 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (Figure 5.1) indicate that WO3 nanosheets have a hexagonal 
crystalline structure (h-WO3, JCPDS # 33-1387). Different WO3/CoWO4 molar ratios of 
1:0.026, 1:0.055, 1:0.083, 1:1 and 0.023:1 were prepared from WO3@CoWO4-1, -2, -3, -4 to 
-5, respectively. Accordingly, the diffraction peaks of monoclinic CoWO4 (JCPDC 15-0867) 
enhance gradually in the five samples with CoWO4 being as the main phase in 
WO3@CoWO4-5. 
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Figure 5.2 Low magnitude TEM images of a) WO3, and b) WO3@CoWO4-3. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 TEM and HRTEM images of a, b) WO3 and c, d) WO3@CoWO4-3. e) 3D AFM 
image of WO3@CoWO4-3 and f) thickness data of 1, 2 in e). g) HAADF-STEM image of 
WO3@CoWO4-3 and its EDX elemental mapping analysis. 
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Figure 5.4 a) TEM, b) HRTEM, c) HAADF-STEM and the corresponding EDX elemental 
mapping images of WO3@CoWO4-1. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 a) TEM, b) HRTEM, c) HAADF-STEM and the corresponding EDX elemental 
mapping images of WO3@CoWO4-2. 
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Figure 5.6 a) TEM, b) HRTEM, c) HAADF-STEM and the corresponding EDX elemental 
mapping images of WO3@CoWO4-4. 
 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images in Figures 5.2a and 5.3a reveal the 
nanosheet morphology of WO3. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis indicates that 
(001) planes are exposed planes of WO3 (Figure 5.3b). WO3@CoWO4 composites display 
very similar nanosheet morphologies (Figures 5.2-5.7). Figure 5.3d (WO3@CoWO4-3) 
depicts the close atomic bonding between the (200) planes of CoWO4 and the (001) planes of 
WO3 with interface defects and vacancies caused by lattice mismatches. These defects or 
vacancies are also observed in other composites (Figure 5.4-5.7). The presence of O vacancies 
in the composites can also be verified by the signal of W5+ (g=1.96) in representative solid-
state EPR test on WO3@CoWO4-3 (Figure 5.8).
31 
 
c) 
a) b) 
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Figure 5.7 a) TEM, b) HRTEM, c) HAADF-STEM and the corresponding EDX elemental 
mapping images of WO3@CoWO4-5. 
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Figure 5.8 Solid-state EPR signals of W5+ tested on WO3@CoWO4-3. 
 
Representative three-dimensional (3D) atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements 
(Figures 5.3e and f) on WO3@CoWO4-3 show that the nanosheets might be thinner than 10 
nm. HAADF-STEM) and corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 
elemental mapping images of the composites (in Figures 5.3-5.7) implicate the different 
coverage levels of CoWO4 on WO3. The full-scan X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
spectra of WO3 and WO3@CoWO4-3 are provided in Figure 5.9. The peaks in W 4f spectra 
centering at 35.6, and 37.8 eV are ascribed to the spin-orbit splitting of W 4f7/2 and W 4f5/2, 
illustrating W6+ as the dominant valence state in both samples.32,33 In the O1s spectra (Figure 
5.9c), the peak at 530.4 eV can be associated with oxygen bonded to metal species, whereas 
the one centred at 531.6 eV is typical of the low coordination oxygen ions on the surface.34,35 
Co 2p spectrum featured the main peaks of Co 2p3/2 at 781.4 and Co 2p1/2 at 796.7 eV with 
separate satellite shake-up lines and spin energy separation of 15.3 eV, indicating the typical 
oxidation state of Co2+ (Figure 5.9d).33,34 
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Figure 5.9 XPS survey of WO3 and WO3@CoWO4-3. a) Full spectra and high-resolution 
XPS spectra of b) W 4f, c) O 1s and d) Co 2p.  
 
The formation mechanism of the bilayer nanosheet composite is briefly proposed in Figure 
5.10. During the dropwise addition of NH3·H2O into a Co(NO3)2 solution with dispersed 
WO3, Co(OH)2 formed initially, but it was dissolved by excess NH3·H2O to generate a 
[Co(NH3)6]
2+ complex.36 Meanwhile, partial WO3 can be transformed into (NH4)2WO4 by 
NH3·H2O,37 which will interact with the [Co(NH3)6]2+ to form [Co(NH3)6]WO4 or CoWO4 
sediments on the surface of residual WO3. After annealing in air, stable WO3@CoWO4 
nanosheets were obtained. It is a simultaneous process of continuous WO3 exfoliation and in-
situ CoWO4 coating, which results in thinner layers of WO3 and CoWO4 in the composites. 
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Figure 5.10 Schematic showing of the formation process of WO3@CoWO4 bilayer 
nanosheets. 
 
5.3.2 Evaluation of the Electrochemical OER Performance 
 
Figure 5.11 a) Polarization curves tested in 0.1M KOH and b) the corresponding Tafel plots. 
 
The electrocatalytic OER activity of the samples was evaluated by polarization curves (Figure 
5.11a). The overpotential at a current density (J) of 10 mA cm‒2 is a criterion for assessing 
OER properties. WO3 was almost inactive in the electrocatalytic OER. With higher CoWO4 
loading in the composites, the electrocatalytic activity increased dramatically and then 
declined. WO3@CoWO4-4 gave the smallest overpotential of 0.38 V, which is lower than 
commercial RuO2 (0.40 V). WO3@CoWO4-5 displayed an enlarged overpotential, 
attributable to fewer interface defects from low WO3 content. These defects can serve as 
catalytically active sites in OER, proved by the DFT calculations shown later. The Tafel plots 
(Figure 5.11b) indicated smaller Tafel slopes of WO3@CoWO4-1, -2, -3 and -4 than RuO2, 
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suggesting their more favorable OER kinetics.38 WO3@CoWO4-5 showed a much higher 
Tafel slope. As the best OER catalyst, WO3@CoWO4-4 displayed excellent durability, as 
provided in Figure 5.12. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Durability test on WO3@CoWO4-4 in 0.1M KOH. a) ADT tests; b-d) CV tests 
at different scan rates before and after ADT tests of 1000 and 10000 cycles; e) current density 
as a function of the scan rate before and after ADT tests; f) chronoamperometric response (i-
t) of WO3@CoWO4-4 estimated at 1.614 V (vs. RHE) and 1600 rpm.  
 
As shown in Figure 5.12a, after accelerated durability test (ADT) of 1000 cycles, the 
overpotential of WO3@CoWO4-4 increased by about 13 mV. Notably, negligible difference 
was observed after another 9000 cycles, revealing its fairly excellent durability performance. 
The electrochemical double-layer capacitances (Cdl) before and after ADT tests were 
calculated by measuring CV curves (Figure 5.12b-d) to estimate the electrochemical active 
surface area (EASA). As shown in Figure 5.12e, Cd1 increased from the initial 5.67 to 7.17 
and 8.3 mF cm‒2 after 1000 and 10000 cycles, respectively. The results indicated the stability 
of the active sites, which is beneficial to the catalytic performance. The slight enhancement 
in ECSA might arise from the changes in the valence states of Co (Co2+/Co3+) and W 
(W5+/W6+) on the catalyst surface during the ADT tests.39 The stability of WO3@CoWO4-4 
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was also evaluated by measuring Chronoamperometric response (i-t), which showed a little 
decay (17%) of J over 16 h (Figure 5.12f).  
 
In addition, WO3@CoWO4 composites all displayed much higher electrochemically active 
surface area (EASA) than WO3, with WO3@CoWO4-4 to be the highest. (Figure 5.13). This 
result indicates that abundant active sites were introduced to WO3 by loading of CoWO4. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 a-e) CV tests at different scan rates and f) current density as a function of scan 
rate. 
 
5.3.3 Visible-Light Photocatalytic OER Performance 
Figure 5.14a displays photocatalytic OER activities of the samples. Elevated performance 
was observed on WO3@CoWO4 composites compared with WO3. With rising CoWO4/WO3 
ratios, the OER activity increased first and then decreased. WO3@CoWO4-3 presented the 
highest O2 evolution rate (1.6 mmol g
–1 O2 in 1 h), which is over 9 times higher than WO3. 
This rate is among the highest values reported for nonprecious metallic OER catalysts, as 
compared in Table 5.2.  
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Figure 5.14 a) Visible-light photocatalytic OER activity. b) UV-Vis DRS and c) M-S plots. 
d) Band structure diagram (CB: Conduction band; VB: valence band; vs. NHE, pH=7). e) 
Charge density distribution for WO3@CoWO4 (M-3): The green region indicates charge 
accumulation, while the blue area represents charge depletion; the isosurface value is 0.0038 
e per Å3. f) Room temperature EPR signals tested in water oxidation system. 
 
Table 5.2 Photocatalytic activities of metallic OER catalysts for O2 evolution.  
Catalyst Catalyst addition 
amount (mg) 
Irradiation 
wavelength 
(nm) 
Oxygen 
evolution 
(mmol/g) 
Irradiation time (h) Reference 
WO3–RGO 50 >420 nm 0.23 5 40 
0.001 wt% RuO2/WO3 100 >420 nm 1.4 4 41 
3 wt% Co(OH)2-TiO2 100 ＞500nm 0.4 10 
42 
PtOx/WO3 100 >350 nm 0.279 3 43 
Pt(0.5)/Au(3.0)/WO3 50 Blue LED 0.036 1 44 
Bulk WO3 50 >400 nm 0.796 1 45 
WO3-X-HT 100 >400 nm 0.75 1 46 
RuO2/Bi4TaO8X (X = Cl, Br) 100 >420 nm 0.375 1 47 
(0.1%) RuO2/α-Fe2O3/2D 
g-C3N4/Pt (3%) 
50 >400 nm 0.19 5 48 
CoS 50 >420 nm 1.866 0.2 49 
MoO2 -HTCC 30 >420 nm 0.7 25 50 
mWO3/AuNP 2.5 >400 nm 0.065 0.067 51 
WO3@CoWO4−3 50 >420 nm 1.6 1 This work 
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A series of photo-dependent tests were carried out on the synthesized samples. As shown in 
UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra (UV-Vis DRS, Figure 5.14b), the visible light 
absorption intensity of the composites gradually improved with increasing CoWO4 loadings. 
In addition, a red shift occurred in the absorption band-edge of the composites, reflecting 
better absorption at longer wavelengths. WO3 presented a positive slope, typical for n-type 
semiconductors in the Mott-Schottky (M-S) plot (Figure 5.14c). Since CoWO4 is a p-type 
semiconductor with a negative slope, inverted “V-shapes” were then observed on 
WO3@CoWO4 composites, reflecting a well-matched p-n heterostructure.
52–54 Figure 5.14d 
shows a band structure diagram for WO3@CoWO4 system. The conduction band minimum 
(CBM) of WO3 (0.73 eV) was evaluated from the flat band potential of the M-S plot (Figure 
5.14c). The band gap of WO3 (2.40 eV) was obtained from the Tauc’s plot (Figure 5.15). 
VBM was acquired by the sum of CBM and band gap. Since we did not prepare pure CoWO4, 
the band structure data of CoWO4 were obtained by DFT calculations using the monoclinic 
CoWO4 slab (M-1, Figure 5.16a). The band gap (2.84 eV), CBM (-0.11 eV) and VBM (2.73 
eV) of CoWO4 were obtained via the corresponding DOS (Figure 5.16b), which are close to 
those values reported in the literature.55 The band gap of the WO3@CoWO4 system can be 
narrowed with CoWO4 as the VBM, and WO3 as the CBM, which helps explain their better 
light-harvesting ability than WO3. Since the CBM of CoWO4 is more negative than WO3, it 
is thermodynamically favorable for the photo-excited electrons to move from CoWO4 to 
WO3. Meanwhile, the holes generated in the valence bands of the two semiconductors can 
transfer from WO3 to CoWO4 due to their potential difference in VBM. Due to effective 
electron-hole separation by WO3@CoWO4 heterojunction, their recombination rates would 
be largely reduced, inducing the enhanced photoactivity.56 A large number of activated and 
migrated holes on the surface of CoWO4 can efficiently oxidize the adsorbed H2O molecules 
into O2. Although WO3@CoWO4-4 exhibited the best electrochemical OER performance, its 
photocatalytic OER activity was much lower than WO3@CoWO4-3. It is conjectured that the 
excessive coverage of CoWO4 on WO3 in WO3@CoWO4-4 might block the photon 
absorption of WO3, which impairs the function of WO3 in the heterostructure and leads to the 
deteriorated photocatalytic efficiency. As OER tends to occur at the side of CoWO4 and WO3 
is physically coated by CoWO4, the corrosion of WO3 by peroxo species generated during the 
OER process can be prevented. The stability of WO3 can be improved. 
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Figure 5.15 Tauc’s plots of the samples acquired from the adsorption spectra (Figure 5.14b) 
based on Kubelka-Munk equation: (αhν)n = k(hν-Eg) (n=1/2). 
  
 
Figure 5.16 a) Molecular models of monoclinic CoWO4 (M-1) and b) its corresponding 
density of states (DOS). 
 
Figure 5.17 Molecular models of a) hexagonal WO3 slab (M-2) and b) WO3@CoWO4 slab 
(M-3). 
 
a) b) 
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To explore the charge redistribution across the WO3@CoWO4 interface, molecular models 
including a hexagonal WO3 slab (M-2) and a WO3@CoWO4 slab (M-3) were constructed (as 
given in Figure 5.17). The (200) planes of CoWO4 and the (001) planes of WO3 were selected 
to construct the interface in M-3, as TEM images (Figures 5.3d, 5.4b and 5.5b) have revealed 
the close atomic bonding between the two planes and they possess a small planar mismatch 
(~0.8%) while there is a remarkable lattice mismatch in other combinations. The general 
oxidation states of Co and W in CoWO4 are +2 and +6, respectively, suggesting that the 
bonding between W and O is much stronger than that between Co and O.26 In this regard, it 
requires more energy to break up the W-O bond than the cleavage of Co-O bond. Therefore, 
compared with W (200) surface, Co (200) surface of CoWO4 is more likely to bond with 
WO3. The stoichiometric WO3@CoWO4 heterogeneous structure was built in Figure 5.17 
with Co-terminated (200) surface of CoWO4 connected with O-terminated (001) surface of 
WO3, containing 228 atoms. The M-3 has a composition close to WO3@CoWO4-3. 
 
The charge redistribution across the interface (Figure 5.14e) was explored by subtracting the 
electronic charge of M-3 from those of the M-1 and M-2. Specifically, charge accumulation 
mainly occurs at the side of WO3 while charge depletion focuses on CoWO4 near the 
interface. Therefore, interface electric dipole forms at the interface, which enables electrons 
to transfer from CoWO4 to WO3 while the holes transfer from WO3 to CoWO4.
57 This makes 
it easier for electron-hole transport and separation across the interface under light irradiation, 
which can also be experimentally demonstrated by photoluminescence (PL) spectra (Figure 
5.18). As shown, the lower luminescence intensity of the composites than WO3 suggests the 
reduced charge recombination. 
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Figure 5.18 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of pure WO3 and the composites. 
 
Room temperature in-situ electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was performed in the water 
oxidation system with 5, 5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) as the trapping agent 
(Figure 5.14f). No visible signal was obtained under dark. Interestingly, active seven-line 
paramagnetic signals were captured as •DMPO-X under irradiation after adding WO3 or 
WO3@CoWO4-3, which might arise from the excessive oxidation of DMPO by peroxide 
generated during OER.58–60  
 
In general, water oxidation reaction proceeds via four-electron-transfer steps based on the 
following mechanism:38 
*+H2O → *OH+H
++e
‒
               (step 1) 
*OH → *O+H++e
‒
                      (step 2) 
*O+H2O → *OOH+H
++e
‒
          (step 3) 
*OOH → O2+H
++e
‒
                    (step 4) 
where * denotes the surface site. 
 
Peroxo species (*OOH) serve as the intermediates in the third step and can be readily 
decomposed into O2. The system with WO3@CoWO4-3 displayed much stronger peak signals 
of •DMPO-X than that with WO3, indicating the higher concentration of peroxo species and 
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the more active OER performance. 
 
5.3.4 Photoelectrochemical (PEC) OER Performance 
 
Figure 5.19 Current-voltage curves of the composites in the dark. 
 
 
Figure 5.20 a) Current-voltage curves of the composites under illumination; b) i-t curves at 
a potential of 1.0 V (vs RHE) under light ON-OFF cycling. 
 
Based on the enhanced electro and photocatalytic OER performances of WO3@CoWO4 
composites, their PEC properties were further evaluated. Current-voltage curves were first 
recorded under dark (Figure 5.19). By comparison, all the photoanodes presented deeply 
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enhanced anodic photocurrent densities upon illumination (Figure 5.20a). Compared to WO3, 
the photocurrent density of the composites firstly improved significantly along with the 
increased loading of CoWO4 on WO3 with WO3@CoWO4-2 reaching a maximum. The 
photocurrent density of WO3@CoWO4-2 is about 2 times larger than that of WO3 at 1.3 V. 
However, the anodic photocurrent densities decreased dramatically on WO3@CoWO4-3, -4 
and -5 with further higher ratios of CoWO4. Similar to the above discussion on photocatalytic 
OER tests, this phenomenon can be explained by the destruction of the optimum synergistic 
function of heterostructure for PEC activity. The transient photoresponse of the composites 
were assessed by measuring i-t curves at 1.0 V (Figure 5.20b). Prompt and steady 
photocurrent responses can be captured on the photoanodes during on and off cycles of 
illumination, which had the same trend with Figure 5.20a. It is noted that an applied bias is 
imposed on the photoanode during PEC OER, which promotes the output of the 
photogenerated electrons in WO3 through FTO-glass. The electron-hole recombination rate 
is reduced and thus the OER activity of WO3 is largely elevated in PEC test compared with 
that in photocatalysis. Due to the different mechanisms, WO3 exhibited the worst performance 
in photocatalysis but it was not the worst in PEC OER and the optimal CoWO4/WO3 ratio 
was also various in the two systems. 
 
 
Figure 5.21 Electrochemical impedance spectra collected under a) dark and b) irradiation 
condition. 
 
EIS measurements were conducted on the photoanodes under dark and irradiation, 
respectively (Figure 5.21). Compared to those collected under dark, all the semicircles in EIS 
were largely minished under irradiation, proving the lowered charge transfer resistance by 
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photo-induced charge carries. Especially, WO3@CoWO4-2 exhibited the smallest resistance 
diameter, which helps explain its highest photocurrent response in PEC test. Therefore, an 
appropriate construction of WO3/CoWO4 heterostructure could effectively boost the 
conductivity and PEC activity of  WO3. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 Potentiostatic measurement of WO3 and WO3@CoWO4-2 at 1.23 V (vs RHE) 
under irradiation for 1 h. 
 
Besides, the instability of WO3 caused by photo-corrosion was largely improved. As provided 
in Figure 5.22, WO3@CoWO4-2 (decayed by 4%) exhibited a much better long-term PEC 
stability than WO3 (decayed by 57%) tested by the potentiostatic method. 
 
5.3.5 DFT Calculations for OER  
To study the effect of interface oxygen vacancies or defects on OER, M-4 (Figure 5.23a) was 
built by removing an interface O in M-3. We probed adsorbates of *OH, *O and *OOH on 
the surfaces terminated with Co (200) of CoWO4 in M-1 (Figure 5.24) and (001) surface 
planes of WO3 in M-2 (Figure 5.25). For M-3 and M-4, the adsorbates on the selected Co site 
of Co (200) interface were monitored, as provided in Figure 5.26 and the inset images in 
Figure 5.23b. This is because OER prefers to occur on the side of CoWO4 in the composites 
due to the migration of holes as analyzed in Figures 5.14d and e. Moreover, Co sites are 
believed to be more active centres for OER in CoWO4.
61,62 
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Figure 5.23 a) Molecular model of M-4; b) illustration of the Gibbs free energy changes for 
the four elementary steps of OER at pH = 7 and U = 0 in M-1, M-2, M-3 and M-4. Insets are 
close-up atomic structures of the selected area in M-4 which interpret the adsorption of 
intermediate species on active Co site. c) DOS of the selected Co site with and without O 
vacancy in M-3 and M-4. 
 
Table 5.3 Gibbs free energy changes during the four elementary steps of OER (U = 0 and 
pH= 7). 
Model ∆ G1 ∆ G2 ∆ G3 ∆ G4 
M-1 2.02 2.00 0.11 -0.82 
M-2 1.27 1.51 0.80 -0.27 
M-3 1.23 1.42 0.77 -0.11 
M-4 0.47 0.83 1.51 0.48 
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Figure 5.24 CoWO4 slab (M-1) with the adsorbed species generated in OER. 
 
 
Figure 5.25 WO3 slab (M-2) with the adsorbed species generated in OER. 
 
The specific Gibbs free energy changes during the four elementary steps are shown in Figure 
5.23b and Table 5.3. All adsorption scenarios in the four models shared uphill/endothermic 
energy profiles from *OH (step 1), *O (step 2) to *OOH (step 3), suggesting that an external 
driving force (light irradiation or electrical potential) is required to initiate the OER reaction. 
Once the reaction got to *OOH, the diagrams became downhill/exothermic in M-1, M-2 and 
M-3, indicating that step 4 is apt to happen and *OOH will convert to O2 (step 4) 
automatically. The step with the highest free energy barrier is referred as the overpotential-
determining step.63 It was noted that steps 1 and 2 were the potential-determining steps of 
WO3, while these energy barriers were lower in CoWO4 with step 2 being the hardest one. 
CoWO4 was catalytically more active than WO3 in OER. Compared with CoWO4, the energy 
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barriers in steps 1, 2 and 3 were reduced in M-3, indicating the lowered OER overpotential 
on WO3@CoWO4 interface. This can be associated with the hole accumulation at the side of 
CoWO4 across the interface (Figure 5.23e). Interestingly, after an O was removed in the 
interface, the barriers in steps 1 and 2 were significantly lowered (M-4), implying a simpler 
adsorption of water molecules onto the active Co site (step 1) and easier formation of OH* 
(step 2).   As these two initial steps were the hardest in M-1, M-2 and M-3, their easier 
proceedings promoted by interface-O-vacancy were considered to contribute considerably to 
the overall OER activity in WO3@CoWO4 composites. Therefore, the WO3@CoWO4 
interface and especially interface-O-vacancies can serve as active sites for both electro, photo-
catalytic and PEC oxidation of water. 
 
 
Figure 5.26 WO3@CoWO4 slab (M-3) with the adsorbed species generated in OER. 
 
DOS of the designated Co site in M-3 and M-4 are projected in Figure 5.23c. Especially, the 
interface-O-vacancy induced dramatically increased DOS of Co site at both VBM and CBM, 
which can accelerate the transport of photon-generated carriers under light irradiation.16,64 
Faster diffusion kinetics, higher photo-conversion efficiency and higher concentration of the 
photogenerated holes to react with H2O can be achieved. Thus, interface-O-vacancies can not 
only reduce OER energy barriers but also induce enhanced photo-responsive behavior. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
In summary, a versatile method was proposed for the synthesis of WO3@CoWO4 bilayer 
nanosheets as excellent WOCs for enhanced visible-light-driven photo, electro-catalytic and 
PEC OER processes. Due to the theoretically reduced OER barriers by WO3@CoWO4 
interface and the interface-O-vacancies, WO3@CoWO4-4 displayed a low overpotential of 
0.38 V in 0.1 M KOH for electrocatalysis. The creation of p-n heterojunctions and interface-
O-vacancies can increase the photo-energy conversion efficiency and the water oxidation 
ability, enabling WO3@CoWO4-3 to present over 9-time-higher O2 evolution rate than WO3. 
A larger photocurrent with a high stability was also observed on WO3@CoWO4-2 for PEC 
OER. The paradigm we presented in this work could provide a refreshing perspective for 
pursuing and designing more efficient low-dimensional photocatalytic, electrocatalytic and 
PEC OER catalysts.  
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Chapter 6. Photochemical Deposition of M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) 
Layers onto rGO/ZnO Nanorod Arrays for Solar Water Splitting 
Abstract 
Chapter 5 focuses on developing metal oxides for enhanced photo, electro and photoelectro-
chemical reactions. In this chapter, we continued to study metal-based materials for 
photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting. Economical and efficient PEC water splitting 
demands a good integration of solar absorbers with active electrocatalysts. Despite extensive 
works have focused on the amorphous metal-borate (M-Bi) as ideal electrocatalysts for PEC 
devices, the catalytic ability of different metal-based systems still remains elusive. Herein we 
choose three most common M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) catalysts, as platforms to better 
comprehend and compare their catalytic activities in OER by a combined computational and 
experimental method. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest that the zigzag 
edges serve as active sites in MO6 structures of M-Bi with NiO6 possessing the lowest overall 
energy barriers in OER. Utilizing a photodeposition method, M-Bi thin layers were self-
assembled onto ZnO nanorod arrays (NAs) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO/ZnO) as a 
ternary electrocatalyst/light-harvester PEC system, which has not been studied before. rGO 
boosts fast charge separation in light-adsorbing ZnO NAs while M-Bi improves the OER 
kinetics. In accordance with DFT results, Ni-Bi serves as the most active catalyst, followed 
by Co-Bi and Mn-Bi. Compared to ZnO, the photoelectron-conversion efficiency is elevated 
by approximately 4 times on Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO, with its onset potential migrated by 0.17 V in 
the cathodic direction under 1 sun illumination.  
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6.1 Introduction 
Sunlight provides the earth with plentiful power and has been by far the largest renewable 
source of energy. There are substantial interests in exploring this energy, especially when 
fossil fuels are increasingly depleted. Regarding the harvest and storage of solar energy, 
splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen seems to be an attractive option, whereby solar 
energy is captured and stored in the produced hydrogen, which can be readily combusted to 
regenerate water and release energy.1 In recent years, artificial photosynthesis via a 
photoelectrochemical (PEC) solar-to-hydrogen process has received particular attention, 
which is an efficient coupling of sunlight irradiation to electrochemical profiles (by applying 
an external bias).2  In this case, considerable studies have been targeting the appropriate 
electrocatalyst/light-harvester electrode system,3 where semiconductors with a competing 
stability and light absorption serve as a light-harvester, while electrocatalysts are generally 
deposited on the top of the semiconductor to reduce overpotentials in hydrogen evolution 
reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER).  
 
Compared to HER, OER half-reaction (also known as water oxidation) is the rate-limiting 
step for water splitting as it is kinetically more-demanding by conducting the 4e−− 4H+ 
proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) process, imposing higher OER overpotentials.4,5 
Therefore, efficient OER electrocatalysts are critical for achieving overall excellent PEC 
water splitting performance. Despite of superior OER activities, noble metal oxides (e.g. 
RuO2 or IrO2) as electrocatalysts are economically unviable, due to the high cost. Driven by 
wide availability and low cost, the earth-abundant transition metals as well as their 
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compounds have attracted special attention.6 The majority of OER electrocatalysts work best 
in basic media (pH 13-14), in which the charge carrier concentration is the greatest. However, 
neutral or milder pH electrolytes are desired because most known semiconductors degrade 
rapidly in extreme pH regimes. In addition, the mild pH environment is beneficial for a long-
term performance of the device with a slow degradation rate and possible leakage.7 In this 
regard, amorphous thin-film OER catalysts have been self-assembled by photo- or electro-
deposition from transition-metal solutions (e.g. aqueous Co2+ and Ni2+) in the presence of a 
buffering electrolyte, like phosphate (Pi), borate (Bi), or methylphosphonate (MePi), and they 
show a high OER activity at pH 7-9.8–11 Attributed to the borate or phosphate atoms, these 
oxygen evolution catalysts (OECs) have superior self-healing capability to reverse catalyst 
corrosion and operate steadily with high activities.12,13 Moreover, they can be in-situ 
interfaced with light absorbers to construct novel artificial-leaf-like architectures for 
enhanced PEC water splitting.14–17 Some studies have been reported in such OER catalyst 
films using Co-Bi, Ni-Bi, Co-Pi, Ni-Pi, and Mn-Pi layers.13,14,17 However, no systemic 
investigation has been reported in Ni-, Co-, Mn-based OECs in the same configuration. 
Herein we perform DFT calculations to reveal the active sites in atomic-level understanding 
of different OER functions of Ni-Bi, Co-Bi and Mn-Bi electrocatalysts, which were 
subsequently verified experimentally.  
 
For the construction of electrocatalyst/light-harvest electrode system, ZnO at a low cost and 
high electron mobility was selected as the target photoabsorber. It is believed that a well-
aligned one-dimensional (1D) configuration endows the semiconductor with high surface-to-
volume ratios and provides an axial length transport pathway for carriers to reduce their 
recombination rate. Accordingly, vertically aligned 1D ZnO nanorod arrays (NAs) were 
grown onto fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass by a modified hydrothermal method.18 rGO 
was further loaded to the ZnO NAs to enhance conductivity, inhibiting electron-hole 
recombination and promoting charge separation in ZnO, as proved by DFT calculations.19 
Finally, amorphous thin films of M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) were photo-deposited onto the 
rGO/ZnO NAs, respectively. It is noted that Mn-Bi is originally proposed. Interestingly, the 
photochemical deposition has its advantage over electrodeposition for the photo-related 
applications, because OECs tend to deposite on the locations with high photohole 
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concentrations.8 This ensures the most efficient use of OECs, resulting in enhanced O2 
evolution.20 Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO, Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO and Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO photoanodes were thus 
fabricated and to the best of our knowledge, such a ternary system has not been reported 
elsewhere. We then compared the OER activities of Ni-Bi, Co-Bi and Mn-Bi by DFT 
calculations and PEC experiments in M-Bi/rGO/ZnO configurations. This endeavor will 
provide instructive design principles for rational construction of artificial photosynthesis 
systems. 
 
6.2 Experimental Section 
6.2.1 Chemical Reagents  
Zinc acetate (99.99%), zinc nitrate hexahydrate (≥ 99%), hexamethylenetetramine (≥ 99%), 
boric acid (≥ 99.5%), potassium hydroxide (≥ 85%), nickel nitrate hexahydrate (≥ 98.5%), 
manganese nitrate tetrahydrate (≥ 97%), and cobalt chloride (≥ 98%) were received from 
Sigma-Aldrich and used without purification. 
 
6.2.2 Preparation of ZnO and rGO/ZnO  
ZnO was successfully grown on F-doped SnO2 (FTO) glass (1×1.5 cm
2) by a modified seed 
assisted method.18 Briefly, 100 mL of 0.06 M zinc acetate solution (dissolved in ethanol) was 
spin-coated onto the pretreated FTO substrate, and annealed at 350 °C in air for 30 min to 
form ZnO seeds. Then, the FTO substrate was immersed in a mixed 60 mL solution of zinc 
nitrate hexahydrate (30 mM) and hexamethylenetetramine (HMT, 30 mM), which was 
transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 110 °C for 12 h. Finally, the resulting 
ZnO arrays grown on FTO were washed by distilled water and dried. For preparation of 
rGO/ZnO composite, graphite oxide (GO) prepared via a modified Hummers method was 
used.21 The GO aqueous solution (0.2 mg mL−1) was spin-coated onto the prepared ZnO NAs 
for 5 times, followed by an annealing process at 450 °C for 2 h in N2 atmosphere, where GO 
was thermally reduced to rGO.  
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6.2.3 Preparation of M-Bi/rGO/ZnO 
A potassium-borate (K-Bi, 0.2 M) buffer solution was prepared from boric acid and the pH 
value was adjusted to 9.2 using a KOH solution. Nickel nitrate hexahydrate/or manganese 
nitrate tetrahydrate/or cobalt chloride (1.0 mM) was prepared in the buffer solutions. Then, 
the solution was filtrated through a cellulose folded filter (Rotilabo, Typ 600P, 150 mm) and 
transferred to a quartz cell as the electrolyte. The prepared ZnO/rGO on FTO glass (1×1.5 
cm2) acted as the working photoelectrode, which was connected to a platinum (Pt) plate 
counter electrode (1.5×1.5 cm2) to generate a short-circuited (SC) loop. M-Bi layers (M = Ni, 
Co, Mn) in similar thicknesses were photo-deposited onto rGO/ZnO to prepare M-
Bi/rGO/ZnO, adopting the same deposition time under AM 1.5G simulated solar light with 
an output voltage of 1.5 μW/cm2. For comparison, M-Bi/ZnO was synthesized by a similar 
method without rGO.  
 
6.2.4 PEC Measurement 
Photoelectrochemical tests were carried out on a Zennium workstation (Zahner, Germany) in 
a three-electrode configuration, with Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode and Pt 
plate (1.5×1.5 cm2) as the counter electrode. FTO substrate (1×1 cm2) deposited with catalysts 
acted as the working photoanodes. A K-Bi buffer solution (pH = 9.2) was adopted as the 
electrolyte and it is relatively stable with sufficient proton-accepting capacity for M-Bi. All 
potentials were converted to RHE (reference hydrogen electrode) potentials. Before the tests, 
all photoanodes were reconditioned (at 1.5 V) through the potentiostatic method. The current 
density-voltage (J-V) plots were obtained by the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) method 
under irradiation of AM 1.5G simulated solar light (light intensity: 1 sun or 100 mW cm−2) at 
10 mV s−1. Stability tests were performed using the photoanode (1×1.5 cm2) as the working 
electrode by the potentiostatic measurements holding at 1.23 V for 2 h, during which the 
produced O2 was monitored by an oxygen sensor (Ocean Optics, Neofox, FOSPOR-R 1/16).  
 
Specifically, the oxygen sensor was inserted into the photoelectrolytic glass cell to probe the 
produced O2 concentration via the fluorescence quenching method during the stability test. 
The glass cell has a quartz window (the volume of the headspace was 30 mL, excluding the 
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space occupied by the septum, oxygen sensor, and the solution). The needle probe was 
inserted into the 1/16" threaded holes through a rubber septum and conducted uninterrupted 
O2 readings at 5 s intervals throughout the test. Ahead of the detection, the probe was 
calibrated through 2 point method, with a reading error of 1%. Before irradiation, the reactor 
was purged with N2 for 10 min to exclude air in the reaction system. The test started from 10 
min baseline reading followed by 100 min irradiation under AM 1.5G simulated solar light 
(light intensity: 1 sun or 100 mW cm−2) with the potentiostatic method (1.23 V vs. RHE).  
 
 Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were examined under dark and light conditions 
from 100000 to 0.1 Hz. Mott-Schottky measurements were also conducted in 0.2 M K-Bi 
solution (pH = 9.2) in the dark at a frequency of 1000 Hz and a scanning rate of 10 mV s−1. 
The charge carrier density (Nd) is calculated from the slopes of the plots using equation 
(6.1):22 
𝑁𝑑 = (2/eε0ε) [
d (
1
𝐶2
)
dV
]
−1
       (6.1) 
where ε = 10 is the dielectric constant for  ZnO,23 ε0 = 8.85×10−14 F/cm and e = 1.6 × 10−19 C. 
 
To quantify the relationship between PEC performance and light absorption, incident-photon-
to current-conversion efficiencies (IPCE) were measured at 1.23 V under the 1.5G simulated 
solar light on a Zahner Cimps system. IPCE is derived from equation (6.2):    
IPCE = (1240 × I)/(λ × 𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)       (6.2) 
where I (mA/cm2) stands for the photocurrent density; λ (nm) is the incident light wavelength; 
and Plight (mW/cm
2) is the measured power density of monochromatic light at a specific 
wavelength. 
 
6.2.5 Materials Characterizations  
Details on XRD, XPS, TEM, HAADF-STEM with EDX elemental mapping measurements 
can refer to Chapter 3. UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra were collected on a Cary 100 
UV-visible spectrophotometer (Agilent, US).  
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6.2.6 Simulation Details  
We performed spin-polarized DFT calculations in order to elucidate the OER activities of M-
Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn). We used the Vienna Ab initio Simulations Package (VASP) 24,25 and 
projected augmented wave (PAW)26–28 method for total energy calculations. In the 
calculations, 3d and 4s electrons were treated as valence electrons for Ni, Co and Mn, and 2s 
and 2p for O. The exchange-correlation interaction was treated with Generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) parameterized by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE).29 For strongly 
localized d electrons, the GGA has systematic and noncancelling errors.30 So, we adopted 
GGA+U31 to correct the self-interaction error and overdelocalized d states. The effective Ueff 
introduced by Dudarev et al.31 was used with 5.2531, 4.532 and 5.5 eV33 for Ni, Co and Mn, 
respectively.  
 
We started from relaxing bulk MO2 (space group 𝑅3̅𝑚 , No. 166) composed of MO6 
octahedra. The cutoff energy of plane-wave basis was set to 520 eV, and integrations over the 
first Brillouin zone were made using Gamma-centred k-point sets of 888. With these 
settings, the total energy was able to converge within 1 meV/atom. Atomic positions were 
fully relaxed with the energy converged within 10-6 eV/cell and the force converged to less 
than 10-4 eV/Å. Then, we relaxed the (100) surface with a single layer of MO6 octahedra 
spaced by 17 Å. The zigzag ribbons were also relaxed in slab calculations. The same cutoff 
energy and similar k-point grids as dense as in the bulk calculations (in the case of vacuum 
direction, only Gamma point was used) were used for slab calculations. The detailed 
treatment of OER free energy calculations can be found in Chapter 5.34  
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 DFT Calculations 
 
Figure 6.1 a) Model configuration of NiO6. Proposed 4-step OER paths with *OH, *O and 
*OOH adsorbed on selected Ni sites at b) slab position and c) zigzag edge of NiO6 (pH = 9.2 
and U = 5.25 in NiO6).
31  Diagrams of the 4-step Gibbs free energy changes calculated on d) 
slab and zigzag edges in NiO6 and e) zigzag edges in NiO6, CoO6, MnO6. 
 
Figure 6.2 Model structures for a) CoO6 and b) MnO6.  
 
Figure 6.3 Proposed 4-step OER paths with *OH, *O and *OOH adsorbed on selected Co 
site at a) (001) surface and b) zigzag edge of CoO6 (pH = 9.2 and U = 4.5 in CoO6
32).  
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Figure 6.4 Proposed 4-step OER paths with *OH, *O and *OOH adsorbed on selected Co 
site at a) slab and b) zigzag edge of MnO6 (pH = 9.2 and U = 5.5 for MnO6
33). 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Diagrams of the 4-step Gibbs free energy changes calculated on the (001) slab 
surface and zigzag edge in a) CoO6 and b) MnO6. 
 
It is proposed that M-Bi in high metal valence states tend to be obtained by anodized 
electrodeposition or photo-induced chemical deposition.4,5 Nocera et al. reported that 
anodized Ni-Bi films consist of edge-sharing NiO6 octahedron layers with ordered domain 
diameters no less than 2 nm (~40 Ni centers).4 According to X-ray pair distribution function 
(PDF) analysis, Co-Bi films show coherent ordered domains of 3 - 4 nm with aligned layers 
of edge-shared CoO6 octahedron clusters.
5 Based on the above, we built models of NiO6 
(Figure 6.1a) and CoO6 (Figure 6.2a) for Ni-Bi and Co-Bi, consisting of edge-sharing NiO6 
and CoO6 octahedron clusters, respectively, which are within the range of their ordered 
molecular domains. For comparison, MnO6 (Figure 6.2b) was also constructed with the same 
structure of edge-sharing MnO6.
9 Borate species that are not the active sites for water 
oxidation were not included in the models. 
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OER can be simulated by four elementary steps, where the intermediates of *OH, *O and 
*OOH are generated. It is reported that OER usually originates from the most stable (001) 
surface.35 For in-depth understanding, the OER energy barriers for adsorption of *OH, *O 
and *OOH on slab (001) surface and zigzag edge position were investigated, as descried in 
Figures 6.1b, 6.1c, 6.3, and 6.4. The energy barriers are associated with Gibbs free energy 
changes in the four steps (∆G1-∆G4), and the energy diagrams are obtained, as shown in 
Figures 6.1d, 6.1e and 6.5. Due to the highest uphill/endothermic energy profiles from the 
deprotonation of H2O (*+H2O→*OH+H++e‒, step 1) and *OH (HO*→O*+H++e‒, step 2), 
step 1 or 2 is the rate-determining step. Step 3 (*O+H2O → *OOH+H++e‒) requires relatively 
much lower energy barriers. The diagrams for step 4 (*OOH→O2+H++e‒) are 
downhill/exothermic, suggesting that it is effortless to proceed. Figures 6.1d and 6.5 show 
that a much lower Gibbs free energy is needed for OER to occur on the zigzag edges than on 
slab (001) surfaces of NiO6, CoO6 and MnO6, revealing that the zigzag edges are more active 
sites for OER. On the zigzag edges of MO6, the lowest overall uphill Gibbs free energy is 
observed on NiO6, meaning the lowest energy barriers for OER in NiO6. It is indicated that 
the adsorption of H2O molecules and their decomposition into *OH in step 1 is highly critical 
in determining OER activity, since it is the initiation of OER on the surface of catalysts.36 
Especially, NiO6 possesses a much smaller ∆G1 value than CoO6 and MnO6, suggesting that 
it is much easier to initiate step 1. Therefore, the DFT calculations reveal the lowest OER 
kinetics in NiO6, followed by CoO6, which is slightly better than MnO6. 
 
6.3.2 Material Characterization 
To verify the DFT results, M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) electrocatalysts were photodeposited onto 
rGO/ZnO photo-harvester for further PEC-OER tests. The preparation process of M-
Bi/rGO/ZnO photoanodes is schematically described in Figure 6.6a. Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images (Figures 6.6b and c) indicate that about 2 µm long ZnO NAs with 
diameters of 100 ~150 nm and smooth surfaces were vertically grown onto an FTO glass. 
Subsequently, graphene oxide (GO) was spin-coated onto the ZnO NAs, followed by an 
annealing process in N2 flow for strong adhesion and reduction of GO to rGO. Figures 6.6d 
and 6.7 show that gossamer-like rGO nanosheets cover ZnO nanorods from the top or the side 
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flexibly. Finally, M-Bi thin layers in similar thicknesses were uniformly deposited onto 
rGO/ZnO, turning the surfaces from smooth to rough (Figures 6.6e, 6.7b, and 6.7c). For 
comparison, M-Bi/ZnO were also prepared without the deposition of rGO (Figure 6.7d-f). 
 
 
Figure 6.6 a) Schematic fabrication procedure of M-Bi/rGO/ZnO composites. SEM images 
of b, c) ZnO NAs, d) rGO/ZnO and e) Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO. f) TEM, g) HRTEM and h) the high 
angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) images with EDX elemental 
mapping results on Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO. 
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Figure 6.7 SEM images of a) rGO/ZnO, b) Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO, c) Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO, d) Ni-
Bi/ZnO, e) Co-Bi/ZnO and f) Mn-Bi/ZnO. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 a) TEM and b) HRTEM images of rGO/ZnO. 
 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of rGO/ZnO show their good attachment 
(Figure 6.8). Further, M-Bi layers (about 8 nm thick) attach tightly onto ZnO or rGO (Figures 
6.6f and 6.9-6.11) after photodeposition. Representative high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) 
images of Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO (Figure 6.6g) display the amorphous nature of Ni-Bi and clear 
lattice fringes corresponding to the (002) planes of hexagonal ZnO and the (002) planes of C. 
The successful coating of Ni-Bi, Co-Bi and Mn-Bi on ZnO or rGO/ZnO can be clearly 
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visualized by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mapping results (in 
Figures 6.6, 6.9-6.11).  
 
 
Figure 6.9 a) TEM, b) HRTEM and c) HAADF-STEM with EDX mapping images of Ni-
Bi/ZnO. 
 
 
Figure 6.10 a) TEM, b) HAADF-STEM and c) EDX mapping images of Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO.  
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Figure 6.11 a) TEM, b) HAADF-STEM and c) EDX mapping images of Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO.  
 
Only reflection peaks of ZnO and FTO glass are detected in X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 
of M-Bi/rGO/ZnO composites, mainly due to the low loading amount of rGO and the 
amorphous nature of M-Bi thin layers (Figure 6.12). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
was further conducted and the full spectra indicate the presence of M (M = Ni, Co, Mn), Zn, 
B, C, O on M-Bi/rGO/ZnO (Figure 6.13). K arises from the buffer solution, which is 
intercalated in M-Bi films during the preparation. The high-resolution spectra of Zn 2p, Ni 
2p, Co 2p and Mn 2p are provided in Figure 6.13b-e. It is generally difficult for accurate 
determination of oxidation states of Ni, Co or Mn, due to the diversified binding energies for 
the same M species.37 However, it is generally reported that the oxidation states of anodized 
M-Bi films are predominantly in MIII or even higher.14,17,38  
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Figure 6.12 XRD patterns of FTO substrate, ZnO, rGO/ZnO and M-Bi/rGO/ZnO. 
 
 
Figure 6.13 a) Full XPS spectra of the samples and high-resolution spectra of b) Zn 2p, c) 
Co 2p, d) Mn 2p and e) Ni 2p. 
 
6.3.3 PEC Tests 
 
Figure 6.14 a) J-V curves under dark; b) J-V curve comparison of ZnO and M-Bi/ZnO under 
irradiation. 
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Figure 6.15 a) J-V curves, b) I-t curves tested at 1.23 V under chopped light illumination, c) 
O2 amount measured in real-time by an oxygen sensor (the dashed lines are the theoretical O2 
production calculated from the measured photocurrent), d) EIS measured under illumination, 
e) IPCEs of the photoanodes and f) Mott-Schottky plots.  
 
The PEC measurements were performed under 1 simulated sun illumination, using ZnO, 
rGO/ZnO, M-Bi/ZnO and M-Bi/rGO/ZnO NAs as the photoanodes. The current density-
voltage (J-V) plots of the samples under dark display low current densities (Figure 6.14). 
Under the irradiation, ZnO displays a limited PEC-OER activity with a current density of 0.26 
mA cm−2 at 1.23 V (Figure 6.15a). Once rGO is loaded onto ZnO, the photocurrent density 
(0.58 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V) is enlarged by a factor of 2.2, proving that rGO could remarkably 
inhibit electron-hole recombination and promote charge separation on ZnO. By contrast, 
when M-Bi overlayers are coated onto ZnO (M-Bi/ZnO), the onset potentials exhibit desirable 
shifts in the cathodic direction (Figure 6.14b), which confirms the function of M-Bi as 
efficient electrocatalysts to lower the kinetic barrier of OER. Generally consistent with DFT 
results, Ni-Bi with the lowest OER energy barrier presents the best catalytic performance and 
onset potential shifts by 0.12 V in the cathodic direction in Ni-Bi/ZnO, followed by Co-
Bi/ZnO (0.08 V) and Mn-Bi/ZnO (0.03 V). In addition, the photocurrent densities are larger 
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than that of ZnO (0.29, 0.32, and 0.38 mA cm−2 for Mn-Bi/ZnO, Co-Bi/ZnO and Ni-Bi/ZnO 
at 1.23 V, respectively). For the ternary M-Bi/rGO/ZnO system, both cathodically shifted 
onset potentials and largely increased current densities are observed due to the synergistic 
effect of rGO, M-Bi with ZnO. Distinctly, Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO represents the best sample. 
Compared to ZnO, the onset potential migrates by 0.17 V in the cathodic direction (0.58 → 
0.41 V) and the water oxidation photocurrent (0.86 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V) is enlarged by a factor 
of 3.3. By contrast, Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO delivers 0.12 V cathodic shift of onset potential and 
photocurrent density of 0.80 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V. Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO shows an inferior activity 
with 0.04 V onset potential shift and photocurrent density of 0.69 mA cm−2. The 
photoresponse behaviors of the photoanodes were further investigated by 
chronoamperometry (I-t) measurements under chopped light irradiations (Figure 6.15b). 
Regarding the ON-OFF irradiation cycles, prompt and reproducible current responses were 
observed toward the light stimulation for all the samples. In high accordance with J-V tests, 
Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO shows the highest photocurrent density of 0.8 mA cm–2 without attenuation, 
followed by Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO, Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO, rGO/ZnO and ZnO. This PEC performance 
is among the superior values reported for ZnO based photoanodes, as compared in Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1 A comparison of the PEC performances of Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO with previously 
reported ZnO-based catalysts for water oxidation in a mild medium under light intensity of 
100 mW cm-2. 
Photoanode 
 
Photocurrent density 
(potentials vs. RHE) 
Testing 
condition 
Reference 
C-doped ZnO 1.00 mA cm-2 at 1.61 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
39 
Au NP/ZnFe2O4/ZnO 1.1 mA cm
-2 at 1.4 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
40 
3D ZnO/TiO2/FeOOH NWs 1.59 mA cm
-2 at 1.8 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
41 
Ni(OH)2/ZnO NR ~0.90 mA cm
-2 at 1.2 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
42 
Au-ZnO nanopencil ∼1.5 mA cm−2 at 1.6 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 43 
ZnO-Au-SnO2 nanorods 0.08 mA cm
−2 at 1.4 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
44 
(N-GQDs)/ZnO nanowire ∼0.6 mA cm−2 at 1.63 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 45 
CdS/RGO/ZnO Nanowire 0.8 mA cm-2 at 1.63 V 
0.1 M phosphate 
buffer solution 
46 
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Three-dimensional ZnO 
nanoforests 
0.919 mA cm-2 at 1.81 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
47 
Au-ZnO Nanowire 1.3 mA cm-2 at 1.6 V 0.5 M Na2SO4 
48 
ZnO-IrOx nanorod 0.7 mA cm-2 at 1.2 V 0.25M Na2SO4 
49 
Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO 1.15 mA cm-2 at 1.6 V 0.2 M K-Bi This work 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Potentiostatic measurements (at 1.23 V vs RHE) of ZnO and M-Bi/rGO/ZnO. 
 
The stabilities of these photoanodes were evaluated by the potentiostatic measurements at 
1.23 V (Figure 6.16). Under irradiations, the photocurrent density of ZnO rapidly decays to 
0.22 mA cm−2 (37% drop), while an enhanced stability is observed on the M-Bi/rGO/ZnO 
composites (less than 9% recession). This can be ascribed to the more efficient OER in the 
ternary system, which can restrain the accumulation of photogenerated holes on the electrode 
surface for photocorrosion. In addition, the amount of O2 evolution was real-time monitored 
on ZnO and Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO during the stability test (Figure 6.15c). Comparing the 
theoretical O2 production (calculated from the photocurrent) with the experimental results, 
the average faradaic efficiencies of ZnO and Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO were calculated to be around 
90%. The high photocurrent-to-oxygen conversion efficiencies highlight the efficient PEC 
water splitting process. It is proposed that a small portion of the obtained photocurrent in Ni-
Bi/rGO/ZnO is created by oxidation of Ni, which is responsible for the gap between the 
theoretical and experimental O2 evolution values. For ZnO, the 10% gap mainly originates 
from its photocorrosion. The amount of O2 produced by Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO is approximately 5 
times larger than that of ZnO, confirming the largely enhanced OER efficiency of the ternary 
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Figure 6.17 Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) measured in dark. 
 
Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were examined on the photoanodes under both dark 
and light conditions, to investigate the charge transport behavior at the electrode/electrolyte 
interfaces. The large semicircle diameters in the dark (Figure 6.17) for all the photoanodes 
indicate the high interfacial charge transfer resistances (Rct), which are drastically reduced 
under light irradiation (Figure 6.15d). Specifically, the Rct of these photoanodes follows an 
increasing order as: Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO < Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO < Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO < rGO/ZnO < 
ZnO. Therefore, rGO and M-Bi OECs can effectively boost the charge transport from 
electrode to electrolyte, making PEC water oxidation easier to proceed because of the reduced 
charge transfer barriers. Among these photoanodes, the Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO shows the smallest 
diameter, indicating the fastest charge transfer kinetics.  
 
Figure 6.18 UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra of ZnO, rGO/ZnO and M-Bi/rGO/ZnO. 
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The optical properties of these samples were investigated by UV-vis diffuse reflectance 
(Figure 6.18). Strong absorption in UV-light region was observed on ZnO with a steep 
absorption edge at approximately 380 nm. The band gap was calculated to be 3.2 eV. After 
coupled with rGO and M-Bi, similar spectra were obtained, indicating that the deposition of 
rGO and M-Bi will not hinder the light absorption of ZnO. To further quantify the relationship 
between PEC performance and light absorption, incident-photon-to current-conversion 
efficiencies (IPCE) were measured on the electrodes. Consistent with the UV-vis spectra, 
Figure 6.15e exhibits that all these photoanodes possess high photoconversion efficiencies in 
UV region (below 400 nm), yet little photoresponse in the visible-light region. The maximum 
IPCEs are obtained at 365 nm, which are 2.4%, 8.2%, 8.9%, 9.1% and 9.7 % for ZnO, 
rGO/ZnO, Mn-Bi/rGO/ZnO, Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO and Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO, respectively. 
Impressively, Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO delivers an approximately 4 times higher 
photoelectroconversion efficiency than ZnO. This further confirms the synergistic 
contributions of rGO, M-Bi and ZnO to the final excellent PEC performance.  
 
Mott-Schottky analysis was performed for further electrochemical characterization (Figure 
6.15f). All the samples display positive slopes for n-type ZnO semiconductor as expected. 
The calculated charge carrier density (Nd) values for ZnO, rGO/ZnO, Co-Bi/rGO/ZnO, Mn-
Bi/rGO/ZnO and Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO are 0.9×1022, 1.23×1022, 1.26×1022, 1.17×1022, and 
1.7×1022 cm−3, respectively. The very slight change of Nd values indicate that the addition of 
M-Bi and rGO layers will not affect the doping level or carrier density within the ZnO 
electrode.50,51 However, the flat band potentials (Efb) obtained from the X-axis intercept 
display positive shifts after rGO and M-Bi introduction, suggesting decreased bending 
degrees of the band edges (as pointed by the red arrows in Figure 6.19a).50 This means that, 
although the bandgap of ZnO will not change, the valence band (VB) and conduction band 
(CB) shift towards positive positions (Figure 6.19a). This change facilitates charge transfer 
in ZnO and electrode/electrolyte interface and improves OER kinetics in the composites, 
leading to enhanced OER performance. 
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Figure 6.19 a) A schematic illustration of the PEC water oxidation process in the M-
Bi/rGO/ZnO photoanodes. b) Image of the photoelectrolytic cell during a PEC test. 
 
The detailed PEC water oxidation process can be illustrated by proton-coupled electron 
transfer (PCET) process (Figure 6.19a). In brief, electron-holes pairs are excited from ZnO 
under light radiation. With the assistance of conductive rGO nanosheets, the electrons can be 
efficiently separated to FTO glass and finally transferred to Pt counter electrode for proton 
reduction to H2 via the external circuit, as shown in Figure 6.19b. Meanwhile, the separated 
photo-induced holes and imposed anodic bias will oxidize MIII centres (M = Ni, Co, Mn) to 
MIV for water oxidation to give O2 at the electrode/electrolyte interface.
17,52,53 As this occurs, 
the MIV centres are reduced to MII, which are rapidly re-oxidized and re-deposited as MIII 
oxides by holes and anodic bias (known as the self-healing of M-Bi).6,12 This redox reaction 
proceeds circularly for continuous water oxidation. It is worth noting that borate species 
ensure the long-term stability of M-Bi in water oxidation, by serving as a promulgator catalyst 
in PCET process and an adsorbate of the active sites.13  
 
6.4 Conclusions 
In summary, for the first time we explore and compare the OER catalytic abilities of M-Bi 
(M = Ni, Co, Mn) layers by DFT calculations and experimental investigations. The DFT 
calculations suggest that zigzag edges act as the active OER sites in MO6 structures of M-Bi, 
while NiO6 exhibits a higher activity than CoO6 and MnO6 with the lowest overall OER 
energy barriers. As beneficial OER catalysts, M-Bi were then successfully photocoated onto 
rGO/ZnO NAs whereby ZnO acts as a photo-harvester and rGO promotes the efficient charge 
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carrier separation. Consistent with the DFT results, Ni-Bi exhibits the best activity in 
improving OER kinetics, followed by Co-Bi and Mn-Bi. When the ternary composites (M-
Bi/rGO/ZnO) are applied as the photoanodes for PEC water oxidation, significantly enhanced 
performances are acquired. Distinctly, the onset potential of Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO is shifted by 
0.17 V in the cathodic direction and the photocurrent was enlarged by a factor of 3.3 (at 1.23 
V) compared with ZnO. The photoelectroconversion efficiency of ZnO is elevated by about 
4 times. This work generates new insight to the different metal-based complex systems for 
OER and provides an interesting direction in developing more efficient catalysts for 
economical PEC water splitting. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Perspectives 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we adopted several methods to synthesize a series of low-dimensional (LD) 
nanocomposites for photo-related water oxidation applications. In these nanocomposites, 
low-dimensional semiconductors (e.g. 2D g-C3N4 nanosheet, 2D WO3 nanosheet, 1D ZnO 
nanorod) that can serve as a solar light harvester, were coupled with a OER cocatalyst or 
electrocatalyst (e.g. 2D nanosheet-built Fw-Co(OH)2 or Fw-Co3O4, 0D Co3O4 quantum 
dots, 2D CoWO4 nanosheet, 2D M-Bi layers) to effectively improve OER kinetics. Under 
some circumstances where the cocatalyst or electrocatalyst is also a suitable 
semiconductor, heterojunctions (e.g. g-C3N4@Co(OH)2, g-C3N4@Co3O4, 
WO3@CoWO4) can be constructed in the composites to promote photo-induced charge 
transfer and transport for more efficient photochemical OER. Experimental 
characterizations including optical and electrochemical measurements were combined 
with DFT calculations to study the light adsorption and band structure properties of the 
semiconductors, OER kinetics as well as the active catalytic sites. The primary objectives 
proposed at the beginning of this thesis have been fully realized. The work conducted in 
this thesis successfully demonstrate the application of LD-based nanocomposite materials 
for enhanced photocatalytic or photoelectrochemical (PEC) OERs.  
 
The main conclusions from this PhD study are summarized as follows: 
 
7.1.1 Flower-Like Cobalt Hydroxide/Oxide on Graphitic Carbon Nitride for Visible-
Light-Driven Water Oxidation 
 Flower-like cobalt hydroxide/oxide (Fw-Co(OH)2/Fw-Co3O4) were prepared and 
loaded onto g-C3N4 by a facile coating method.  
 The synthesized Fw-Co(OH)2 or Fw-Co3O4/g-C3N4 hybrids revealed favorable 
combination and synergism, reflected by the modified photoelectric activities and 
the improved OER performances.  
 Attributed by its prominent hydrotalcite structure, Fw-Co(OH)2 showed a better 
cocatalytic activity for g-C3N4 modification compared with Fw-Co3O4.  
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 7 wt.% Fw-Co(OH)2/g-C3N4 photocatalyst exhibited 4 times higher photocurrent 
density and 5 times better OER performance than pristine g-C3N4.  
 
7.1.2 Monodisperse Co3O4 Quantum Dots on Porous Carbon Nitride Nanosheets for 
Enhanced Visible-Light-Driven Water Oxidation 
 Co3O4 quantum dots were uniformly deposited onto porous g-C3N4 nanosheets by 
a facile annealing process, where pores were produced around Co3O4 via the 
catalytic effect.  
 The largest specific surface area, pore volume and optimal O2 production rate as 
well as the highest photocurrent were obtained on 0.8 wt.% Co3O4 decorated g-
C3N4 nanosheets annealed at 300 ºC (0.8% Co3O4-C3N4-300).  
 These results underline the importance of surface heterojunction and afford us a 
feasible protocol for the rational design of g-C3N4 based photocatalysts for visible-
light-driven water oxidation. 
 
7.1.3 Heterostructured WO3@CoWO4 Bilayer Nanosheets for Enhanced Visible-Light 
Photo, Electro and Photoelectrochemical Oxidation of Water 
 A facile interface-induced synthesis method was newly established to fabricate 2D 
bilayer nanosheets of WO3@CoWO4 as highly efficient catalysts for the enhanced 
photo, electro and photoelectron- chemical OERs. 
 The heterostructure and the interfacial oxygen vacancy of WO3@CoWO4 can 
reduce the energy barriers in OER.  
 DFT calculations and material characterizations revealed that the WO3@CoWO4 
p-n heterojunction endowed the composite with a narrowed band gap for higher 
visible-light harvesting, rapid charge transfer across the interface and lower 
recombination rate of the photo-excited carriers.  
 The interface O-vacancy vested the active Co site with an enhanced density of 
state (DOS) at the valence band maximum (VBM), which can also increase the 
concentration of the photogenerated holes to improve photocatalytic and PEC 
activity.  
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7.1.4 Photochemical Deposition of M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) Layers onto rGO/ZnO 
Nanorod Arrays for Solar Water Splitting 
 The OER activity of M-Bi (M = Ni, Co, Mn) catalysts were compared by 
combining computational and experimental studies.  
 DFT calculations suggest that the zigzag edges serve as the active sites in MO6 
structures of M-Bi with NiO6 possessing the lowest overall energy barrier in OER.  
 Utilizing a photodeposition method, M-Bi thin layers were self-assembled onto 
ZnO nanorod arrays and reduced graphene oxide (rGO/ZnO) as a ternary 
electrocatalyst/light-harvester PEC system.  
 In accordance with the DFT results, Ni-Bi serves as the most active catalyst, 
followed by Co-Bi and Mn-Bi. Compared to ZnO, the photoelectroconversion 
efficiency is elevated by approximately 4 times in Ni-Bi/rGO/ZnO, with its onset 
potential migrated by 0.17 V in the cathodic direction under 1 sun illumination. 
 
7.2 Perspectives and Suggestions for Future Research 
In this thesis, we have focused on LD systems for the half-reactions of water splitting, i.e. 
oxidation of H2O to O2. However, the process of photocatalytic water oxidation requires 
the assistance of expensive photosensitizer and sacrificial electron acceptors, which adds 
challenges for practical solar-energy-conversion applications. In the future study, water 
oxidation with fewer or without these chemicals should be explored.  
 
Our attention was mainly given to the photo and photoelectro-chemical water oxidation 
activities under room temperature and atmosphere pressure. The influences of temperature 
and pressure on water oxidation or overall water splitting can be investigated in the future 
as few reports have been concentrated on this topic. As discussed in the studies, the 
precondition of water splitting is the adsorption of the water molecules onto the surface 
of catalysts. Foreseeably, certain changes of temperature and/or pressure inevitably affect 
the dissociation adsorption of water molecules and the chemical intermediates during the 
reaction. Furthermore, from the viewpoint of the photocatalysts, the effect of elevated 
temperature or pressure on the surface active sites, defects and the electronic structure of 
the semiconductors might become an interesting research topic. 
 
Currently, design and fabrication of nanoarray photoelectrodes are mostly based on metal 
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oxides, while little attention has been given to the metal-free based nanoarrays such as 
carbon nitride. Compared to the stacked state, carbon nitride nanoarrays can make the 
most of the superiority of carbon nitride such as its outstanding visible-light-harvesting 
ability. We hypothesize that if the nanoplate or even nanorod arrays of carbon nitride can 
be in-situ erected on appropriate substrates, their photocatalytic efficiency can be largely 
enhanced. 
 
The water splitting system or the artificial leaf just imitate the partial function of 
photosystem II. In the near future, this artificial system can be extended to a broader 
purpose such as CO2 reduction and water decomposition. Previous reports already 
confirmed that the evolution of CO, H2 and O2 could be observed simultaneously by ZrO2 
photocatalysts in NaHCO3 solutions. Inspired by this, more low-cost photocatalyst 
configurations can be developed for the efficiency enhancement.  
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